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Abstract

The FHWA/NIST study group has spent the last six months re-

viewing potential applications of automation and robotics to problems

of highway construction, maintenance and operations. This process

has included workshops for representatives of the highway construc-

tion industry, literature surveys, and site-visits to highway construc-

tion and operations sites. This document presents the first step in the

panel’s attempt to reduce this body of information to a few specific

proposals for areas of research which appear feasible from the panel’s

technical expertise, and which appear to fill needs it has identified

from its review of current practice.

The study group has evolved a working list of short-term, medium-

term, and long-term research programs which seem to combine feasi-

bility with need and opportunity. This list will be refined into a rec-

ommendation to the FHWA regarding opportunities for cost-effective

programs of research support. This document presents a technical

overview of these proposals and the objectives which the panel mem-
bers believe could be achieved if the indicated research programs were

succesfully carried out.

1 Overview of Potential Areas for Research.

The matrix in Figure la presents in graphic form the intersection that the

panel has found between areas of potential application for robotics and au-



tomation in highway construction, maintenance, and operations on the one

hand, and the state of current technology on the other. The potential areas

for research are broken down in figure lb into Near-Term, Medium-Term, and

Long-Term opportunities. Near-Term implies that the basic technologies ex-

ist today, and that the effort required would be to integrate and apply these

technologies to specific highway problems of interest to FHWA. Near-Term

work is thought to be feasible in an 18-month time frame. Medium-Term

work indicates that the panel believes that most technologies required for

the application are available, but that some research is required for further

technological development. This indicates that the general principles are

thought to be understood and applicable to the task, but that some gaps in

our understanding will have to be filled, and problems in application remain

to be identified and solved. Experimentation will be required. Medium-Term
work is estimated to require a time-frame up to three years. Long-Term work

is that which the panel believes represents feasible targets for in-depth re-

search studies aimed at discovering new and improved methods which will

extend our technology in the directions required to apply it to the indicated

problems. Time estimates for this sort of work must be open-ended, but the

areas selected indicate those where the panel’s professional opinion is that

the research ought to be successful within five years.

2 Specific Proposals for Benefit Evaluation.

There are six specific proposals which the study group would like to put for-

ward for evaluation of actual benefits. These problems have both long and

short-term aspects, and in several cases the proposed work spans more than

one time frame, with various benefits appearing at each stage. Some repre-

sent potential individual research programs, others represent possible large

demonstration projects by consortia of investigators. They represent a selec-

tion from the areas of study indicated in the matrix which the panel members
feel are the most timely from the standpoint of a "quick hit" where the cur-

rent state of the art in automation appears to mesh with significant issues

in highway construction and maintenance. These proposals are summarized
together here. The subsequent sections contain more detailed discussion of



each, prepared by various members of the panel.

1) Site Integration.

The primary objective of this work would be to very substantially reduce

the construction time on highway projects, perhaps by as much as 50in

manufacturing. Computerized design databases exist today which can be

used as the basis of automated planning, scheduling and logistical control

of materials and resources. Advanced control techniques can be used to dy-

namically reschedule the equipment on a site, as well as to coordinate the

arrival of materials and relocation of men and equipment based on the cur-

rent state of the site. In the short term, using design databases, survey

databases, and on-site data entry, it is possible to do real-time global opti-

mization of projects with man-in-the-loop interfaces, including equipment de-

ployment and scheduling, and delivery of materials. Other advantages would

include reduced materials waste and automated collection of data for as-built

databases. The fundamental requirement is gathering and distributing infor-

mation in a timely manner to optimize work for the entire site rather than

just a small part of it. Longer-term efforts could extend to semi-automated

control of grading and materials-placement directly from plans and survey

data through advanced operator interfaces, or to automated sensing and con-

trol of interactions between pieces of equipment, such as between trucks and

concrete-spreaders/asphalt pavers, or between front-end loaders and bulldoz-

ers or graders.

2) Automated Bridge Decking.

The goal of this work would be to substantially reduce time and manpower
required to deck or re-deck bridges, while improving quality and reducing the

need for rework. The aim of this proposed national demonstration project

would be to show that it is possible to incrementally add automated capa-

bilities to today’s technology in order to achieve this goal. Existing screeds

used in bridge work already provide a basic, globally-referenced, physical

platform. With this device as the common integrating target, researchers

at many institutions could work towards implementing automated functions

such as:



a) Subgrade inspection using photometric, range, and strain-gauge sensors.

b) Computer-aided design, organization, and tracking of rebar.

c) Laying down rebar, either individually or in sheets, including laying down

the supports needed for the rebar.

d) Automated tying of rebar.

e) Monitoring concrete supply flow with respect to the subgrade profile and

the design specification by use of optical, ranging, and strain-gauge sensors.

f) Inspection of the concrete slab immediately behind the screed to auto-

matically correct pits or voids, and control overall deck profile to conform to

specifications.

g) Other floating and tining operations automatically carried out and in-

spected.

3) Automated trenching and pipelaying.

This proposal would attempt to automate most phases of the trenching and

pipelaying process through the use of sensors, automation controllers, and

smart end-effectors for equipment. The advantages which would result from

accomplishing these objectives include the automation of all in-trench oper-

ations to remove humans from trench which would greatly increase safety,

and permit the cutting of minimum-width trenches to reduce time and de-

crease interference with adjoining structures, utilities, or landscape; the re-

duction of damage to buried utilities; increased efficiency of machines and

operators; reduction of survey and site-layout time, and automatic creation

of as-built databases for future utility maps. The proposed research would

bring together in one specific application area many of the automation con-

cepts from manufacturing which can be applied to construction work in the

field. In addition, it proposes specific retro-fittable devices which can be used

to increase the versatility of traditional equipment such as backhoe excava-

tors. The inherent safety problems of trenching operations suggest this as a

high-profile area for potential demonstrations of automated technology.



4) Bridge inspection and maintenance.

Develop improved alternatives to ’’Snoopers” for poistioning and manipulat-

ing automated bridge inspection and maintenance operations. Elimination

of workers from paint-stripping environments, and improved containment of

lead-based paint and shot axe examples of potential advantages of automa-

tion. In the short term, advanced control techniques can provide coordinated

motion for devices adapted from existing machines. In the longer term,

wholly-new forms of robotic devices could be designed for delivery of many
inspection and maintenance services. Such machines would be programmed

from databases describing each bridge. The bridge databases would be devel-

oped originally from ”as-built” databases, which in turn would be developed

during construction by noting deviations from ” as-designed” databases gen-

erated during design. Each time a bridge is repaired or otherwise modified,

an new ”as-is” database would be generated. These ”as-is” databases would

constitute the input from planning and scheduling bridge repair, and for pro-

gramming the robots to perform various functions such as inspection, paint

stripping, and repainting.

Advanced robotic devices might be able to crawl along over and under

bridges, automatically performing routine inspection, paint stripping, and re-

painting chores. Large bridges might have specially designed robots. Robots

might be specially designed for classes of smaller bridges. Such robots might

crawl along a bridge and its associated support structures and monitor a

number of parameters that are a measure of the health of the bridge, such as

macro-scale deformations, acoustic emissions, ultrasonic echo examination,

paint condition, and chemical detection of corrosion.

5) Automated Pavement Inspection and Repair.

Currently human experts are required to visually inspect road surfaces. Many
attempts have been made to apply machine vision to this process due to the

very large amount of inspection that must be performed, but none has yet

been sufficiently successful. The objective of this proposal is to develop an

inspection system for roadway defects such as cracks with performance better

than that of human inspectors. The minimum detectable crack size would be

less, so that preventive maintenance could be carried out earlier, leading to



increased savings in repairs. Quantitative measures of performance,detection

rate, and false-alann rate, could be accurately characterized. The goal would

be to carry out the inspection (and, for defects of limited severity, the repair)

at highway speeds. Much more roadway than the currently limited sample

could be inspected, and, if repair could be carried out simultaneously, in-

spection and repair would become a one-pass operation with no need for

road closing.

6) Temporary bridging.

Deployment of modular temporary bridging systems by automated means

could provide several classes of benefits associated with different time-frames

of technological development.

NEAR TERM - Temporary bridging for traffic diversion around bridge re-

pairs can be placed with increased speed and efficiency by integrating existing

new technologies for modular bridging with recently-developed robot crane

technology which provides stable control of heavy lifting in six degrees of

freedom.

MID TERM - Rapid and ecologically non-invasive bridging of wetlands dur-

ing construction of new bridging could be accomplished with further exten-

sion of these technologies. The suspended Stewart platform crane technol-

ogy can emplace lightweight modular bridging over ecologically-sensitive sites

with little or no footprint. The net benefit would include elimination of costly

reconstruction of damaged habitats, as well as minimal ecological intrusion.

LONG TERM - Relocateable temporary bridging to carry traffic over high-

way repair sites is an idea with a long history. Until recently the technology

to make such proposals realistic has not existed. It now appears that combi-

nations of recent developments in deployable bridging structures and robotic

lifting and positioning technology make it reasonable to attack this problem

in a serious manner. If this can be achieved, very substantial benefits to

the economy would result from minimizing lost commuter time and delay of

goods and services due to traffic congestion at repair sites.
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1.

SHORT TERM
.
• Tying rebar -- especially on concrete beds.

• Weighing concrete to monitor flow during concrete paving.

• Improve pipe manipulation in trench ~ reduce human hazard.

• Safety sensors around machines.
• Exploit current database standards.

• Add force feedback to machines.
• Expert systems for project costing.

• Automated planning and scheduling of rebar assembly operations.

2.

MEDIUM TERM
• Site location system - enhance human operator.

• Automated pipe laying and filling in trench.

• Real-time monitor of compaction - soil and asphalt.

• Site layout and materials flow scheduling system.
• “Soft" links between machines for control and integration.

• Graphical display of project information system - human interface and

monitoring.

• Prototype project information system - linked to design database.
• Road surface visual inspection.

• Apply design-for-assembly to rebar structures.

• Computer aids to traffic rerouting during job planning.

• Demonstration of two-machine cooperative manipulation.

• Tomographic inspection of bridge columns.
• Machines with exchangeable tools.

• Demonstration of concurrent engineering bridge designed for inspection and

maintenance.
• Study of safety issues related to humans in the workspace of automated

systems.

3.

LONG TERM
• Automatically guided vehicles using site location system.

• Common database exchange format for site, materials, and operations.

• Real-time control of compaction.

• Integration of design database to planning and scheduling - Project

Information Systems.
• Multimachine coordination by networking and distributed control.

• Automated on-site assembly of rebar structures.

• Bridge inspection and repair.

• Life-cycle concurrent engineering for construction, maintenance, and repair of

selected projects, e.g. bridges, trenches and piping.

• Design with improved, smart and environmentally sound, materials to

enhance automation and maintenance.

Figure lb
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Site Integration Through Hierarchical Control

R. Lumia, Robot Systems Division, NIST
A. Sanderson, RPI

05/21/93

1. Goal

The goal of this work is to reduce construction time by half through the use of hierarchical con-

trol for the integration of all activities at the worksite. It will accomplish this through:

1) Automating planning and scheduling directly from databases of project planners, design en-

gineers, contractors, and materials suppliers.

2) Generating detailed plans directly from automated survey data.

3) Increasing the efficiency with which men and machines are used by ensuring that all neces-

sary tools, materials, and personnel are available at the proper places and times.

4) Optimally rescheduling use of men and machines in real-time in response to short-term dis-

ruptions caused by weather, equipment malfunction and similar unpredictable events.

5) Eliminating time spent searching for materials by automatically tracking and controlling ma-

terials delivery and storage.

6) Increasing the efficiency of machinery operators by providing them with exact visual guid-

ance for earth removal, materials placement, and site-positioning.

7) Reducing re-work by enhancing the accuracy of siting, placing, cutting, and forming opera-

tions, controlling materials flows, and by directly guiding work from master plans and designs

in real-time.

8) Acquiring as-built information as the work occurs to reduce turn-around time for checking

and correcting operations.

In addition to reducing construction time, the proposed work will reduce materials costs by reduc-

ing waste, and enhance safety by monitoring equipment in motion.

2. Background

2.1. Root of the problem

It is well known that unforeseen events can idle equipment at the worksite, which wastes time

and costs money. A traffic jam can result in the rejection of a cement delivery. Overnight rain can

fill a hole and work cannot proceed until a pump arrives. An event can occur which requires equip-

ment not at the worksite. Normally, it is the job of the site foreman to deal with these events. Our

argument, however, is that the foreman can only oversee his “island” of activity and therefore is

implementing a local rather than global optimization of a construction plan. The foreman’s funda-

mental limitation is that he lacks information about what is happening at the other worksites of the

project Consequently, the key problems are the lack ofglobal information and a methodfor using



it effectively.

A site foreman does an excellent job in allocating resources at his worksite, i.e., he does the

best job he can with the information he has. However, this local optimization results in sub-optimal

use of equipment, sub-optimal planning for materials delivery, sub-optimal use of personnel. The-

oretically, if the foreman knew about the state of all of the project worksites, resources could be

allocated more effectively. However, in practice, the foreman would drown in the details. He needs

tools to help him sort out the complexity in order to enhance his performance. Hierarchically orga-

nized control systems address this issue of complexity and provide a tool to make construction sites

more efficient

2.2. Advantages and applications of hierarchical control

Hierarchical control is not a new idea. It was practiced in China around 3000 B.C. It is com-

monly found in the military, and most business and government organizations. Recently, these con-

cepts have been applied to controlling machines. Hierarchical control has been used for many sys-

tems including

• Factory control in an automated manufacturing research facility at NIST

• Factory workstation control

• Machine tool loading and unloading

• Robotic deburring

• Advanced controller for machine tools, robots, and coordinate measuring machines

• Advanced inspection system

• Vision-guided robot manipulation

• Vision-based automated highway driving

• Unmanned land and undersea vehicles

• Submarine operation automation

• Coal mine automation

• Space Station telerobotic servicer

• Robot crane

While this set of applications may appear disparate, the common thread is that complex systems

require coordinated activities in order to achieve optimal performance. We argue that construction

sites are also complex systems, and therefore are amenable to hierarchical control techniques.

3. Hierarchical Control for Site Integration

3.1. Hierarchical control overview

A hierarchical control architecture can integrate many people and machines into a coordinated

system. It forms the “glue” which connects measurement technologies and equipment in order to



enhance performance while reducing time and waste. A good hierarchical control system should

provide an engineering methodology for the design and implementation of the system. It should

define how global plans can be decomposed into local actions that can be executed by production

equipment. Also, it should allow any amount of automation, i.e., it should support the entire range

from teleoperation to autonomy, in its attempt to balance cost and performance. This is possible

because hierarchical control systems deal with planning horizons ranging from years and months,

down to jobs lasting weeks, days, and hours, as well as for tasks lasting minutes, seconds, and even

milliseconds.

Some of the elements of a hierarchical control system architecture and how they pertain to site

integration are shown in Figure 1. There are three parallel hierarchies: task decomposition, world

modeling, and sensory processing. Task decomposition, as its name suggests, decomposes a task

into smaller and smaller subtasks, eventually culminating in commands sent to the equipment The

world model stores a representation of the worksite. Sensory processing collects and analyzes data

to keep the models in the world model in registration with reality.

Figure 1 also introduces the concept of multiple levels of control, only two of which are shown

in the figure. Each level’s planning horizon is roughly 10 times longer than the level below it. For

example, the task decomposition box performing the strategic long-term plan could be planning a

day’s worth of activities while the level below is concerned with a sequence of tasks which require

15 minutes each. At the lowest level, the world model maintains an up to date model of the site,

e.g., the site model could be concerned with the functionality of the equipment, precisely where

each piece of equipment is and what it is doing, and the current state of the task executing. At a

higher level, where the time frames are more broad, the world model could store the CAD model

of the road, the desired end product, as well as the as-built model, the reality of the constructed

road. Similarly, sensor processing tasks could be divided between short time frames, e.g., gathering

specific road measurements for a small part of the road, and longer time frames, e.g., integrating

those short term measurements into a global measurement for longer road segments.

In applying hierarchical control to various applications, there is significant flexibility in choos-

ing appropriate sensors, planners, etc., and configuring these components into a real-time control

system to achieve any desired level of automation. The same approach applies to site integration

by implementing the system in phases and demonstrating the value added for each phase.

Figure 2 shows how the real-time planner at the lowest level of the architecture would be used

to coordinate construction equipment. Any desired level of automation is possible. For example,

the system could simply provide instructions to the human operators of the equipment. Alternative-

ly, it could use the human operator to control the location of the vehicle but automatically control

the remainder of the equipment processes. The most sophisticated alternative would be to control

the entire operation autonomously, which may be technologically possible but is probably too cost-

ly at the present time. In a similar fashion. Figure 3 shows how sensors could be connected and

configured into a real-time system. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show more detail of a potential implemen-

tation of the hierarchy with different proportions of autonomy.

3.2. Stages of integration

Hierarchical control allows technology to be integrated in phases. For example, the output of

the real-time planner in Figure 1, which connects to equipment, can take different forms depending

on the state of technology. In the short term, the output could be a screen with instructions to the



foreman and equipment operators. More advanced technology provides the operator with the CAD
design superimposed and registered with the worksite. Using this graphics display, the operator

could place structural materials, forms, etc. As graphics technology advances, virtual reality tech-

niques can be incorporated. Ultimately, the commands could control the equipment directly with

no human interaction.

To illustrate the sensory side of Figure 1, consider the following scenario. Truck 65 has arrived

with shipment 16 and is supposed to dump its contents at the worksite. In the short term, the fact

that truck 65 has arrived with shipment 16 is keyed manually into the system. The system responds

with the instruction to dump contents at grid 87. Then, the truck driver views a display which in-

forms him where he is, so that he can determine how to reach grid 87 exactly. As technology ad-

vances, the system could take control of the vehicle once it enters the worksite, automatically ac-

cess the database to determine the desired location, drive the truck to that place, and control the

dumping. In all cases, the system would automatically update the site model of the material data-

base.

Consider another technology. If materials are bar-coded, the materials database can be updated

every time material is moved from one location to another. Inventories can be adjusted, and orders

generated automatically. Keeping track of the location of objects at the worksite goes beyond mon-

itoring materials.

Position sensors can determine the precise location ofequipment during operations at the work-

site. For example, it is possible to measure the location of the backhoe bucket in real-time. This

information can be used to update the site database in real-time, which ultimate instructs the oper-

ator precisely where and how to dig.

Laser surveying instruments are commercially available to build CAD models of the terrain.

This information needs to be incorporated into the hierarchical control system to guide the crews

and equipment operators. Ultimately, when updated by input from the Field, these data can be used

to create the as-built model of the site.

4. Scheduling activities at the worksite

A road construction project may be thought of as a set of large-scale tasks, such as excavation,

grading, paving, bridge construction, etc., which must be carried out in a special order to accom-

plish the final construction goal. The execution of these tasks requires the careful coordination of

resources delivered to and removed from the site, the availability of machines and people at par-

ticular places and times, and the arrangement and transport of parts and materials within the work-

site. While many different factors affect the success of such a project, the design itself and the map-
ping of that design into a project plan are critical to the efficient management and resulting quality.

Computer-based aids for the development and tracking of complex projects offer fundamental ad-

vantages to the road construction industry where coordination of multiple activities on a preset

schedule is vital to efficient and safe operation.

Computer-based design tools are now required by many states for large highway construction

projects. In this approach, the designer develops a representation of his highway project design as

a computer-based (CAD) File, and can use that File as a basis for structural analysis, materials se-

lection, project costing, environmental impact, and graphics rendering for presentation. The design

itself provides the common core, and the computer representation enforces a consistency among



the various types of analysis. Such techniques are commercially available and increasingly used

for major projects. A CAD-based design and database representation will be an essential compo-

nent of the proposed demonstration project

While the current CAD tools provide useful means to capture the basic design of the construc-

tion project there are many additional ways in which this representation may used for project co-

ordination and management Current CAD design methods are used in the preliminary costing and

assessment of projects, but are not commonly used in the planning and operations themselves. We
propose to bring the CAD design into the project planning and day-to-day management of the

project in order to increase the efficiency and accuracy of these operations. One example of this

use is the site layout problem. The CAD tools should be developed to represent a sequence of con-

struction phases depicting the spatial configuration of partially completed work. Then, the layout

of materials stores, equipment, and personnel may be configured to maximize the efficiency of the

workplace. Minimizing the transport and relocation of materials achieves a significant gain in op-

erations efficiency.

A second example of the integration ofCAD tools into road construction operations, is the au-

tomated site positioning system. The CAD representation specifies the position, location, and

shape of objects and surfaces in three-dimensions from the design. For example, the location,

grade, and shaping of the final road surface is exactly specified. However, in practice, it is extreme-

ly difficult to map this specification onto a work site. Surveying, marking, and remarking of posi-

tions, elevations, and grades is a routine practice during road construction. Maintaining accuracy

throughout the many steps which are required is a major task. An automated site location system

provides a means to locate exact positions and orientations of objects in the three-dimensional

workspace. A given machine, such as a bulldozer, would be tracked by beacons on the site, and its

position and velocity would be monitored and displayed. Such systems are now under experimental

development and demonstration of the integration of such a site location system with CAD speci-

fications would be a major focus of the proposed demonstration project

Given a project design which can be linked into the operations of the project, there are enor-

mous opportunities to improve the task planning and scheduling for the project. There are already

some existing tools which are used in road construction project planning. PERT (Program Evalu-

ation and Review Technique) charts and CPM (Critical Path Methods) are the most common.
These methods provide a means to evaluate alternative sequences of tasks within a complex

project, assign costs or penalties to different tasks, and choose which sequences are best suited to

the given project. In these approaches, planning is the process of choosing the order of work among
the tasks and is usually shown as a linked series of nodes in the CPM diagram. Scheduling is the

assignment of times, or time bounds, on these tasks and is used to estimate the overall completion

time and the critical times for availability of resources. While these methods have provided impor-

tant advances in the systematic approach to project planning, they have two principal deficiencies:

(1). lack of embedded knowledge, and (2). lack of adaptive or dynamic behavior. These two defi-

ciencies may be addressed by additional new developments in planning methods.

PERT and CPM do not embed design information or knowledge of the domain into the plan-

ning process. The formulation of the plan usually relies entirely on the skill and experience of the

human planner to assess and assimilate the many variable which affect the planned sequence and

its variability. The development of knowledge-based planning systems addresses this issue and has

resulted in prototype programs which provide improved planning environments for specific do-



mains. In our work on this demonstration project, we would emphasize the development and dem-

onstration of two specific systems: First, a knowledge-based site layout system which would assist

in the placement of materials and machines and the optimal configuration of the site for improved

efficiency and safety. Second, a knowledge-based scheduling system which would optimize the

utilization of machines and personnel based on internal representation of domain knowledge about

the needs and constraints of the road construction domain. Incorporation of these tools will have a

direct benefit to the efficiency of the project, the utilization of equipment and facilities, and the

ability to monitor and assess progress.

A PERT orCPM analysis is usually done prior to the project and is difficult to change or update

as unexpected events occur during the course of the project This lack of adaptive or dynamic be-

havior often renders the original plan useless within a short period after the project commences.

Instead, new tools are required which can respond to perturbations in the constraints of the plan, or

dynamically replan successive tasks as necessary during the project Such tools in effect become a

top level of coordination for the principal tasks and provide a basis for the hierarchical decompo-

sition of subtasks. These discrete-event modeling and control methods have been used extensively

in the manufacturing domain where dynamic changes in requirements and resources require fre-

quent revision of manufacturing plans. In the case of road construction, a “discrete-event” may be

thought of as a specific task with well-defined start time and end time. Each such task has certain

resources which are required. For example, a trenching and pipe-laying operation may require the

availability of an excavator, a crane, a compactor, and the next section of pipe. The availability of

these ‘preconditions’ to an event define a state of the system model and enable the execution of the

event itself. The outcome of the event is a new set of state conditions.

A powerful set of models which represent these conditions and actions very effectively are

called Petri nets. The Petri net uses a circle, or ‘node’, to represent the state of a resource, and a

line with arrows, or ‘transition’, to represent the execution of an action (‘firing of a transition’).

Figure 7 illustrates this notation for Petri net models, and a sample Petri net model for the trenching

and pipelaying problem is shown in Figure 8. In this example the crane is a resource which is

shared by two subtasks, setting the new pipe section and placing the compactor in the trench. Me-
diating a shared resource in this fashion and coordinating parallel operations are particular

strengths of the Petri net representation. It is important to recognize that this type of model repre-

sents a set of possible plans, rather than just one plan. All of the possible plans are consistent with

the constraints of the problem, but may be initiated by different events. Thus the Petri net is inher-

ently a dynamic model capable of responding to different conditions as the arise. In addition, we
can attribute estimated execution times to different transitions and assess the alternative execution

time of the whole task depending on different possible conditions which may arise. We thus assess

the range of possible outcomes and incorporate that into our planning process. Responding effi-

ciently to these ‘what if?’ questions in the planning domain is a key attribute of the Petri net mod-
eling approach, and will provide a basis for coordination and control of discrete event sequences

during execution of the project Existing software tools are available which can be adopted to the

demonstration project and would provide a framework for modeling and planning at the discrete-

event level. As described below, further decomposition of tasks results in a hierarchy of continuous

control modes which can be systematically organized as a hierarchical control system.

Implementation of the coordination and control functions in a complex work environment such

as a construction site will require attention to communications and information transmission capa-

bilities. A construction worksite may be thought of as a network of users and machines, each with



different elements of the overall task. However, the coordination of these various functions will

require that common elements, like the project design, by available and consistent for all of these

users. In addition, as different aspects of the job proceed, it is necessary for the status of jobs to

updated and communicated to other parts of the worksite. Such a distributed user community con-

stitutes a network, and the definition and implementation of networking principles for a highway

construction worksite will be a major component of the proposed demonstration project. This net-

work will require agreed upon modes of transmission on information as well as establishment of

protocols, or standards, for relay of information. For example, representation of the grade of the

road in the design database might be transmitted to the grader control system in one form, but ac-

cessed by the pavement compaction inspection system in another form. These interactions must be

specified and enforced in order to assure consistency among the different agents in the network

system.

For the road construction site, many of the elements of the network will be machines which are

concurrently carrying out real-time tasks. This real-time distributed interaction imposes still anoth-

er requirement on the design of the system. A standard for communications among the real-time

elements of the system must be adopted, and must take into account the timing of the individual

processes and their interactions. This requirement for a real-time distributed operating system to

coordinate processes is common to many other systems which integrate computers in an interactive

domain. One approach to this problem utilizes a message-passing protocol which permits comput-

ers to communicate through messages which update the timing requirements and constraints from

each of the other systems. The integration of a discrete-event control model, such as the Petri net,

with a real-time distributed operating system provides the framework for implementation of com-

munications and coordination of multiple tasks in the road construction demonstration project In-

dividual or hierarchies of continuous controllers, sensors, and modeling systems which control the

motions of individual machines act as nodes on this communications network and report their sta-

tus and functions through the distributed operating system mechanisms.

5. Benefits of using hierarchical control

Hierarchical control can help address the root cause of non-optimality at worksites: lack of glo-

bal information and an effective way to use it. The following table lists a particular capability

which can be achieved with a hierarchical control system, whether the time frame for its implemen-

tation is considered short term (1-3 years), medium term (3-5 years), or long term (5-10 years), and

a specific example of that capability applied to site integration. The benefits of using hierarchical

control transcend the list, and therefore this list should be considered to be representative of the

types of benefits one should expect

Table 1: Productivity improvement through hierarchical control

CAPABILITY TIME FRAME EXAMPLE

Efficient scheduling

based on variable work-

site conditions

Short When equipment breaks, a plan can be gener-

ated to optimize work for the entire site by

transferring equipment from one work site to

another.



Table 1: Productivity improvement through hierarchical control

CAPABILITY TIME FRAME EXAMPLE

Short By having an up to date schedule based on the

actual state of the sites, people are sent to sites

when needed to perform specific tasks, thereby

minimizing idle time.

Short A weather report of overnight rain will automat-

ically generate scheduling of pumps to arrive at

sites where holes were previously dug.

Short Material delivery schedules and equipment use

plans can be re-generated in real-time and

reflect the most up to date information available

about the worksite.

Reduce time to locate

equipment or materials

Short When equipment breaks, or the state of the site

changes, new equipment may be necessary. The

system can request the “best” equipment auto-

matically by balancing the work done at one

particular site with the work in progress at all

other sites.

Short When new equipment is needed for a site, all of

the parts can located quickly, e.g., a pump must

arrive with hoses and the proper couplings in

order for it to be useful.

Real-time location of all

equipment registered

with CAD design of site

Medium By knowing the precise location of equipment

with respect to the design, time can be saved in

many tasks, e.g., compact the area around lane

joints to a greater extent than the remainder of

the road surface.

Survey integrated with

plan from highway

department

Short Moment by moment guidance can be sent to

operators ofequipment to enhance performance,

e.g., graders minimize the removal of earth to

achieve the goal in real-time.

Short Minimize rework resulting from errors in read-

ing the blueprints for the site design. Measure-

ments can be made (semi)automatically.

Timely distribution of

design changes accessi-

bly from design database

Short Minimize rework due to changes in design.



Table 1: Productivity improvement through hierarchical control

CAPABILITY TIME FRAME EXAMPLE

Improve efficiency of

interaction between man
and equipment

Short Moment by moment guidance and instructions

to machine operators to prevent errors, and

maximize quality of work. Operators can have

complete information — where, when, how

much — using inexpensive visual displays.

Short Operator of backhoe can use CAD model of

location of various utilities by using real-time

display of digging operations to avoid cutting

through lines.

Medium Control system on backhoe prevents operator

from digging into volumes occupied by utility

lines.

Reduce time need for

“cut and try” situations

Medium Automatic calculation of the required dimen-

sions for materials can be recomputed in real-

time for “as-is” condition.

Improve efficiency of

interaction between

machine and machine

Short Operator follows instructions on screen to per-

form mating of machine and its feeder.

Medium Operator drives feeder based on instructions but

all other mating and feeding operations are

automatic.

Long Machine controls all aspects of itself and its

feeder, from requesting the time of feeding, to

the actual coupling.

Automatic recovery of

as-built databases

Medium Minimizes cost and time if renovation is per-

formed at site at some future time.

Increase safety Medium Sensors on machines monitor the state of the

machine, detect errors, and shut down equip-

ment in an orderly fashion when a dangerous

situation occurs or a dangerous action is

requested by the operator.

6. Summary

Hierarchical control lends itself to the organization of complex systems by providing the glue

to connect myriad technologies into a coherent and understandable system. The concepts of hier-

archical control were presented along with examples of specific benefits resulting from the tech-

nology.



The project described here will represent a demonstration of several major innovations in the

integration of technologies for the planning, coordination, and control of activities on a highway

construction site. The resulting improvements should fundamentally affect the way in which a con-

struction project can be managed, and will result in more efficient use of manpower, equipment

and materials, as well as increases in safety and quality of the project. The demonstration project

will integrate a wide variety of technologies in a manner which demonstrates their utility. Many of

these technologies will have substantial impact in themselves, and the incremental improvements

which result from adaptation of specific individual innovations will be of substantial value. For ex-

ample, improved knowledge-based planning tools will be valuable even with conventional work-

site organization. Similarly, improved standards for CAD interfaces, and well-defined networking

protocols for worksites will have substantial benefits in the gradual improvement of worksite tech-

nology.
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AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING





Proposal on Automated Bridge Deck Construction

Section One: Overview

Avi Kak
Robert Cromwell
Robot Vision Lab
Purdue University

Recent studies carried out by a group convened by FHWA and NIST suggest that

the automation of bridge deck construction would be highly beneficial. We
believe that such automation could enhance productivity and efficiency by at least

30%. The problem addressed here is how this might be carried out. In this

section we give an overview of operations which might be candidates for such

automation. We approach this from the standpoint of a "consortium" of

investigators who could develop the required technologies for integration on a

single automated system similar to existing screeds,and perhaps using an existing

screed as a base platform. In the following section, Dr. Arthur Sanderson
presents a more detailed discussion of one of these component technologies, rebar

handling and assembly.

We feel that there are several steps which could be automated. They include:

[1] Inspection of the sub-grade to ensure all codes are met, including:

(a) Adequate pads and spacers between beams and sub-deck panels.

(b) Proper alignment of sub-deck panels.

(c) Absence of cracks or voids in sub-deck panels.

[2] Laying of rebar, including placing the chairs and tying the rebar.

(see next section.)

[3] Application of water and/or other agents as needed.

[4] Monitoring the flow of supplied concrete to ensure proper volume and

eliminate manual filling of low spots and subsequent extra smoothing

passes.

[5] Applying mechanical vibration to ensure proper material flow.

[6] Monitoring the supplied concrete to ensure that standards regarding



density and plasticity are continuously met.

[7] Monitoring the constructed deck extruded behind the machinery, to

ensure internal and surface characteristics meet all standards.

[8] Floating and lining of the final surface.

Addressing these points in the order of operation, we see that inspection is the

first step. This would most likely be visual inspection, and can be implemented as

a combination of 2-D and 3-D visual sensing.

While ultrasonics is used for detection of internal stresses and micro-cracking, it

is perhaps ill-suited for this application.

Cameras, possibly used in conjunction with structured-light sources, could be

mounted on a gantry over the front of the machine. These sensors could ensure

that the sub-deck panels are correctly aligned with the beams, that they are not

cracked, etc. In the highly schematic Figure 1, the right-most gantry is shown as

carrying out this task.

Mechanical devices (shown in figure 1 as arms on the front of the machine) will

be used to acquire rebar from a supply bin and place it on chairs, properly

aligned. After the rebar is tied, further visual inspection will ensure its proper

placement. Rebar assembly and tying would be done by the second of the linked

gantries in Figure 1 . An alternative arrangement is shown in the next section.

Water must be sprayed before concrete is poured, to avoid drawing too much
water out of the mix. Automated visual inspection could ensure that all surfaces

had been adequately wetted, driving the spray mechanism to correct any areas

slighted.

We propose to use simple range sensors to determine the cross-section of the

sub-decking as the screed progresses, and also to measure the cross-section of the

supplied concrete. In Figure 1, structured-light projectors on the screed, coupled
with cameras mounted on the second gantry, make these measurements. In this

way the screed could ensure adequate supply, but no more, by communicating
with the concrete supply devices. We believe that these material sources,

probably concrete pumps in this case, can be linked into a site-wide packet radio

network. A packet cluster architecture would allow random inter-machine

communication between any two pieces of equipment on a site, as well as central

control by a machine supplying a primary service. We have not attempted to

show the actual concrete supply in



Figure 1, since we feel that a flexible approach is required. The automated

system we propose would communicate with whatever material supply systems

were available, be that a conveyor system, a concrete pump, or whatever, to

request concrete (and rebar) as needed.

Finally, as the integrated system progresses along the bridge, 2-D and 3-D
sensors could inspect the finished product. The cross-sectional profile could be

measured to a high degree of accuracy in order to ensure that all standards were

being met. These measurements could form a record that would be available for

later analysis. Also, the surface moisture characteristics could be monitored, and

corrected as necessary.

Performance Issues

What will be the productivity enhancement if such a system is deployed? A
precise answer to that will depend on how many robotic devices and sensors are

mounted on such a system. [On a wide span, separate robot and sensor suites

could be assigned to each 12 foot section of the deck.] Although admittedly a very

rough guess at this time, even without any parallelism in robot devices and
sensors, we believe that the proposed system would increase the productivity by
at least 30%. Moreover, the quality of the decking would be superior, more
consistent, and less prone to human error. This 30% figure is based on the

manual observation of the current practice of deck construction in California. We
observed the different cycles of interlocking steps that go into the process of

laying down a deck and how, more often than not, the personnel assigned to one

step have to stand around and wait while the other related steps are brought to

completion.
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AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECK CONSTRUCTION PROPOSAL

SECTION: AUTOMATED REBAR HANDLING AND ASSEMBLY

Arthur C. Sanderson

Center for Advanced Technology in Automation and Robotics

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

A major component of bridge deck construction consists of the handling, laying, and tying

of rebar to provide the reinforcement for the concrete deck. In current practice, rebar bundles are

delivered to a job site and stacked for future use. Bundles are manually sorted and arranged at a

staging site, transported to the bridge deck at the time of construction, and individual pieces are

again handled manually for positioning and tying. Automation of these procedures would result in

more efficient handling of materials, higher quality in the positioning and tying of the

reinforcement, increased safety due to the reduced manual handling of heavy parts, and reduction

in the incidence of back injuries resulting from bending and tying of the rebar.

Two major steps in this process may be addressed by automation techniques in order to

achieve these goals:

( 1

)

. Computer-aided design, organization and tracking ofrebar materials.

Rebar pieces should be bundled, delivered, and handled in lots which map directly onto the

deck assembly process itself. Computer-aided design tools should be used to specify the rebar

design and layout. The designer or construction process planner then specifies the order or layout

and assembly of the rebar structure. Based on this order of assembly, the rebar pieces are

specified as groups or kits, and this grouping is specified to the rebar manufacturer for delivery in

the prescribed form with labels attached to the groups. This planning and labeling avoids

rehandling and sorting at the construction site. Ideally, the delivery of the materials themselves

would be coordinated with the construction schedule so that the rebar materials are delivered

directly for layout and assembly of the deck and do not require separate staging. This delivery

and assembly schedule is worked into the overall project plan to very the coordination of rebar

assembly with deck pouring in the integrated deck construction system. Efficiency in transport,

handling, and assembly is gained by careful planning and scheduling of the tasks.

(2)

. Automated assembly and tying of the rebar parts.

The assembly process itself will be integrated into the automated decking system which

travels along the bridge and performs the tasks of rebar tying, concrete pouring, smoothing and

sensing in a single pass. The automated handling and tying of the rebar structure is a particularly

challenging phase of this process. It is unlikely that general robot arms would effectively

accomplish this task due to the length, flexibility, and weight of the rebar parts themselves. A
more realistic scenario for rebar assembly is shown schematically in Figure (2), where manually

assisted laying of the longitudinal rebar prepares the way for automated laying and tying of the



transv.erse bars. The longitudinal bars are fed directly from a delivery vehicle or positioning in kits

using a conventional crane. The manual operation sets the longitudinal bars on supports in their

approximate final position. The first set of supports have built in physical spacers which align the

ends of the bars with the prior set. The bar spacing for the remaining length will be set by the

assembly and tying apparatus which tracks the longitudinal bars and adjusts their positions as it

ties.

The transverse rebar placement and tying machine travels with the integrated decking

system and is aligned to physical or optical guides along both sides of the bridge. The machine

contains a feeder bin of transverse bars which have been loaded directly be crane according to the

labelled groupings. Each transverse bar is fed and tied as the machine proceeds along the

longitudinal bars. The longitudinal bars are tracked and positioning prior to tying. The proposed

tying mechanism itself is a plastic "tie-wrap" loop analogous to ties which are used to secure

cables and wires. Such a tie-wrap loop tightens securely and requires much less complexity in the

automated tying mechanism. The intersections of each transverse bar with all the longitudinal

bars are tied simultaneously by a set of tie-wrap mechanisms. The details of the feeding, tracking,

and tying mechanisms are not provided in this description, but have been developed to a stage of

conceptual design. Specific attention is given to the need to hold and tie the transverse bars while

the machine is in motion. An added feature of the integrated machine could include an inspection

device to scan the resulting rebar mesh and confirm both correct geometry and placement of ties

and supports.

The automated rebar installation system described here represents several innovations in

the procedures and the mechanisms available for automated bridge deck construction. The impact

of these innovations would occur as a result of both of these processes. Improvement in design

and planning tools provide a direct link into the organization and handling of the rebar materials.

This change would reduce the time required to handle the rebar and increase the safety of the

workers. Eliminating the staging and sorting of the rebar materials could improve the efficiency

of this phase of the project by as much as 50%.

The automated rebar laying and tying system would perform the rebar installation as a

parallel operation with the concrete pouring. While the longitudinal layout would still be done

largely with manual methods, the feeding and organization of the materials would be improved.

The automated transverse bar assembly and tying would be entirely automated. Only the rebar

feeder would need to be refilled as the task proceeded. This reduction in workforce and time

required would increase the efficiency of this phase of the project by at least 50% and have

additional benefits on health and safety issues.

The approach to rebar handling and assembly described here for bridge decking will

impact other rebar assembly processes in road construction. Both the improved design and

tracking approached, and the automated laying and tying devices can be adopted to other

problems including center and sidewall construction and pilings. While the uniformity of the

bridge deck problem suggests that it is particularly well-suited to automated technologies, these

extensions to related areas will have similar benefits.
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TRENCHING AND PIPELAYING





Automated Trenching and Pipelaying

Dr. Leonhard Bernold
Civil Engineering Department
North Carolina State University

The main benefits from using automation and robotics in trenching a pipe-laying

can be summarized as follows:

1. Drastic reduction of fatal accidents and lost workday injuries.

2. Elimination of accidental damage of buried utilities such as water mains

and power lines.

3. Augmentation of operator efficiency through sensory-based control

methods.

4. Reduction of wasted production time due to surveying or other related

measuring errors.

5. Elimination of the need for surveying stakes which are easily damaged
and lost.

6. Increase of the versatility of key machinery (e.g., backhoe excavator) by
allowing the control of "smart" attachment. This hardware versatility

combined with the new sensory controls should greatly increase the

productivity of the work crew as a whole.

7. Automatic creation of up-dated as-built underground utility maps.

8. The technologies can be applied in a retrofit mode. Thus, existing

equipment could be easily equipped with the necessary technologies

while new equipment could be redesigned for better integration of the

necessary additional hardware.

The opening of trenches to bury sewer, water, and other utilities is an operation

which can be observed on almost any highway construction project.

Traditionally, a surveying crew will first stake out and mark the location of a

planned trench. Later, a construction crew will begin excavating the trench to

the desired depth using traditional surveying equipment and approximation to

control depth and direction. Sometimes the stakes have been accidentally



removed or damaged by the time the construction crew starts. Traditional

excavation requires persons to enter the trench with shovels to even out the

bottom, to lay pipe, etc.

The hazardous nature of construction work, especially that related to excavation

work, is well documented. The fatality rate was estimated by OSHA at 50.8

deaths per 100,000 workers per year for 1984-1988, whereas for construction

work generally, it was estimated at 24.8 deaths per 100,000 employees.

Similarly, trenching cave-in fatalities have been estimated by NIOSH at 75 per

year, and lost workday injuries due to cave-ins at 1000 per year. In a recent

report prepared by NIOSH, based on OSHA's inspection data, it was estimated

that at least another 97 persons were killed as a result of all excavation-related

accidents. The incidence rate for injury among construction workers, including

those doing excavation work, is about two time the all industry average (i.e.,

15.1 injuries per 100 workers in construction compared with 7.7 injuries per

100 workers in all industries. [Department of Labor]

The major occupational hazards of excavation work results from cave-ins, from
exposure to underground utilities, and from material or equipment falling into

the open trench. Precautions against cave-ins include bracing, sloping, benching,

using of shields, or freezing. However the proper use of these techniques

requires an understanding of the importance of such factors as excavation depth

and width, soil type, hydraulic pressure, and other specific conditions present at

the worksite.

The advent of computer integration which is able to link computer controlled

machines to CAD systems on one hand and to hardened electronic sensors for real

time control information provides many opportunities to reduce work hazards

during trenching and pipe laying while at the same time increasing quality and
productivity, similar to the tunnel boring machines in tunneling.

The capabilities of such automated and robotic devices would allow;

1) Advanced sensing devices directly mounted on the excavator boom allow

not only the electronic detection of position of and forces within the

manipulator and the hydraulic power system but also the detection of
metals (e.g., pipes) and possibly other buried material which should not

be damaged. TTie sensory system has the flexibility to be interfaced with

on-board equipment monitoring devices (e.g., oil temperature) as well as

CAD software providing data related to the trenching and/or pipe-laying

operation (e.g., depth of trench) and electronic maps of underground
utilities. These technologies would eliminate the need for crew members
climbing into the hazardous trench. Also, many costly accidents due to



the damage of buried utilities will be avoided.

2) Shared control between the operator and an intelligent and sensor based

controller. Feedback of bucket position and encountered obstacles to the

operator in 3-D. Presentation of virtual views of obstacles or positions

which are presently not available to the operator.This operator

augmentation technology will make the entire operation more efficient.

3) Real time position control through feedback from local positioning

systems as well as laser guidance systems such as traditional beam and

rotating plane lasers. This would eliminate the need for staking the

trench out and possible delay of operations because of lost or dislocated

stakes.The operator of the equipment would be supported by visual

targets on a screen and actual positions for either robotic or manual
control of trenching and pipe-laying operation. The control system also

supports the automatic generation of as-built data to be directly fed to an

electronic utility map.

4) Support of smart end-effector attachments which are able to connect

themselves to the excavator boom/bucket without the need for detaching

the bucket. Quick disconnects allow for easy hook-up of both electronic

cables and hydraulic power. The smart end-effector for laying of pipes

includes a set of specialized sensors, such as a laser receivers, that are

directly integratable with the overall sensory system. The
pipe-manipulator-attachment is capable to automatically grab and
position the pipe supported by a remote positioning system (e.g., laser).

Reference

Department of Labor, 1989. "Occupational Safety and Health
Standards-Excavation; Final Rule,"Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, Federal Register/ Vol. 54, No. 209, October 3 1 ,Washington, DC.
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Automating Bridge Inspection and
Maintenance.

Kenneth Goodwin
Robot Systems Division, NIST.

May 27, 1993

Bridge inspection and maintenance offers a significant opportunity to reduce

costs through automation while achieving enhanced environmental control.

The current situation with respect to bridge maintenance is in fact so severe

that many states cannot afford to attend to all of the bridges in need of

repair, and are focusing only on the most severe cases. In consequence, any

potential cost savings could be expected to contribute directly to public safety

by extending available funds to increased numbers of bridges. A 1991 report

from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) notes 40% of the bridges

on the federal aid system were built in the 1950s and 60s with minimum
cover for reinforcing steel and no corrosion protection. More than a quarter

million bridges are eligible for federal aid. Of these, FHWA estimates that

75,000 need work. In addition to the $16.1 billion in Federal funding, state

and local governments spend between $500 million and $1 billion a year on

1,500 to 2,500 bridges that receive no federal money. All levels of government

will spend more than $4 billion a year on bridge maintenance.

Increased environmental regulations have delayed maintenance, particularly

in the stripping and repainting of highway overpass structures. Increased

process restrictions and media waste disposal costs have been the primary

cause of delays and additional costs. Environmental regulations now require

the isolation of blast areas and have significantly increased waste disposal



costs, especially for paints containing hazardous wastes such as lead. In

past years, a contractor could remove an overpass’s coating system through

open air blasting. However open air blasting produces airborne contaminants

which are harmful to personnel, equipment, and the environment. Workers

must now operate equipment in limited visibility containment areas while

wearing cumbersome protective suits. Containment areas are constructed

with scaffolding and are enclosed by tents. The erection of the containment

area is a slow and expensive process which adversely effects productivity.

A North Carolina Department of Transportation case study of the stripping

and primer application of two bridges in 1991 found that 50% of the time in a

typical work day was spent on moving and sealing the containment enclosure

and cleaning and vacuuming debris.

The automation projects proposed in this document would address these

needs with a series of near-term and longer-term developments. Automated

systems can remotely inspect bridge paint condition and the physical state

of bridge members, erect shrouds, recover stripping media and paint with

increased efficiency, and reduce the manpower and time required to strip and

paint an overpass. The remote operation, the reduced operator contact, and

the automated containment shroud will greatly reduce the time-consuming

construction of staging and enclosures and eliminate the need for respirators

and special clothing. This would provide the following key benefits:

• Increase speed and efficiency of inspection operations.

• Increase efficiency and reduce time to strip paint.

• Reduce and eventually eliminate time spent by workers on bridges.

• Reduce time required to place shrouding for painting.

• Improve quality of painting and decrease time required.

• Reduce hazardous waste through more efficient paint application.

• Reduce exposure of workers to harmful materials.

• Reduce environmental impact of paint stripping.



• Automate generation of maintenance and inspection databases.

• Reduce manpower requirements.

For typical highway overpass bridges, it appears feasible to reduce the costs

of stripping and painting by one quarter to one third, in addition to less

easily-quantifiable environmental advantages.

1 Near-Term and Longer-Term Approaches.

Technology is available, or nearly available, today for automating the remote

collection of imaging and other sensor data to assess bridge and paint condi-

tion. Similarly, automated tooling for stripping and applying paint is avail-

able. The principal problems to be addressed are the automated placement

and manipulation of such sensors and tooling, the automated placement of

shrouding, and ultimately the automated interpretation and logging of data

and control of operations.

An initial, near-term, step is to develop improved alternatives to “Snoopers”

for positioning and manipulating automated bridge inspection and mainte-

nance operations. Advanced control techniques, already developed for indus-

trial robots, can provide coordinated motion for devices adapted from exi-

sting machines, such as boom lifts. Two such concepts in highway overpass

paint removal technology are presented in this proposal for the development

of a prototype Robotic Highway Overpass Stripping (RHOS) System. These

devices could begin to achieve a number of real benefits even with initial

simple teleoperated modes of operation.

In the longer term, wholly-new forms of robotic devices could be designed

for delivery of many inspection and maintenance services. Such machines

would be programmed from databases describing each bridge. The bridge

databases would be developed originally from “as-built” databases, which

in turn would be developed during construction by noting deviations from

“as-designed” databases generated during design. Each time a bridge is re-

paired or otherwise modified, an updated “as-is” database would be gener-



ated. These “as-is” databases would constitute the input for planning and

scheduling bridge repair, and for programming the robots to perform various

functions such as inspection, paint stripping, and repainting.

Advanced robotic devices working from such databases could be developed

able to era '1 along over and under bridges, automatically performing routine

inspection aint stripping, and repainting chores. While large bridges might

have custom-designed, dedicated robots, robots might also be specially de-

signed for whole classes of smaller bridges. Such robots would be transported

to bridge sites and deployed to crawl along a bridge and its associated sup-

port structures and monitor a number of parameters that are a measure of

the health of the bridge, such as macro-scale deformations, acoustic emis-

sions, ultrasonic echo examination, paint condition, and chemical detection

of corrosion. The same robots, fitted with different apparatus, would then

while still in place handle stripping, painting, and perhaps minor structural

repair as indicated by the inspection.

2 Near-Term Technical Objectives.

Since bridge inspection and maintenance is a major activity, involving bridges

and overpasses ranging from simple to complex and small to large, a variety

of automation opportunities appear as alternatives to current use of Snoopers

and scaffolding for manual operations.

The NIST Robot Systems Division has been developing flexible, intelligent

control systems for over a decade. The foundation of these control systems

lies in a control architecture which establishes a skeletal framework for build-

ing flexible controls for complex systems. This sensor based real-time control

system architecture has been applied to numerous robot, vehicle, and fac-

tory control solutions. These systems include serial link robots, cooperative

robots, coordinated robots, factory automation, automatic guided vehicles,

autonomous underwater vehicles, teleoperated robots, tele-operated vehicles,

and parallel link manipulators.

The Robotic Highway Overpass Stripping (RHOS) system could overcome



many of the environmental barriers confronting highway overpass mainte-

nance. RHOS would be an integrated set of manipulators, stripping devices,

and containment shrouds under the coordinated control of a computer sys-

tem. RHOS would provide rapid set up and use, complete containment of

the blast media and paint debris, maximum recycling of the stripping media,

and the exclusion of human workers from the blasting environment.

An overpass stripping operation using RHOS would consist of a robotized

aerial lift capable of manipulating a blasting nozzle and containment shroud

along structural members of highway overpasses. The containment shroud

will transport media waste to a recovery system. The recovered blasting

media will, to the extent possible, be re-used.

The goal of this near-term demonstration-effort would be to develop and

demonstrate a robotically manipulated paint stripping system. This system

would remove existing paint and prepare those surfaces for further painting.

The system would recover the blasting media and chip debris generated in the

blasting process and, when possible, recycle the media. The system initially

would be largely teleoperated and would attempt to demonstrate ease of

operation by current overpass maintenance contractors. The RHOS system

would include an integral shroud subsystem, expected to contain a minimum
of ninety five percent of the spent media and chip debris. The shroud sub-

system will also transfer the debris to a recycling subsystem. RHOS would

clean overpass metal structures to near white metal by media blasting, and

produce an appropriate surface profile to receive new coatings. In its initial

form, the RHOS system should be able to access surfaces routinely addressed

by manual blasting.

The goal is a system usable by personnel presently engaged in highway over-

pass refurbishment, operating under common weather conditions. Mainte-

nance requirements should be similar to those commonly required by stan-

dard industry manufacturers. The operator interface will be designed to

minimize the operator’s programming tasks and to support on-site diagnos-

tics.
\



2.1 Technical Approach.

The RHOS system will bring together many subsystems under unified com-

puter control. Wherever possible RHOS will utilize commercially manufac-

tured components in order to expedite the availability of commercial versions.

The RHOS system has two major development areas. The first area is a com-

puter controlled aerial lift to maneuver in and around the highway overpass

structure. The second area is the processing equipment which includes all

blasting, containment, and recovery subsystems.

A robotized aerial lift will be developed through coordinated efforts with a

commercial aerial lift company. Currently available aerial lifts are not capable

of making a smooth coordinated move, such as moving in a straight line along

the surface of a bridge girder. Each joint must be controlled separately by the

operator. Coordinated joint control has been well developed for industrial

robots but has not yet been applied to aerial lifts.

Potential commercial suppliers with active development efforts in the area of

coordinated motion have been identified. Cooperative research with agencies

such as NIST would be required to enhance their efforts and move towards the

development of an open architecture robotic aerial lift. These efforts would

entail interface developments for additional mechanical joints and command,
status, and sensor communications. Efforts would also include the devel-

opment of computer, electronic, and sensor components needed for robotic

control with minimal operator interaction.

The RHOS system controller will supervise both the aerial lift and the pro-

cessing equipment. NIST could develop the controller in accordance with

the NIST Real-time Control System architecture (RCS). The control system

would have an easy to use operator interface, such that the operator will re-

quire neither specialized computer nor robotic training. The RCS hierarchal

structure would ensure the RHOS control system remains open for future

expansion.

Existing systems for acquiring sensory data and for maintaining camera fixa-

tion through coordination of camera motion with lift motion could easily be

adapted to RHOS. NIST has already developed rapid camera gaze-control



systems operating under the RCS hierarchical control system. The contain-

ment system must permit manipulation by the robotic aerial lift, must not

restrict the blasting of overpass structural members, and must transfer the

media waste to the recovery subsystem. The containment system must also

conform to irregularities in surface to be stripped in order to insure ade-

quate containment of the waste. This may entail multiple modular shroud

components designed for rapid change or a single conformable device. De-

ployable shrouding might begin with a large emplacement within which the

robot mechanisms could act over a large volume, as shown in Figure 1. Sub-

sequently, current developments from the shipbuilding industry might be

adapted to provide small, movable shrouding as shown in Figure 2.

Final system integration will entail the assembly, testing and demonstration

of the complete RHOS system. The system integration phase of the project

would conclude with field demonstrations of the RHOS system, in which

various overpass structural members will be stripped.

2.2 Specific Steps.

Eleven tasks are proposed that could be accomplished over an 18 month
term. These tasks are briefly outlined below.

1. Identify Overpass Features. Though cooperative efforts with the Fed-

eral Highway Administration and a State Department of Transporta-

tion, select a representative set of highway overpasses. The effort will

identify common features or families of features which require periodic

stripping from the selected overpasses . The RHOS system will then

be developed to process all of the identified features.

2. Select Lift. Perform comparative analysis of available lifts.

3. Select Blasting System. Perform comparative analysis of available me-

dia blasting systems.

4. Develop Shroud Subsystem. The shroud subsystem is the highest risk

element of the project. The shroud must fulfill the EPA requirements



for level 3 paint stripping by containing and collecting the spent media

and debris, and then transfer this material to the recycling subsystem.

A comparative study will be conducted to determine the best shroud

design to meet these requirements. The construction of the shroud

should be contracted to industry in order to expedite the availability

of commercial versions of the RHOS system.

A static-type shroud system design would remain fixed to the bridge

structure while the blasting nozzle maneuvers within (see Figure 1). In

this configuration some of the manipulator joints operate within the

shroud while the others remain outside. The shroud will have a port

which will seal about the manipulator and ensure its freedom of mo-

tion. Media waste will exit the shroud through another port primarily

by means of gravity to be routed to the recycling system. With the

dynamic shroud design, the shroud would be an integral part of the

end effector carrying the blasting subsystem (see Figure 2). This form

of shroud would enclose the blasting unit and move along a structure’s

surface via the robotic aerial lift. The dynamic shroud system would

most likely consist of interchangeable modules, each able to conform to

a different structural feature. A vacuum system will route the media

waste to the recycling subsystem.

5. Select Computer Configuration. Perform comparative analysis of com-

puter control systems. Select system based on availability, support,

ease to interface, expandability, convenience of field maintenance, and

cost.

6. Design Manipulator Extension. A standard aerial lift does not have

sufficient degrees of freedom to access all of the required areas of an

overpass. Additional degrees of freedom (joints) will be added to the

end of the aerial lift, which will increase the dexterity of the manipu-

lator to provide acceptable access.

7. Develop User Interface. The operation of the RHOS system will require

minimal training for existing overpass maintenance personnel. The
controls shall be intuitive with clear identification. The interface panel

will also be portable such that the operator will be able to position

himself at the most advantageous position to operate the system.



8. Develop System Controller The system controller shall have a set of rou-

tines to perform all the functions required for RHOS system operation.

Routines will be included which provide for stripping specific overpass

features, stripping collections of features, performing diagnostics, and

performing simple maintenance.

9. Integrate Aerial Lift and Extension. Integration consists of assembling

mechanical components, establishing controller communications, and

performing coordinated motion.

10. Integrate Stripping System. The stripping system shall be tested to

ensure that the blasting subsystem can remove common overpass paints

and that the recovery subsystem functions as required. Representative

values will be derived from these tests which will establish the system’s

operating parameters. These parameters include such items as media

flow rates, pressures, stand-off distances, linear feed rates, and overall

processing rates.

11. Perform Field Tests. The final testing includes two phases. The first

phase could be conducted at NIST. The RHOS system will be operated

at the extremes of its design requirements. Tests will ensure the robust-

ness of the controller, the thoroughness of the programming, and the

convenience and completeness of the operator interface. The second

phase will consist of paint stripping at one or more highway overpass

sites. The sites will be selected by either FHWA, or an appropriate state

highway department. The site should be scheduled for routine paint

stripping maintenance and the regular contractor’s employees should

operate the RHOS system.

3 Longer-Term Technology.

Advanced robotic devices will be designed with the ability to perform inspec-

tion, paint stripping, and repainting operations under bridges by attaching

themselves to the I-beams underneath the bridge and maneuvering using

crawling as a means of locomotion. An example of such a robot is shown in



Figure 3. This device consists of two crawling arms (or legs) and a work plat-

form with a robot manipulator and containment shroud (shroud not shown

in the figure).

3.1 Advanced Automation.

The initial test version of this device will be controlled by an operator using

a joystick input. However, a fully operational system will have an automatic

control system that will use a database describing the geometry of the par-

ticular bridge and a planned set of actions for performing a prescribed set of

tasks. The bridge database will be developed originally from an ’’as-built”

database, which in turn will be developed during construction by noting

deviations from the ” as-designed” database generated during design. Each

time the bridge is repaired or otherwise modified, a new ”as-is” database will

be generated. This ”as-is” database will provide the input for planning and

scheduling bridge repair, as well as for programming the robot to perform

the various functions required for inspection, paint stripping, and repainting.

The design envisioned would operate under the guidance of a general hier-

archical control system, such as the NIST RCS design, which could accept

at the site such a database describing a particular bridge, and adapt execu-

tion of operations to it under a generic task plan that would be applicable

to all bridges of the same class. This would be a straightforward extension

of current state-of-the-art industrial practice, for example robotic welding of

automobiles in which new CAD designs are accessed to generate paths for

robot welders. Since the nature of operations in the field is inherently less

structured and less controlable than in factory situations, this level of opera-

tion would still require general guidance by an operator, but routine, detailed

motion planning in real-time would be generated by the task-planning pro-

gram.

In a later stage of development, the device would incorporate sensing for

guidance (in addition to the initial, specialized sensing for inspection) which

would allow it to adapt to errors in positioning and to new situations not

contained in the data base (e.g., bird’s nests, undocumented repair work.)



Sensory-guided robotic systems of this sort, operating under general task

plans and working from a priori databases exist today in laboratory settings

and experimental operations. They can successfully adapt simple planned op-

erations such as navigation and manipulation to minor discrepancies between

their observed sensory data and expectations generated from riori databases.

Experimental approaches to automatically updating the databases from the

robot’s sensory input also exist. The bridge-maintenance task presents an

attractive target for applying and extending these experimental technologies

to highway maintenance operations due to the relatively fixed nature of the

task, the relatively structured environment, and the relative ease with which

working databases could be produced.

3.2 Mechanical Design.

The device shown in figure 3 consists of two crawling arms and a work plat-

form with a robot manipulator and containment shroud (not shown.) Each

crawling arm consists of a gripper at the end of a telescoping pole with a set

of six cables that control the x, y, z position, and roll, pitch, and yaw orien-

tation of the gripper with respect to the robot base. The lengths of the six

cables are controlled by six winches that are under computer control. This

technology has been proven in the laboratory and the computer algorithms

are well understood. The gripper attached to the end of the telescoping pole

can be controlled by the computer so as to align with and grasp the bottom of

any I-beam within the reach of the crawling arm. Simple magnetic sensors on

the grippers can provide the computer with the feedback necessary to make

the orientation and gripping operation completely automatic. The winches

and cables are strong enough to support the weight of the robot, and by

coordinating the motion of the winches, the robot can maneuver itself under

the bridge.

The work platform is also equipped with clamping mechanisms that can grap-

ple two I-beam flanges and support the weight of the robot against gravity.

When the work platform is clamped to the I-beams, the crawling arms are

free to release their grip and move to new gripping positions. When the

crawling arms are clamped to the I-beams, the work platform can release



its clamps and the arms can maneuver it to a new position. By alternat-

ing between the work platform and the crawling arms gripping and moving,

the robot can thus maneuver throughout the under side of the bridge, and

can position its work platform and containment shroud wherever required to

perform the functions of inspection, paint stripping, and repainting.

This proposed design can be constructed almost entirely of light weight alu-

minum tubing and steel cables. It can therefore be both large in size and

light in weight. Crawling arms of this design have been shown able to easily

support more then five times their own weight. It is estimated that the entire

structure including crawling arms, manipulator, and shroud will weigh less

than 600 kilograms.

It is anticipated that a device similar to that shown in Figure 3 will be

able to maneuver over the entire underside of a bridge, including crossing

under cross-support beams and between supporting pillars. The device will

be designed to be deployed, either by lifting it into position from underneath

a bridge, or by suspending it over the side of a bridge from a truck equipped

with a modified crane.



Figure 1 Possible Stationary Shroud Configuration
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Figure 2 Possible Dynamic Shroud Configuration
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A Proposal on Automated Crack Detection and Sealing

Avi Kak
Robert Cromwell
Robot Vision Lab
Purdue University

Possible Payoffs from the Proposed Research

In the following we describe a proposed roadway inspection system. If the

objectives could be accomplished, die following benefits would be realized:

1) Roadway defects such as cracks would be detected by our system,with

performance better than that of human inspectors.The minimum crack

size would be less, meaning that preventive maintenance could be

carried out earlier, leading to increased savings in repairs.

2) Quantitative measures of performance - detection rate, false-alarm rate,

etc. - could be accurately characterized. This is not currently possible

with the highly subjective human decision-making process.

3) As the inspection (and, for defects of limited severity, the repair) could

be done at highway speeds, much more roadway than the currently

limited sample could be inspected. What is more, if repair could be

carried out simultaneously, inspection and repair would become a

one-pass operation.There would be no need for road closing.

Discussion

Road surface inspection is a boring, repetitive task consisting of inspection and

quantitative evaluation of a manufactured surface. As such, it is an ideal

application of machine vision. In the following we propose methods for the

automatic detection of roadway defects, and, where possible, their automatic

repair.

Human experts recognize many distinct forms of road surface damage or

deterioration(l); presents one of many classification schemes. However, all forms

are presently detected by human inspectors who simply look at the road. This



means that photometric and range measurements would possess adequate

information for the detection of all currently recognized problems.

Figure 1 shows a cross-section of a road with some commonly recognized

problems labeled. Since a pothole is the largest such structure, it is easy to detect,

the aberrant profile exhibited in the range data clearly indicates its presence and

accurately defines its boundaries. The exposed aggregate would be of a different

color, and so a pothole would also be easily detected in photometric imagery.

We have turned our attention to a more difficult inspection problem, crack

detection and repair. While cracks can grow quite wide, thus becoming easy to

detect, it is best if they are detected early so that prompt repair can prevent

further damage. This requires the detection of quite small cracks, which means
that vision data must be gathered at a fine scale, so that features only 0.1" wide or

even narrower be detected. Since cracks may be transverse or longitudinal, or at

any angle in between, it is necessary to gather data at similar sampling rates both

across the road and along the direction of travel. The requirements for storing

the amount of data associated with even a short segment of a road would be

astronomical. The only solution is a system that analyzes the road as it travels

over it, storing only the information needed to describe detected problems.

What sort of information would be useful for making this type of decision? We
feel that both range and reflectance information should be used. Consider the

highly schematic system shown in Figure 2. Imagine an array of balls, or wheels,

of differing diameters, free to roll along the road and follow its contour. If there

were a way to record the up-and-down motions of these individual sensors, the

result would be a 3-D map of the road surface showing its texture and shape at

varying scales. The larger balls or wheels would describe the overall shape of

the road, and would be useful for the detection of such relatively large-scale

phenomena as rutting. The smaller sensors would measure the surface at a finer

scale, detecting narrow cracks.

We took a sample of slightly deteriorated road surface, and used a robotic

manipulator with a force-torque sensor to drag a probe over the sample surface,

attempting to maintain constant force/torque conditions. Records the paths of the

robot arm as it moved the probe in a grid pattern over the sample yielded
measurements of a form similar to those of our hypothetical system of Figure 2.

Some of this data is plotted in Figures 3 and 4.

The problem is that electro-mechanical recording devices are too slow to gather
data of the desired scale while the platform moves at a realistic speed. For this

reason we suggest using range sensors of the general types commonly used in

machine vision. Figure 5 shows a structured-light range sensor - a system in



which a projector casts a distinctive pattern on a scene and a camera views the

scene from an offset position. Knowledge of the optics and geometry of the

system allow the (row,column) information gathered by the camera to be

converted into (x,y,z) measurements, building a range map of the road as the

system travels over it. The range resolution characteristics are a function of the

sensor design, it would need to be designed so that the structures of interest can

be seen.

How, then, would the analysis be done? We suggest the application of

morphological operators to the range map, among other techniques. Figure 6

shows the z component of the (x,y,z) measurements for a sample of deteriorating

asphalt, with greater values of z represented by brighter pixels. The crack

network leading from the left to the bottom, via the center, is very noticeable.

Figure 7 shows a similar image for two samples of concrete, one of which is

cracked. Again, the flaw is strikingly obvious. Morphological operators, which

can be mathematical models of rolling balls, make such features more striking.

Figure 8 shows the application of such an operator to the image of z as intensity

for the concrete samples. Other than the ends of the samples, the only noticeable

feature is the crack.

For details that could be seen in simple photometric imagery, a system similar to

that of Figure 9 would suffice. A camera with multiple light sources would view
the road as the system was transported. Again, no attempt should be made to store

the imagery. It should instead be interpreted as it is gathered, and only symbolic

information about defects and their locations retained.

Figure 10 shows what is called registered intensity data for the asphalt sample - it

is the intensity measurements made at the same locations for which (x,y,z) values

were measured, with z displayed in Figure 6. Similarly, Figure 11 shows
registered intensity data for the concrete samples. Morphological operators can

also be applied to the photometric data, as shown in Figure 12.

Our proposed system would thus make a large number of measurements of each

visible segment of the road surface. What should be done with these multiple

channels of information? We feel that an architecture similar to that shown in

Figure 13 might produce optimal results. Morphological operators of differing

characteristics would be applied to both range and photometric imagery, and the

outputs applied as the input to neural networks.

Once the cracks had been detected in imagery, the information about the precise

location of the sensor platform at the time the data was gathered would be used to

drive machinery appropriate for sealing that type of surface. Our experience

with mobile robotics indicates that it would be a mistake to rely on odometry to



coordinate actions across several vehicles. If the sealing is done by a second

vehicle, then some sort of accurate relative positioning method is needed to

accurately drive a "blind" repair arm. We feel that the best solution would be to

have the repair done from the same platform, so a rigid frame of reference

between sensor and actuator is maintained. Some form of visual servoing might

be needed to drive the end effector along the crack. That task is similar to the

seam-tracking done by existing welding robots, and so a mature technology is

available for application. Given that the robotic manipulators will be mounted on

a moving platform, some work is obviously needed in the area of dynamic

path-planning and in the coordination of the positioning of the end effector with

respect to the motion of the vehicle.

Performance

An important question relevant to this proposal is: How fast can such inspection

be carried out? In other words, what will be the speed of the vehicle on which
this inspection system will be mounted? We believe that it will be possible to

carry out such inspection at highway speeds. Our optimism is based on the fact

that the entire inspection process can be carried out in a highly parallel fashion

using a bank of rather inexpensive microprocessors. What we are saying is that

each cross-section of the highway will be scanned not by a single laser fan beam,
but by a large number of small fans, each fan covering a width of, say, 1 foot.

Therefore, a 12 foot lane would be covered by 12 laser fans. In the system we
are envisioning, each fan would be produced by a separate laser diode. The road

surface illuminated by each fan would be digitized by a separate camera and the

data analyzed by a separate microprocessor.
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Rapid Temporary Bridge Construction

Mr. Ken Goodwin, NIST

May 27, 1993

Abstract

Major opportunities exist to develop and demonstrate construction of

temporary bridges, causeways across wetlands, and bypasses for

traffic management over repair sites. Modular bridge sections will be

put in place by teleoperated, mobile, light weight cranes. The major

thrust of this project will be the development and field demonstration

of light weight modular bridge sections, put in place by innovative

full scale prototype cranes. The key advantages over existing

bridging systems are that the bridge sections and cranes will be much
lighter, and the cranes will provide better control of loads, faster

assembly, and less environmental disturbance.

1 Background.

The Department of Defense has developed over many years high strength,

lightweight tactical bridges and causeways for military traffic, including tanks.

Lightweight military bridging systems appear to be well suited for further

application in civilian construction of temporary bridges, causeways over wetlands,

and for traffic management over highway and bridge repair sites.

Recently, NIST has entered into a Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA) with Global Associates Ltd. of Arlington, Virginia to utilize

a combination of a lightweight modular bridging system (10A MBS) with a

lightweight, stable robotic crane (RoboCrane) in various commercial, military and
space applications.

Global’s 10A Modular Bridging System (Patented) is a unique lightweight modular
highway bridging system. Figure 1 shows the basic element of this system. It has

numerous attributes making it particularly viable for:

Rapid construction of temporary bridges used for traffic handling during

bridge repair.

Construction of bridges over wetlands with minimum environmental impact.

Construction of bridges to handle emergency situations.



The weight of the 10A MBS bridges, designed for HS 25 loads, is significantly less

than any other style of highway bridges. It is transported fully assembled in large

sections, in a nested configuration and can be constructed with the NIST RoboCrane
technology in an extremely short time.

Due to the significantly reduced weight of the bridge, it can be installed with a

lightweight RoboCrane. The crane weight is significantly less than any other

existing lifting equipment, and it is within the standard capacity of the 10A MBS
load rating.

The Robot Systems Division of the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) has been experimenting for several years with new concepts for robot

mobility and cranes. These concepts utilize the basic idea of the Stewart platform
parallel link manipulator. The unique feature of the NIST approach is to use cables

as the parallel links and to use winches as the actuators. So long as the cables are

all in tension, the load is kinematically constrained, and the cables resist perturbing

forces and torques.

Based on this prior work, a revolutionary new type of robot crane has been
developed that can precisely control the position, velocity, and force of tools,

machinery, and loads, in all six degrees of freedom (x, y, z, roll, pitch, and yaw).

The basic configuration, shown in Figure 2, consists of a triangular work platform
suspended from an upper support structure by six cables controlled by six winches.

In order to study the lifting and positioning capabilities of this design, NIST has

constructed a midsize version, made from 6 meter lengths of 10 centimeter diameter
aluminum tubing. It is capable of lifting 2,000 kilograms even though it weighs less

than 500 kilograms. A photograph of this crane is shown as Figure 3.

The RoboCrane work platform can support large loads, is extremely stable, and is

capable of exerting controlled forces and torques in six degrees of freedom. Its

design gives it an extremely high strength-to-weight ratio. It is of lightweight

construction, based on axially loaded compression elements and high strength cables.

All structural members are either in pure compression or pure tension (except for

supporting their own weight). As a result the RoboCrane can lift and manipulate
loads many times its own weight. This is an order of magnitude improvement over

conventional cranes which typically weigh (including counterweight) more than

they can lift.

The RoboCrane scales easily to much larger sizes, such as would be required for

highway construction and repair. Versions with dimensions of several hundred feet,

made from cross-braced triangular trusses appear feasible.



2 Need.

Bridge and road repair work involves closing of lanes and roads to carry out the

repair work. The lane shifting and exposure of construction workers to passing

traffic creates a hazardous situation. Lane closing slows the traffic and creates

economical burden on local activities. The FHWA quantified the "loss to the public"

due to traffic disturbance during road and bridge repair, and as a result new
highway reconstruction, rehabilitation and even new bridge construction have
incentive clauses for reducing the time for repair work.

Operations to erect highway bridges currently require the use of heavy truck,

crawler, or barge supported boom cranes. For bridging streams, rivers, and
wetlands, the temporary construction of coffer dams and islands supported on piles

is often required to support the cranes.

In the process of bridge erection on wetlands, where environmental disturbance

caused by construction equipment is highly undesirable, the crane has to be

transported over the bridge. For commercially available cranes, the AASHTO HS-25
loading capacity is insufficient and the bridge must be upgraded for this crane
movement. This results in a heavier bridge, at greater cost.

The NIST RoboCrane, made of axially loaded compression elements and cables,

which have the capacity required for the lightweight bridge construction, is

expected to weigh less than the allowed AASHTO HS-25 loading.

Where highway or bridge repairs are to be made, there frequently does not exist

sufficient room for a shoulder or construction of a temporary lane to maintain
traffic flow. In such cases the repair contractor is required to stop operations and
clear a lane, at least in commuting hours. This is very disruptive to the repair

operations and greatly increases costs.

3 Benefits.

The benefits that will accrue from the automation program can be expressed in

economic, efficiency, and environmental terms. Global’s 10A Modular Bridging
System combined with the NIST robocrane will result in reduction of construction

time and cost.

The combined lightweight system is expected to result in significant weight and cost

savings. The lightweight robotics construction will enable finishing a bridge within
weeks and with minimum environmental impact upon wetlands and other nearby
terrain.

The RoboCrane configuration appears to be suited for a wide variety of

applications and offers potential advantages in weight, cost, and speed of operation.

Taking full advantage of the lightweight bridge sections and crane, the system can

be optimized to yield minimum combined cost, fast erection, high degree of safety

and reliability.



For highway or bridge repair operations, temporary bridging could provide new
lanes alongside a lane being repaired so that traffic flow could be maintained. This

would be of great benefit to the motorist who would not be delayed by construction

and to the repair contractor, who could carry on repair activities without the

necessity of interrupting repair work to open lanes to traffic during commuting
hours. Several states have reported that in many bridge repair contracts, traffic

management accounts for over half the total project cost.

In the U.S alone there are 3-4000 bridge rehabilitation projects every year. Using a

temporary bridge which can be readily transported to the site, quickly erected to

carry all traffic during the bridge repair and then removed and used at another site

makes the rehabilitation process quicker, less costly, more efficient, safer and results

in better product on the repaired permanent bridge.

It is estimated that at least 10% of the bridge rehabilitation projects would benefit

from this approach.

Building a detour or bypass using a temporary bridge can save 20 - 50% of the

required repair time, (in a recent project, using a temporary bridge based on the 10A
MBS design reduced the estimated project duration from 3 to 2 years). In addition

to the time saving, the work zone is safer, the quality of the finished repair is better

and the total cost of the project can be significantly reduced.

A typical bypass curved bridge that can be constructed with the combined 10A
Modular Bridging System - RoboCrane technology is presented in Figure 4. On this

project, which is expected to have an incentive of $15,000 per day, reduction in

project time by more than a year will result in $5.5 million saving, in addition to all

other benefits.

We believe that in many situations where there does not exist room to use a shoulder
or construct a temporary traffic lane, the costs of traffic management can be

reduced by one half.

The main benefit of rapid, cantilevered construction of bridges over wetlands is

environmental. The bridge can be built from one side with piling driven from the

erected bridge without touching the ground (except for the pile location). There is

no need for moving construction equipment and crew into the wetland area itself,

thus greatly reducing the impact on the environment. It will speed up the approval
of bridging projects over wetlands became a time consuming activity that typically

results in delay of large economical development projects.

Bridge and highway repair in situations where there is a restricted available width
of right-of-way, or restricted width due to topographical conditions (mountains,

causeways) create a serious disturbance to traffic. In most cases, traffic handling by
closing lanes is unacceptable and thus the repair work is delayed, resulting in

unnecessary hazards to the public.



Using the 10A MBS - RoboCrane combination to rapidly install an overpass

bridging, (as shown in Figure 5) can resolve those situations. An overpass bridge can

be erected over a weekend, with part of the lanes remaining open to traffic during

the temporary bridge construction time. When the overpass bridging is completed,

traffic continue with the same number of lanes, while bridge repair is performed
using another RoboCrane moving on rails hanging from the overpass bridge. As in

the case of temporary bridging, once the repair of the existing bridge is done, the

temporary overpass bridge is disassembled and moved to a new site.

4 Approach.

This proposal is to leverage military development of lightweight bridge systems with

what NIST has done in crane development by developing a bridging system suitable

for highway construction and repair applications and demonstrate its practical

capabilities.

As shown in Figure 6, we propose to use a rectangular cantilever structure to

provides the mechanical support for the suspension system. The top plane of the

structure provides the support points for three Stewart platforms. By
simultaneously controlling the six winches for each platform in a coordinated way,
the placement of bridge sections can be precisely controlled.

A structural frame which provides support for two RoboCranes, will enable

speeding the construction sequence. One RoboCrane can be used to assemble
components, while the second would be used to position the completed sub-

assemblies. Using the proposed system and construction sequence, shown in Figure

7, it is estimated that a causeway, 1,100 feet long, could be erected in 24 hours,

including the driving of piles.

For mobility, the gantry frame can provide gross horizontal motion to straddle loads

such as modular bridge sections. The gantry can move from one section to another
on wheels which traverse from one section of a causeway to another and can utilize

sections of previously installed roadway as counter weights.

5 Research Objective.

The proposed research objective is to evaluate the technical feasibility and viability

of constructing temporary bridges, causeways across wetlands, and traffic

management bypasses through the use of modular bridge sections erected by light

weight robotic cranes.



6 Demonstration Projects.

To achieve the research objectives, the following development and demonstration

phases or projects could be conducted:

Near-term: Temporary bridging for traffic diversion around bridge

repairs.

Medium-term: Construction of permanent bridges or causeways across

wetlands.

Long-term: Construction of temporary traffic management
by-passes over highway repair sites.

The near term project would involve integrating existing new technologies for

modular bridging with recently-developed robot crane technology which provides

stable control for lifting bridge sections. Construction of a temporary by-pass

bridge along side a repair site would require the development of cantilever cranes

and attachments so that the crane could be supported by existing bridges or

overpasses. Figure 8 shows a concept for a cantilevered Stewart platform crane with
a spine which could position modular bridge sections alongside an existing roadway,
while the traffic continues to flow under the crane.

The medium term project would involve the development of a lightweight crane
system for the placement of bridge sections without the need for conventional,
heavy cranes and the construction of islands in wetlands to support them.

The long term project would demonstrate the construction of a temporary by-pass
over a repair site. Figure 6 shows a temporary overpass bridge to carry traffic over
a bridge repair site.

7 Activities.

Following is a list of the major activities required to carry out near, medium, and
long term demonstration projects.

Near Term: Temporary Bridging Around a Repair Site

Conduct feasibility study and develop concept,

o define problem
o quantify requirements

o propose combined system modes of operation

o define construction procedures

o define cost model
o define the requirements for bridge sections and connectors

Design, simulate, analyze and model operations.

o propose alternative design concepts

o develop computerized 3D simulation/animation of the deployment



and construction sequence

o determine and verify structural and operational behavior using

finite elements analysis

Develop a 1/16 scale working model crane system in the NIST laboratory.

o develop an advanced Stewart platform crane controller,

o develop and demonstrate a 1/16 scale laboratory working model
crane.

o integrate controller with crane

Demonstrate performance of working model crane placing modular bridge sections

in the laboratory.

o obtain scale model modular bridge section

o install quick connect/disconnect

o demonstrate controlled positioning of bridge section

Design, construct and demonstrate full scale system at a field site.

o Develop and fabricate full scale components
o Test full scale assembly operations

o Perform field demonstration,

o Complete final report and evaluation.

Medium Term: Construction of permanent bridges or causeways across

wetlands.

Conduct feasibility study and develop concept,

o define problem
quantify requirements

propose combined system modes of operation

define deployment sequence
define construction procedures
define cost model
define the requirements for bridge sections and connectors

o

o

o

o

o

o

Design, simulate, analyze and model operations.

o propose alternative design concepts

o develop computerized 3D simulation/animation of the deployment
and construction sequence

o determine and verify structural and operational behavior using

finite elements analysis

Develop a 1/16 scale working model crane system in the NIST laboratory.

o develop an advanced Stewart platform crane controller,

o develop and demonstrate a 1/16 scale laboratory working model
crane.

o integrate controller with crane



Demonstrate performance of working model crane placing modular bridge sections,

piles, and pile driving in the laboratory.

o obtain scale model modular bridge section

o install quick connect/disconnect

o demonstrate controlled positioning of bridge section

o demonstrate positioning and connection of pile guides

o demonstrate positioning and connection of pile sections and pile

drivers

o demonstrate pile driving

Design, construct and demonstrate full scale system at a field site.

o Develop and fabricate full scale components
o Test full scale assembly operations

o Perform field demonstration,

o Complete final report and evaluation.

Long Term: Construction of temporary traffic manaeement by-

passes around or over highway repair sites .

Develop system specifications.

Complete design, modeling and analysis.

Obtain structural components.
Fabricate crane structure.

Install sensors (tensiometers, encoders).

Develop displays for operator interface.

Assemble combined crane system for laboratory demonstration.
Integrate, test, tune and demonstrate 1/16 scale working model crane.

Improve controller software to provide:

o weight compensation position rate controller

o path planning

o error detection and recovery

o test and tune model and gains

Demonstrate complete system in the laboratory.

Scale up design for full scale demonstration.
Develop and fabricate full scale components.
Test full scale assembly operations.

Perform field demonstration.

Complete final report and evaluation.



Figure 1: The 10A Modular Bridging System Basic

Elements



Figure 2: The NIST RoboCrane.
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Figure 3: Photograph of the 6 meter RoboCrane
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Figure 7: Modular Bridge Section Placement-

Construction Sequence.
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Abstract

ABSTRACT

Six Robotics/Automation technologies proposed by the National Institute of Standards and

Technology, dealing with construction, maintenance and construction/maintenance operations for

use in the highway transportation industry, are examined. The technologies are evaluated to

assess their potential impact in terms of efficiencies, cost, safety, operations, and in extending

the service life of various highway components. Survey questionnaires requesting qualitative and

quantitative assessments of the technology proposals were completed by highway industry experts

in academia, state departments of transportation, and the construction industry. The survey

responses are tabulated and summarized. A task force of representative industry experts, using

the survey results as a start point, conduct detailed analysis of the technologies in the context of

representative scenarios and develop quantified indicators of the technology impact.
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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Six Robotics/Automation technologies proposed by the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) are evaluated for their potential impact on the highway transportation industry

in terms of efficiencies, cost, safety, operations, and in extending the service life of various

highway components. The technologies fall into three broad operational areas and are as follows:

CONSTRUCTION
Automated Bridge Deck Construction

Automated Trenching and Pipelaying

MAINTENANCE
Automating Bridge Inspectiony and Maintenance

Automated Crack Detection and Sealing

CONSTRUCTION/MAINTENANCE
Site Integration Through Hierarchical Control

Rapid Temporary Bridge Construction

The concepts were evaluated in a two-step process. Step one consisted of distributing 29 survey

forms to a selected group of highway transportation industry experts in academia, state

departments of transportation, the highway construction industry, and the highway materials

industry. A 58.6% return rate was achieved with most respondents providing input on all

questions. Step two involved assembling a seven-man panel of experts drawn from the same

industry cross section to review the survey results, develop representative task scenarios, and

evaluate the concepts in quantitative terms. Five of the six concepts are evaluated in this manner.

The sixth. Rapid Temporary Bridge Construction was evaluated only in qualitative terms due to

a lack of time and insufficient background and experience on the part of the panel to conduct a

quantitative evaluation.

The report results must be viewed in the context in which the information was developed.

Quantification was achieved by developing what the panel felt was a representative task scenario

for each technology. The scenario selected does not necessarily represent the most frequent

potential application of the technology or the application at which the technology would perform

the best (or worst) in comparison to existing technologies. Assumptions were made concerning

the concepts—principally in terms of acquisition, operation, and maintenance cost of the

technology, and, in a few instances, the performance capabilities of the technology—which, if

incorrect, could affect the outcome of the evaluation. It is therefore necessary to continually

evaluate the concepts as they progress through the development phase to insure they still offer

improvements over the current technologies which warrant expenditure of developmental funds.
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Executive Summary

One concept. Automated Crack Detection and Sealing, showed the greatest potential cost savings

when compared to the present technology. It also has the greatest potential for increased

productivity. Crack Detection and Sealing does not represent a major expenditure of highway

maintenance dollars so the potential direct saving from this technology is not as great as the

percent improvements would lead one to believe. The major benefit offered by this technology

is that a highway jurisdiction could maintain almost 100 times as many miles of highway surface

for the same expenditure of maintenance funds. This would have a major impact on extending

the service life of roads, thus leveraging the savings from this technology and realizing much

greater indirect cost savings.

Site Integration Through Hierarchical Control, though ranked fourth in potential savings for the

scenario evaluated, is considered the technology that offers the greatest overall savings to the

highway transportation industry. It has the most universal application of the six technologies.

If Site Integration realizes savings of 10% to 20%, as indicated in the analysis, it has the

potential of saving $8 billion to $16 billion (based on $78.3 billion spent in 1991 for highway

construction and maintenance) each year. The Consortium for Advanced Positioning Systems

(CAPS) is recommended for incorporation into Site Integration to provide an early demonstration

of this technology.

There are aspects of each technology that may inhibit their acceptance by industry. Industry does

not perceive a need for Site Integration and does not use current technology (CPM, PERT)
extensively. Capital outlay for Bridge Decking robotics. Bridge Inspection and Maintenance

robotics, and Crack Detection and Sealing robotics may restrict their purchase and application

to only the largest construction firms, thus limiting their overall impact. Automated Trenching

and Pipelaying does not offer substantial savings in terms of cost or reduced project duration

because this operation is inherently machine capacity dependent. The concept does not purport

to improve machine productivity, and the safety benefit of eliminating personnel in the trench

will not be realized until automated pipe section coupling is developed.

The panel of experts recommends that industry (academia, contractors, and state DOTs) continue

to be involved as the research and development of robotics/automation applications to highway

transportation progress towards useable tools for the industiy. In addition, as a result of the

concern expressed by survey respondents and the panel of experts concerning the feasibility of

several concepts, it is strongly recommended that a technology risk assessment be conducted for

concepts selected for further development.
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L INTRODUCTION

This report estimates the potential impact of automation/robotics studies which were recommend-

ed as a result of an expert assessment of the feasibility of applying robotics to highway

construction, maintenance, and operations. This assessment is part of a larger research program

undertaken by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) under sponsorship of

the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), entitled "Robotics Application for Highway

Transportation." The objectives of the overall program are the following:

• Assess present robotics knowledge;

• Identify on-going and planned robotics applications to highway transportation in the USA
and other countries; and

• Recommend other cost-effective robotics applications.

This report assesses the potential impact of six automation/robotics studies recommended by

technical experts from academia and industry as a result of a series of workshops (which included

state highway construction and maintenance engineers and operations engineers); field visits to

observe and document actual highway construction, maintenance, and operations, a; well as a

final working group meeting. These activities produced a list of six recommended studies

encompassing both near-term as well as medium- and long-term automation/robotics development,

to include expected/desired performance objectives for each technology. This report assesses the

potential impact of each technology in terms of efficiencies, cost, safety, operations, and

extending the service life of various highway components.

Robotics, as used in this report, will include both robot and automation technologies.

A. Background

Productivity is decreasing in the U.S. construction industry, which is the opposite of the

manufacturing segment, where productivity is improving. One reason for this is the use in

manufacturing of advanced computer and machine technologies, whereas increased environmental

and worker safety requirements have reduced total productivity in construction. The Japanese

are considerably ahead of the United States and other countries in applied research for

construction automation. They have applied various types of robotics systems and other modes

of automation to design and construction in an effort to improve quality, increase productivity,

and reduce costs. The technologies that have been successfully used in Japanese automotive and

electronics industries are now being intensively researched for integration into the Japanese

construction industry. Japan has led in this area due to the structure of their construction industry

and contractor control of research and development, as well as other traditional reasons they have

been successful in automotive, electronics, and other industries.
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Robotics has been used at an increasing rate in various fields. Robotics systems have been

developed for coal mining, hazardous waste cleanup, and building construction. The military has

used robotics for a variety of applications and has a major research program underway to develop

robotics fighting vehicles. The technology is now sufficiently established to warrant accelerated

consideration for use in the highway transportation industry. Robotics promises to increase

saf ' and productivity while reducing costs and the safety hazards associated with work sites

adj. nt to traffic.

The Fiscal Year 1991 Highway Trust Fund Authorization was $13.8 billion dollars. The three

major categories of expenditure: interstate construction, interstate 4R, primary roads, and bridge

replacement and rehabilitation accounted for $9.9 billion or almost 72% of the total expenditure

[4]. According to a report published by The Road Information Program (TRIP), a backlog of

$290 billion exists in road and bridge needs on major routes, whereas die U.S. spent only $26.4

billion in 1991 on improvements to these major routes. According to Department of

Transportation estimates, die annual expenditures would have to be increased to $67 billion to

meet the backlog of needs [8],

During the period 1981 to 1991, highway travel increased by 40% while actual capital

expenditures for highways, in inflation adjusted dollars, decreased in 21 states. In 1991, the

average American motorist spent more than $103 on wasted fuel, added tire wear, and extra

vehicle repairs as a result of driving on rough, rutted roads. This translates to nationwide waste

of more than $17.4 billion [8], Clearly more needs to be done to improve and upgrade the

highway system throughout the country.

Robotics and automation promise to increase productivity in new construction, maintenance and

repair, and traffic flow through work sites. This report provides an objective evaluation of six

robotics/automation proposals, assessing their impact on the highway system, and making a

subjective judgement on their commercial value to the highway construction and maintenance

industry.

B. Purpose

This research report was prepared under contract to the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) to provide an independent evaluation and estimate of the potential impact of

robotics/automation concepts. The concepts were recommended and undertaken as a result of

an assessment of the feasibility of applying robotics to highway construction, maintenance, and

operations.

C. Scope

The report assesses the potential impact of six robotics/automation technology concepts

recommended as a result of a series of workshops (attended by state highway construction and

maintenance engineers, operations engineers, academia, and industry), field visits to observe and
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document actual highway construction, maintenance, and operations, as well as a final working

group meeting. On the premise that each concept leads to successful development of a

robotics/automation technology, this report seeks to assess the potential impact of each

technology in terms of efficiency, cost, safety, operations, and in extending the service life of

various highway components.

D. Study Overview

Six specific proposals were evaluated by this study. The proposals have long-, mid-, and short-

term aspects, and in several cases the proposed work spans more than one time frame, with

various benefits anticipated at each stage. The six proposals are as follows:

• Site Integration Through Hierarchical Control

• Automated Bridge Deck Construction

• Automated Trenching and Pipelaying

• Automated Bridge Inspection and Maintenance

• Automated Crack Detection and Sealing

• Rapid Temporary Bridge Construction.

A summary of each technology can be found in Section n.

E. Assumptions

This study has not attempted to assess either the feasibility or technical performance of the

proposed robotics/automation systems. It is assumed that the technology will perform as stated

by the proposal author, that there are no technical barriers which cannot be overcome in the time

frame specified, and that the system proposed will be cost competitive (from a capital expenditure

standpoint; e.g., purchase price, training, maintenance, etc.) with the existing technology. This

did not prevent survey respondents and workshop participants from expressing their concern

and/or skepticism about certain claims made by proposal authors. Whenever a consensus existed

these concerns have been included in this report. Their inclusion is in no way a reflection on the

merits of the proposal. Rather, they provide an insight to concerns held by the construction

community. These concerns must be addressed by either a technical demonstration to dispel the

doubt or an effective marketing strategy before the technology will become acceptable to the

industry.

F. Methodology

The information contained in this report was developed in two steps. The first involved

distribution of a survey form to 29 experts representing the spectrum of the highway construction

industry. The respondents were selected for their technical knowledge and recognition as experts

in their field. They represent some of the nation's most prestigious engineering schools,

nationally and internationally recognized highway construction firms, suppliers of highway
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construction materials, and departments of transportation of states considered to be innovative

leaders in highway construction technology. Appendix A contains an explanation of the survey

form and the method by which the results were tabulated. A summary of each response is found

in Appendixes B through H.

In step two, a representative group of experts was brought together in a workshop setting to

review the survey results and develop further the information needed for this report. Three work

groups were formed to consider the broad technology headings of construction, maintenance, and

construction/maintenance. Each was assigned two technologies to evaluate and report their

findings to the entire group at the end of the day. A discussion of the workgroup organization,

tasks, and schedule is found in Appen x I.

The workgroup participants reviewed the survey results. For each technology a typical task

(scenario) was developed to serve as a basis for evaluating the benefits offered by the proposed

technology. The tasks were planned and cost determined much the same as a contractor would

in developing a bid proposal. Means cost data, or expert knowledge from the work shop

participants, were used for the current technologies. Assumptions were made when necessary for

performance and cost of the proposed technologies. A similar "bid proposal" was developed so

both technologies could be compared.

Conclusions were drawn regarding the proposed technologies from this analysis and the survey

results. The conclusions fall into the three broad categories: benefits to highway construction,

ease of implementation, and industry acceptance.

Jm
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II. POTENTIAL AREAS OF RESEARCH

A. Site Integration Through Hierarchical Control.

1. Background

a. General - Unforeseen events can idle equipment at the worksite, which wastes time

and costs money. An event can occur which requires equipment not at the worksite.

Normally, it is the job of the site foreman to deal with these events. The foreman can

only oversee his "island" of activity and therefore is implementing a local rather than

global optimization of a construction plan. The foreman's fundamental limitation is

that he lacks information about what is happening at the other work sites of the

project. Consequently, the key problems are the lack of global information and a

method for using it effectively.

A site foreman does an excellent job in allocating resources at her work site, i.e., she

does the best job she can with the information she has. However, this local

optimization results in sub-optimal use of equipment, personnel, and planning for

materials delivery. Theoretically, if the foreman knew about the state of all of the

project work sites, resources could be allocated more effectively. As a result a degree

of "slop" is incorporated in planning schedules to ensure adequate numbers of

personnel, equipment, and supplies are available at all work sites on projects that have

critical completion dates. When this is not done the completion date invariably slips

because of unforeseen events. Site Integration Through Hierarchical Control is

anticipated to provide the "tool" the foreman needs to optimally manage all resources

at a multitude of project work sites.

b. Typical task (scenario) for this technology - A road resurfacing project was selected

to evaluate this technology. The work group chose this project because it involved

management of numerous resources and consisted of many sequential operations

taking place at several locations. Scheduling of equipment and material is critical to

timely completion of road resurfacing projects. Though road resurfacing is not the

most complex highway construction project, it provided sufficient complexity to

demonstrate the benefit of Site Integration while being simple enough to permit

effective analysis.

The project consists of resurfacing ten miles of an eight-lane highway for 80 lane-

miles of resurfacing. Two inches of the road surface are to be milled and the debris

hauled away. A two-inch binder course followed by a one-inch wear surface is to be

laid. Fifty-six thousand tons of milled surface will be removed and 85,000 tons of
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asphalt, consisting of 56,000 tons of binder course and 29,000 tons of wear surface

is required.

The project is located in a metropolitan area with heavy traffic flow. The contract

calls for the project to be completed within 90 days. Seven days a week and twenty-

four hours a day are available for the project. Work is scheduled for twelve hours a

day with ten hours devoted to paving operations. The rolling operation extends two

hours beyond paving to finish the asphalt laid during the day. The asphalt plant is a

10-mile average haul distance away and is also the disposal site for the milled

material.

A typical sequence of events for this project will consist of the following activities:

• Establish traffic control on two lanes for a five mile section of road

• Temporarily stripe the road for the lane diversion

• Mill the road surface to specification and back haul the milled material

• Apply a tack coat for the binder course

• Pave the binder course

• Apply a tack coat for the wear course

• Pave the wear course

• Strip the paved road section

• Move the traffic control to the next section of road to resurface.

This sequence is independent of whether or not Site Integration is utilized. Equipment

capabilities are unchanged by Site Integration. Overall project efficiencies are

expected to increase due to the elimination of most lost time.

2. Current Technology

a. Description - Work is normally scheduled using Critical Path Method (CPM) utilizing

Gantt charts to determine the resources required and duration of each aspect of the

project. The site foreman manages the resources for his particular segment of the

entire project semi-independent of the other site foreman. Well run projects will

require an after-action meeting at the end of each day among the various site foremen

to coordinate plans for the following day. Little effective communication takes place

between the various sites on the project during the day unless an emergency situation

comes up.

b. Task Analysis - For this scenario the equipment requirements and duration of the

project phase as well as total project duration were derived based on the experience

of the workgroup participants. Cost of the equipment, labor, and materials was

estimated using Means. Certain aspects of this project will be the same for both the

current technology and the proposed technology and their cost is minimal compared
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to the total project cost. These functions are ignored in this analysis. This project

consists of four separate work sites each with its own work site foreman. There are

two milling sites and two paving sites. A project engineer is in charge of the overall

project and responsible for coordination of the various site activities and allocation of

resources.

Twelve-ton trucks are used to haul the asphalt and back haul the milled pavement.

Each truck can make one round trip in an hour. The pacing element of this operation

is laying the binder course. Two pavers and associated equipment are capable of

laying two lane-miles of two-inch binder course a day (1,400 T/day) during a 10-hour-

day. Two millers and associated equipment will be required for an eight-hour work

day to keep pace with the paving operation. The millers are capable of milling

approximately 1,900 T/day (2.7 lane-miles) and will not work at their full efficiency.

The wear course can be laid at the rate of 3 lane-miles per 10-hour day. Fourteen 12-

ton dump trucks are required to haul the 1 1 7 loads of asphalt required per day for the

binder course, 14 per day for back hauling the milled material and 12 per day for the

wear course. These truck quantities represent a 15% to 20% excess haul capacity to

account for equipment down time and lost time at the asphalt plant while waiting in

a queue. It will take 40 days to mill all eight lanes, 40 days to lay the binder course,

and 26.5 days to lay the wear course. Total project duration, not counting time

required for lane closure and line painting, is 67 days.

c. Work breakdown - Table LI.A-1 depicts the various functions which must be

performed to resurface a road and shows the equipment, manpower, and material

required to accomplish those functions.

Total project cost is $4,210,303, and requires 35,774 man-hours of effort. The

cost and man hours expended for each function are shown below:

Function Cost Man Hours

Milling $511,144 4,480 man-hr

Back Haul $409,640 5,600 man-hr

Paving - Binder Course $324,080 6,560 man-hr

Haul - Binder Course $409,640 5,600 man-hr

Paving - Wear Course $214,703 5,830 man-hr

Haul - Wear Course $210,672 2,880 man-hr

Rolling Binder and Wear $297,544 4,824 man-hr

Asphalt $1,832,880
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Function Resources Required Unit Cost

of Re-

source

Units Re-

quired

Milling 2 ea B-71 Crew consisting of:

1 Foreman

3 Laborers

3 Equipment Operators

1 Pvmt. Profiler

1 Road Sweeper

1 F.E. Loader

$6,389.30 per

crew day

80 crew days

Back haul of

milled material

Dump Trucks w/Drivers $731.50 per

truck day

560 truck days

Paving - Binder

Course

2 ea Paving crews consisting of:

1 Foreman

7 Laborers

1 Equipment Operator

1 Asphalt Paver

$4,051.00 per

crew day

80 crew days

Asphalt Haul for

Binder Course

Dump Trucks w/ Drivers

Asphalt

$731.50 per

truck day

$20.84/ton

560 truck days

56,000 Tons

Paving - Wear

Course

2 ea Paving crews consisting of:

1 Foreman

7 Laborers

1 Equipment Operator

1 Asphalt Paver

$4,051.00 per

crew day

53 crew days

Asphalt Haul for

Wear Course

Dump Trucks w/ Drivers

Asphalt

$731.50 per

truck day

$22.96/ton

288 truck days

29,000 tons

Rolling Binder and

Wear Course

Rolling crew consisting of:

6 Equipment Operators

1 Tandem Roller, 10 Ton

2 Rollers, Pneumatic Wheel

3 Rollers, Steel Wheel

$4440.35 per

crew day

67 crew days

Table ILA-1. Work Breakdown Matrix for Current Site Integration Technology

3. Proposed Technology

a. Description - The primary objective of this work would be to substantially reduce the

construction time on highway projects, perhaps by as much as 50%, through the use

of automation techniques now employed in manufacturing. Computerized design
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databases exist today which can be used as the basis of automated planning,

scheduling, and logistical control of materials and resources. Advanced control

techniques can be used to dynamically reschedule the equipment on a site, as well as

to coordinate the arrival of materials and relocation of men and equipment based on

the current state of the site. In the short term, using design databases, survey

databases, and on-site data entry, it is possible to do real-time global optimization of

projects with man-in-the-loop interfaces, including equipment deployment and

scheduling, and delivery of materials. Other advantages would include reduced

materials waste and automated collection of data for as-built databases. The

fundamental requirement is gathering and distributing information in a timely manner

to optimize work for the entire site rather than just a small part of it. Longer-term

efforts could extend to semi-automated control of grading and materials placement

directly from plans and survey data through advanced operator interfaces, or to

automated sensing and control of interactions between pieces of equipment, such as

between trucks and concrete-spreaders/asphalt pavers, or between front-end loaders

and bulldozers or graders.

b. Task Analysis - The major difference in how this project would be completed using

site integration is that a separate fleet of trucks would not be allocated for the back

haul of the milled material. With efficient scheduling and tracking of resources the

trucks hauling the binder course of asphalt could back haul the milled material. Based

on the experience of work group participants, the paving operation could be more

productive when everything goes smoothly and materials arrive when scheduled. One
of the participants has laid as much as 2,000 tons of binder course in a 10-hour day

under ideal conditions. For the purpose of this analysis a rate of 1,750 tons per day

binder course and 1,200 tons per day wear course is assumed possible through the

efficiencies offered by Site Integration.

c. Work breakdown - Table HA-2, depicts the functions which must be performed to

resurface a road, and shows the equipment, manpower, and materials required to

accomplish those functions using the proposed site integration technology.
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Function Resources Required Unit Cost

of Re-

source

Units Re-

quired

Milling 2 ea B-71 Crew consisting of:

1 Foreman

3 Laborers

3 Equipment Operators

1 Pvmt. Profiler

1 Road Sweeper

1 F.E. Loader

$6,389.30 per

crew day

64 crew days

Back haul of

milled material

Dump Trucks w/Drivers Site Integration permits using as-

phalt trucks to remove milled ma-

terial on back haul.

Paving - Binder

Course

2 ea Paving crews consisting of:

1 Foreman

7 Laborers

1 Equipment Operator

1 Asphalt Paver

$4,051.00 per

crew day

64 crew days

Asphalt Haul for

Binder Course

Dump Trucks w/ Drivers

Asphalt

$731.50 per

truck day

$20.84/ton

576 truck days

56,000 tons

Paving • Wear

Course

2 ea Paving crews consisting of:

1 Foreman

7 Laborers

1 Equipment Operator

1 Asphalt Paver

$4,051.00 per

crew day

48 crew days

Asphalt Haul for

Wear Course

Dump Trucks w/ Drivers

Asphalt

$731.50 per

truck day

$22.96/ton

288 truck days

29,000 tons

Rolling Binder and

Wear Course

Rolling crew consisting of:

6 Equipment Operators

1 Tandem Roller, 10 Ton

2 Roller, Pneumatic Wheel

3 Rollers, Steel Wheel

$4440.35 per

crew day

66 crew days

Table II.A-2. Work Breakdown Matrix for Proposed Site Integration Technology

Total project cost is reduced by 14% to $3,610,626, and man hours required to

complete the job are reduced by almost 24% to 27,286 man-hours. Project duration

is reduced from 67 days to 56 days. The cost and man hours expended for each

function are shown below:
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Function Cost Man Hours

Milling $408,915 3,584 man-hr

Back Haul Done as part of binder haul

Paving - Binder Course $259,264 5,888 man-hr

Haul - Binder Course $421,344 5,760 man-hr

Paving - Wear Course $194,448 4,422 man-hr

Haul - Wear Course $210,672 2,880 man-hr

Rolling Binder and Wear $293,103 4,752 man-hr

Asphalt $1,832,880

4. Conclusions

a. Benefits to highway construction

1) Cost - This technology holds the promise of providing large cost savings. The

project analyzed in this study was somewhat simple compared to major

highway construction projects accomplished every day. A highway widening

project, for example, which involves grubbing and clearing, bridge widening,

and an upgraded storm drain system would require much greater coordination

and scheduling of resources and materials. The potential dollar savings for

such a project could conceivably be as high as 20% to 25% compared to the

14% for the evaluated project. The general view of both survey respondents

and work group participants is that savings as high as 50% are not realistic.

The savings which should be achievable, however, are substantial and make

this project worth pursuing. The cost of training and the additional equipment

required to implement this technology were cited as potential detractors.

There will be an unquantified cost savings to the traveling public resulting

from the 16% reduction in project duration.

2) Safety - The general consensus was that this technology should contribute to

worksite safety through more efficient scheduling and tracking of equipment

and material. There should be fewer equipment delays and equipment could

be scheduled in an optimum manner to minimize the inconvenience to the

traveling public. Completing a project in a shorter time will reduce worker

exposure.
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3) Time - The technology does offer time savings. For the project analyzed,

duration was reduced by over 16% and man hours reduced by almost 24%.

Savings should be greater on more complex projects where increased worker

productivity of 20% should be achievable.

4) Quality - There will be increased quality of the final project but the degree of

increase is difficult to quantify. The major increase will result from the proper

equipment and material being available when needed making it less likely that

someone will "make do" with an effort less than specified.

b. Ease of implementation

1) Technical hurdles - No major technical hurdles are anticipated for this

technology. If greater reliance is placed on sensors and tracking devices to

implement this technology there may be a problem in radio frequency

allocation to ensure sufficient channels are available for effective communica-

tion. Channel multiplexing may be a solution.

The Consortium for Advanced Positioning Systems, or CAPS, integrates the

robust (but continually evolving) computer-aided design and computer-aided

engineering environments with the recently developed capability for real-time

site positioning measurement [6]. CAPS could be incorporated into site

integration to provide an early demonstration of this technology.

2) Applicability - This technology has broad application to the highway

construction industry. It is conceivable that various degrees of concept

complexity could be implemented. In this manner, the small business which

cannot afford the capital investment for a full-blown system—nor would the

small business have need for all the capabilities—could purchase a system

tailored to its need.

c. Industry acceptance

1) Priority/need - At present, industry does not perceive a need for site integra-

tion. One respondent cited the fact that, "Current methods available for project

management (CPM, PERT) are seldom necessary for use on [State DOT]
construction projects." It would be necessary to set up a demonstration project

to demonstrate the savings a contractor could realize using site integration

before the industry would perceive a need for this technology. Site integration

was ranked fourth of six for priority/need in the survey.

2) Capital outlay - Insufficient information was provided in the concept

description to assess capital outlay. The short-term implementation appears
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to involve only the purchase of the software (to be developed) and a

computer(s) for on-site use. This should represent minimal capital outlay.

The long-term implementation involves sensor and display systems to

automatically communicate information to supervisor and worker alike. The

cost for such a system could be substantial and deter many from using

hierarchical control to manage a project.

3) Expected commercial value - The potential commercial value of this concept

is great provided training and equipment costs can be kept within reach of the

average contractor.

5. Summary - The comparative analysis of the current and proposed technology for this

scenario is summarized below.

Cost Project Duration Crew

Current $4,210,303 67 days 35,774

man-hours

Proposed $3,610,626 56 days 27,286

man-hours
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B. Automated Bridge Deck Construction.

1. Background

a. Genera] Information - Bridge decking and bridge deck rehabilitation represent a

considerable share of annual highway expenditures. The task is highly labor intensive,

requiring workers to manually place and tie rebar, distribute the cement in the forms,

and achieve the final finish. This work is subject to heavy lifting and other activities

which can result in back injuries. Using robotics to construct bridge decks could

increase productivity and reduce safety hazards.

b. Typical task (scenario) for this technology - A 40-foot-wide by 1 00-foot-long bridge

is to be decked with an 8-inch reinforced concrete slab. Epoxy-coated rebar is utilized

and the concrete is pumped in place. Number 5 rebar is used for the transverse bars

and placed on 7-inch centers. Number 4 rebar is used for the longitudinal bars and

placed on average 10-inch centers with more being placed in the middle half of the

slab span than over the beams.

2. Current Technology

a. Description - A visual inspection is conducted of the bridge substructure to insure it

is properly installed and ready to receive the bridge deck. The first layer of primary

reinforcement rebar is placed transverse to the longitudinal bridge girders one inch up

from the form. Longitudinal rebar is placed on the transverse rebar and tied. The

second layer of longitudinal rebar is placed and the transverse rebar tied on top so that

the transverse rebar will be two inches from the finished concrete surface. It takes

10.7 man-hours to place one ton of epoxy-coated rebar. Forms are erected for a lane

section which also serves as the track for the concrete paver. The area to be paved

is wetted to prepare for the concrete. Concrete is pumped into the paver hopper

which distributes and screeds the concrete into the form. Workers manually fill low

spots in the concrete, vibrate it to remove voids and finish the concrete surface. The

concrete is allowed to cure, using protective covering as appropriate, and the forms

are removed. Final inspection is accomplished. Generally as much as 80% of bridge

decks placed using this technique require milling of the surface to bring it into

specification because of ineffective quality control during placing..

b. Task Analysis - Bridge decking is a sequential operation where the preceding

operation must be finished before the next operation can be started. This is

particularly true on small bridge projects such as the one used for this evaluation. On
larger bridge projects, rebar can be assembled in one area of the bridge deck while the

concrete is be placed in an area where rebar assembly has been completed. A small
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bridge project was selected to require both the current and proposed technology to

proceed in a sequential manner. Also, bridges less than 100 feet long represent

approximately 88% of all bridges built during die period 1950 to 1989.

c. Work breakdown - Table II.B-1. depicts the various steps in the process of bridge

decking and the resources required.

Performance Current Standard Resources Required Unit Cost Units

Element of Required

Resource

Inspection Visual Inspector $329/day 0.5 days

Rebar Placement Placed and tied manually Rebar Crew consisting of: $l,489/day 3.5 days

1 Foreman

3 Rodmen (Reinforc-

ing)

#4 Rebar $544/ton* 3.2 tons

#5 Rebar $544/ton* 7.2 tons

Concrete place- Forms erected Crew C l consisting of: $1,112.40 1 day

ment 3 Carpenters

1 Laborer

/day

3 Power Tools $27.05/day 1 day

Materials $5.93/sf 420 sf

Concrete $48/cy 100 cy

Crew C-20 consisting of: $1,191.20 1 day

Concrete pumped and 1 Labor foreman /day

placed 5 Laborers

Vibration to remove voids 1 Cement finisher

Screeding 1 Eq. operator

Finishing 2 Vibrators

$71.30 /day 1 day

1 Concrete pump $597/day 1 day

QC of concrete Done manually by taking This operation is done exactly the same using current and

and slab samples of the concrete the proposed technology. The cost is minimal compared

and sending to testing lab- to other costs and is ignored in this evaluation.

oratory

Concrete curing Accomplished manually $0.30/sf 4,000 sf

Final inspection Visual Inspector $329/day 0.5 days

Includes cost of materials and accessories; bending; delivery; and unloading, sorting, and piling at the construction

site.

Table II.B-1. Work Breakdown Matrix for Current Bridge Decking Technology
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The initial inspection will take one-half day, and placing the rebar will require an

additional three and one-half days. Forms will take one day and the placing of the

concrete will take one day. The final inspection will take one-half day. Total project

duration is six days, not counting curing time for the concrete.

The bridge decking operation will cost $22,687 broken down as follows:

Labor $7,844

Materials $12,949

Curing $1200

Equipment $695

3. Proposed Technology

a. Description - The goal of this work would be to substantially reduce time and

manpower required to deck or re-deck bridges, while improving quality and reducing

the need for rework. The aim of this proposed national demonstration project would

be to show that it is possible to incrementally add automated capabilities to today's

technology in order to achieve this goal. Existing screeds used in bridge work already

provide a basic, globally-referenced, physical platform. Figure n.B-1. is a concept

drawing for a demonstration project for the automation of bridge decking. With

existing screeds as the common integrating target, researchers at many institutions

could work toward implementing

automated functions such as:

Subgrade inspection using

photometric, range, and strain-

gauge sensors.

Computer-aided design, orga-

nization, and tracking of rebar.

Laying down rebar, either in-

dividually or in sheets, includ-

ing laying down the supports

needed for the rebar.

Automated tying rebar.

- Monitoring concrete supply

flow with respect to the

subgrade profile and the de-

sign specification by the use

of optical, ranging, and strain-

gauge sensors.

Figure II.B-1 Concept Drawing for a Demon-
stration Project for the Automa-

tion of Bridge Decking
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Inspection of the concrete slab immediately behind the screed to automatically

correct pits or voids, and control overall deck profile to confirm to specifications.

Other floating and tining operations automatically carried out and inspected.

b. Task Analysis - The proposed technology will be capable of conducting the sub-deck

inspection, placing the transverse rebar and chairs and tie the rebar. It would also

place, vibrate, and finish the concrete, possibly eliminating the need for a final

inspection if it can achieve the desired level of quality control during the operation.

Although the technology description indicates that the inspection is conducted

simultaneously while placing the rebar, no mention is made of the affect problems

with the sub-deck would have on the operation. The rebar, however, would have to

be placed in two passes. On the first pass the bottom layer of transverse rebar and

chairs are placed. The first and second layers of longitudinal rebar are manually

placed using only a two-man crew. It may be possible for the transverse rebar to be

placed as the robotics device completes placing rebar on another section of the bridge

deck. Time savings from concurrent operation would be minimal because manual

placement is the pacing function.

During the second pass of the robotics device the bottom layer of rebar is tied and the

top layer of transverse rebar is placed and tied. It is questionable whether or not the

concrete could be placed during this second pass as well or whether a third pass

would be required. The concern revolves around possible conflict between delivery

of concrete and feeding the rebar hopper. For the sake of analysis it is assumed that

both operations could be conducted simultaneously.

Little information was provided in the proposal description to indicate either cost or

productivity rates. It was therefore necessary to make some assumptions in order to

develop productivity and cost comparisons with existing technology. It is assumed

that the robotics device will be capable of 20% greater production than a trained, four-

man crew, i.e., 3.6 tons of rebar placed and tied in a day. A two-man crew is still

required to manually place the longitudinal rebar. It is assumed that their productivity

is 35% higher placing the rebar than would be placing and tying rebar. Their

productivity is therefore 7.0 man-hours per ton. The Robotics Bridge Decker is

estimated to cost $500,000. Bare cost is estimated based on a four-year depreciation

period at a utilization rate of 2,000 hours per year. Total equipment cost is bare cost

plus 10%.

c. Work breakdown for recommended technology - The work breakdown is depicted

in Table II.B-2.
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Performance Proposed Standard Resources Required Unit Cost Units

Element of Required

Resource

Inspection Mechanically Robotics Bridge Decker Included in Rebar Place-

ment

Rebar placement Transverse rebar and Robotics Bridge Decker $550/day 1 day

chairs placed mechanical-

ly in two passes and tied

Longitudinal rebar placed Worker/Foreman* $400/day 3.5 day

manually Laborer $233/day 1.5 day

#4 Rebar $544/ton* 3.2 tons

#5 Rebar $544/ton* 7.2 tons

Concrete place- Forms erected Crew C-l consisting of: $1,112.40 1 day

ment** 3 Carpenters

1 Laborer

/day

3 Power Tools $27.05/ day 1 day

Materials $5.93/sf 420 sf

Concrete pumped to Ro- Robotics Bridge Decker $550/day 1 day

botics Bridge Decker, Concrete $48/cy 100 cy

placed, vibrated, screeded, Concrete pump $597/day 1 day

and finished Equipment operator $294/day 1 day

QC of concrete Done manually by taking This operation is done exactly the same using current and

and slab samples of the concrete the proposed technology. The cost is minimal compared

and sending to testing lab- to other costs and is ignored in this evaluation.

oratory

Concrete curing Accomplished manually $0.30/sf 4,000 sf

Final inspection Accomplished manually Inspector $329/day 0.25 days

•Worker/Foreman also operates the Robotics Bridge Decker
* ‘Conducted simultaneous with laying the second rebar tier

Table II.B-2. Work Breakdown Matrix for Proposed Bridge Decking Technology

The robotics device would complete the first pass inspecting and laying the transverse

rebar in one day. The two-man crew would require an additional day and one-half

to place the longitudinal rebar. The second tier of transverse rebar and concrete

would be placed by the robotics device in one day.
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The bridge decking operation will take three and three-quarter days to complete using

the proposed technology, and cost $19,111, broken down as follows:

Labor $3,238

Materials $12,949

Curing $1,200

Equipment $1,724

4. Conclusions

a. Benefits to highway construction

1) Cost - This technology represents a cost savings of 16% over the present

technology for the chosen scenario ($22,687 for the present technology verses

$19,1 1 1 for the proposed). All cost savings come from increased productivity

of the work force. The savings are partially offset by increased equipment

cost (154% increase). Uncertainties in the calculated savings include the cost

of the robotics unit, rate of production, operating cost, and maintenance cost.

An additional cost saving not included in the analysis is the probable

elimination of post-construction milling of the bridge deck surface to achieve

the required tolerance. Better quality control from robotics tying of the rebar

and continuous QC placing the concrete is expected to produce a more durable

product, reducing the life cycle cost. Survey respondents rated this technology

next to last for potential cost savings of the six technologies evaluated.

2) Safety - Survey respondents rated bridge decking in a tie for fourth place for

impact on safety. Based on the number of individuals involved in the

operation (a maximum of seven at any given time) and the hazards associated

with the functions performed, the analysis supports that rating. The most

hazardous operation, carrying and placing the longitudinal rebar, is still

accomplished by workers.

3) Time - The total project duration (not counting curing time) was reduced from

six days to three and three-quarter days. The majority of time savings comes
from being able to place the second tier of rebar and concrete at the same
time. Rebar requires three and one-half days to place using either technology.

4) Quality - Quality is expected to be better in several areas. The rebar

placement will be more accurate and quality of ties improved. There will be

less possibility of damage to or misalignment of the rebar caused by people

walking over the rebar either during the rebar placement phase or concrete
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pour. Once the second tier of longitudinal rebar is placed there would be no

need for anyone to walk on the bridge deck until the concrete is cured.

Because the concrete is poured immediately after the rebar is aligned and tied

the possibility of inadvertent damage is reduced. Quality control of concrete

placement would be greater with the ability of the robotics to sense and correct

problems as they occur. The need for post construction milling should be

eliminated, an expensive operation not estimated in this analysis.

b. Ease of implementation

1) Technical hurdles - This technology presents several technical hurdles. It is

unlikely that the addition of an automatic inspection capability would provide

a productivity advantage to offset the system cost. The present technology

requires only one-half day of an inspector's time to complete this task. No
other work is being done on the bridge deck while the inspection is being

conducted. If problems are found which require correction no work need be

stopped. The Robotics Bridge Decker on the other hand is laying rebar while

conducting the inspection. It is likely that a problem in the sub-deck may be

discovered which would require removal of rebar already placed before the

problem could be rectified. This would only have to occur once or twice

before a contractor would revert to manual inspection.

The sequence of placing rebar in a bridge deck indicates that at least two

passes of the robot would be required to complete the task. It is conceivable

that the technical problems presented by sorting first and second tier

longitudinal rebar, aligning and tying first tier rebar and placing and tying

second tier transverse rebar cannot be accomplished in one pass. There is also

concern about effectively scheduling the arrival of concrete with the produc-

tion rate of placing and tying the rebar. If a problem is encountered with the

rebar that temporarily halts the operation, concrete trucks may be waiting with

their drums filled with setting concrete.

Attempting to do all these operations simultaneously is analogous to the idea

of having one office machine perform all the functions of scanning, printing,

copying and faxing. It is technically feasible but no one would buy it. A fault

in any portion of the machine would shut down all office operations.

The automated bridge decking technology, as described in the proposal,

contains highly sensitive electronics equipment for sensing defects and

positioning. The electronic equipment will be in close proximity to the hostile

environment of rebar and concrete, and there is a question concerning this

equipment's ability to survive in such an environment.
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2) Applicability - There is limited application for this technology. It would be

more cost effective on longer span bridges than on the short span for which

it was evaluated. Requirements to use small and/or minority contractors on

smaller bridge projects would restrict use of this technology to only very large

projects which comprise a small percent of bridge deck work. The technology

could only be applied to bridge decks which use sub-deck panels. This

method of bridge deck construction is restricted in some states. The time

savings the technology affords could make it attractive to bridge deck

rehabilitation where it is desirable to complete the project as quickly as

possible to restore full traffic flow. Again, the limitation of bridge deck type

applicability would have to be considered.

c. Industry acceptance

1) Priority/need - Survey respondents rated bridge decking last of the six

technologies rated. One comment from a state department of transportation

illustrates the general feeling of respondents. "This proposed machine could

not adapt to 'unforeseen' changes, could only be used for certain bridge decks,

and could not do soffit and girder stems of a structure. There are too many
variables during construction to visualize this type of equipment as useful."

Other technology developments on the horizon may make robotics rebar

placing and tying obsolete before it can be developed. Work is under way to

develop rebar from synthetics which are light weight and non-reactive with

concrete. These are projected to be available in lightweight mats which could

be placed by hand and contain both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement.

Some respondents expressed a need for higher, more consistent quality

concrete and saw the robotics concrete placing, vibrating, screeding, and

finishing as the answer. This alternative merits further consideration.

2) Capital outlay - No indication was given in the proposal on which to make
an informed estimate of the initial cost of an automated bridge decking system.

This device is complicated electronically and mechanically. It must be capable

of sensing and identifying defects in the sub-deck, accurately positioning rebar,

tying approximately 15 rebar joints every five to ten inches, dispensing

concrete at a measured, uniform rate, sensing the height of concrete places,

uniformly vibrating the placed concrete, and performing screeding and

finishing operations. It was on this basis that an initial cost of $500,000 was

assumed. This may be low. The cost estimating also assumed maintenance

of such a complex piece of equipment would be comparable to other

construction - probably an over conservative assumption. The high capital
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outlay as well as the anticipated high operating cost of the proposed

technology would place it out of reach for all but the largest construction

companies.

3) Expected commercial value - There is definite commercial value to the

concept if the technical hurdles can be overcome and the initial cost of the

equipment can be kept reasonable. Productivity would be increased by 62%
and total project completion time would be reduced by 38% (bridge deck

portion only). The rapid acceptance of exodermic decks for bridge projects

[Bettigole]

envisioned

may limit the

in this concept.

applicability of automated bridge decking as

Summary

Cost Project Duration Man-days

Current $22,687 6 days 27

Proposed $19,111 3.75 days 10.25
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C. Automated Trenching and Pipelaying.

1. Background

a. General information - The author cited several benefits for adopting the proposed

new technology for trenching operations. The principal benefits addressed in this

analysis include:

• Reduction of fatal accidents and lost workday injuries.

• Elimination of accidental damage of buried utilities

• Augmentation of operator efficiency

• Reduced survey requirements

• Use of "smart" excavator attachments

b. Typical task (scenario) for this technology - Because this technology is being

proposed for highway construction and not utility installation, a storm drain system

to handle runoff from the highway was selected. A five-mile section of 60-inch

diameter, 10 gauge, bituminous-coated, corrugated metal pipe is to be installed at an

average depth of 15 feet in a sand and gravel soil. This requires an 8-foot-wide

trench with a side slope of 0 to 1. Total excavation required is 170,000 bank cubic

yards. A rammer tamper will be used for compacting 8-inch lifts in two passes.

2. Current Technology

a. Description - A survey control for the project is established by a survey team and the

trench right-of-way is surveyed and marked with stakes. A construction crew

excavates the trench to the required depth using surveying methods and approximation

to control depth and direction. Personnel enter the trench to finish the trench bottom

profile to receive the pipe. The pipe is placed in the trench using a crane and

connections are made either mechanically or by hand, depending on the diameter and

type of pipe being laid. The pipe described in the scenario requires manual

connection. The trench is backfilled in lifts and each lift is compacted to specifica-

tion.

b. Task Analysis - An initial survey is conducted to establish the control for the storm

drain right-of-way by a two-man survey. Control may be from a local benchmark or

a takeoff from control established for the highway right-of-way. The storm drain line

is surveyed and staked. It is assumed the right-of-way is cleared as part of the

highway grubbing and clearing operation. Surveying can be completed in five days.

Excavation commences and as sufficient trench is opened pipe laying follows as a

concurrent operation. The trench must be shored using a trench box to prevent cave
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in and to protect the workers in the trench finishing the trench-bottom profile and

making connections. A survey team is required periodically to reestablish grade

stakes that have been knocked down and to check the depth and alignment of the

pipeline. Because of the size of this job, four excavators and four pipe laying crews

will be employed. Two front end loaders will be employed for the backfill. The

project can be completed in 100 days with pipe laying lagging three days behind the

start of excavation and backfill and compaction lagging three days behind pipe laying.

The survey crew is required to be on site 25% of the time to verify alignment and

depth of the trench.

c. Work breakdown - Table II.C-1 depicts the various steps in the process and the

resources required.

Productivity of one 1.5 cy hydraulic in sand and gravel soil is 480 cy/day. Total

excavation for the project is 170,000 cy, requiring 354 equipment days to complete

the project. Using four excavators reduces the total trenching time to 89 days. It is

estimated that the survey crew will be required to verify alignment and replace survey

stakes every other day. This will require one-half crew day for 44 days or 22 crew

days. One pipe laying crew can place 75 linear feet (If) of pipe a day. 26,400 If are

required for a total duration of 352 days. Using four crews, the storm drain can be

installed in 88 days. A 2.5 cy front end loader is capable of backfilling 600 cy/day

with minimal haul distance. One rammer tamper can compact 780 cy/day so there

will be a slight mismatch between the backfilling and compaction operations. Nighty-

eight thousand cubic yards of compacted backfill has to be placed in the trench.

Assuming a compaction factor of 15%, 113,000 cy of loose fill has to be moved by

die front end loader, which will take 188 equipment days. Two loaders can complete

the backfill operation in 94 days.

The total cost of the project is approximately $3.5 million broken down as follows:

Survey crew + supplies $15,430

Excavation Equipment $282,200

Excavation Manpower $195,500

Pipe Laying Equipment $235,400

Pipe Laying Manpower $612,480

Pipe $1,883,640

Backfill Equipment $104,000

Backfill Manpower $76,800
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Compaction Equipment

Compaction ManpoVer

TOTAL

$12,430

$44,070

$3,423,230

Performance Current Standard Resources Required Unit Cost Units

Element of Required

Resource

Initial Survey Survey in control from Crew A-6 including $530/day 1 day

existing control point Chief of party

Instrument man

Excavation Survey Survey crew surveys and Crew A-6 including $530/day 5 days

stakes right-of-way Chief of party

Instrument man
Survey stakes $29.50/ctn 20 ctn

Trenching Excavator operator using Crew B-12B including $2.81/cy 4 crews

survey stakes as guide Excavator Op.

will dig rough trench. Excavator Oiler

1.5cy Excavator

Total excavation 170 k-cy

Survey crew verifies depth Crew A-6 including $530/day 22 days

and alignment Chief of party

Instrument man

Pipe Laying Trench bottom finished by Crew B-13 including 4 crews

hand. Pipe sections Labor foreman S 1 02/lf 26,400 If

placed by crane. Sections 4 Laborers (includes

joined by crew in trench. Crane Operator

Crane Oiler

cost of pipe)

Trench box used for safe- 25-T Crane

ty- 60" diam. pipe

Trench box $1 10/day 4 each for

88 days

Backfill Front end loader replaces Crew B-10T including $ 1 ,60/cy 1 13 k-cy

excavated material in 2.5 cy loader using 2

trench. Loader Operator

5. Laborer

crews

Crew A-l including

Equipment operator com- Laborer

pacts lifts. Compactor $0.55/cy 113 k-cy

using 2

crews

Table II.C-1. Work Breakdown Matrix for Current Trenching and Pipelaying
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3. Proposed Technology

a. Description - This proposal

would attempt to automate

most phases of the trenching

and pipelaying process through

the use of sensors, automation

controllers, and smart end-ef-

fectors for equipment. The

advantages which would result

from accomplishing these ob-

l

jectives include the automation

of all in-trench operations to Figure II.C-1 Conceptual Drawing of Robotics

remove humans from the Excavation

trench which would greatly

increase safety, and permit the cutting of minimum-width trenches to reduce time and

decrease interference with adjoining structures, utilities, or landscape; the reduction

of damage to buried utilities; increased efficiency of machines and operators;

reduction of survey and site-layout time, and automatic creation of as built databases

for future utility maps. The

proposed research would bring

together in one specific appli-

cation area many of the auto-

mation concepts from manu-

facturing which can be applied

to construction work in the

field. In addition, it proposes

specific retro-fittable devices

which can be used to increase

the versatility of traditional

equipment such as backhoe

excavators. The inherent safe-

ty problems of trenching oper-

ations suggest this as a high-

profile area for potential dem-

l
Laser

Transmitter I
Control Cretan

Figure II.C-2 Conceptual Drawing of Robotics

Pipe Placement

onstrations of automated technology. Figure n.C-1 depicts the automated trenching

concept and the automated pipelaying technology is shown in Figure n.C-2.

b. Task Analysis - This technology does not inherently change the method or sequence

by which the project is completed. A survey team would still be required to bring in

control to establish the start point for each of the four sections of the storm drain.

This is estimated to take an additional day of survey effort. The trench line right-of-
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way would not have to be surveyed or staked, nor would the survey crew be required

verify trench depth and alignment. There would be no need to replace survey stakes.

Twenty-seven survey crew days would be saved. The technology does not increase

productivity. It does enhance the quality of the finished trench and provide for more

accurate positioning of the pipe sections. It is estimated that two laborers could be

eliminated from the pipe laying crew while still achieving the same level of daily

productivity. All other functions would be identical to the present technology. Four

sets of laser transmitters would be required; one for each excavation and pipe laying

location. It is assumed the transmitters would be capable of controlling the excavation

and pipe laying operations simultaneously.

c. Work breakdown - Table HC-2 depicts the various steps necessary to lay the storm

drain and the required resources.

Additional time would be required at the beginning and end of each day to secure the

laser transmitters. No indication is given of setup time and it is not clear what the

range might be. They would have to control a 6,600-foot-long construction site, or

they would have to be relocated periodically. This may require additional survey

effort. The up-front survey time would be reduced from six days to two, reducing the

total project time from 106 days to 102 days.

Workers will still be required to enter the trench to make connections between pipe

sections. Total worker exposure has been reduced from 5 to 3 at each site, or a 20%
reduction in exposure to potential cave in. Trench boxes would still be required to

protect the workers in the trench.

The pipeline would cost approximately $3.3 million using this technology broken

down as follows:

Survey Crew + Supplies $1,090

Excavation Equipment $282,200

Excavation Manpower $195,500

Pipe Laying Equipment $235,400

Pipe Laying Manpower $454,080

Pipe $1,883,640

Backfill Equipment $104,000

Backfill Manpower $76,800
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Compaction Equipment

Compaction Manpower

TOTAL

$12,430

$44.070

$3,289,210

Performance

Element

Proposed Standard Resources Required Unit Cost

of

Resource

Units

Required

Initial Survey Survey in control from

existing control point to

include start point for

Crew A-6 including

Chief of Party

Instrument man

$530/day 1 day

each of four excavation

operations

Stakes $29.50/ctn 1 ctn

Excavation Survey The centerline survey is done concurrently with the trenching operation using the

robotics guidance system following the CAD/CAM drawings of storm drain layout.

Trenching Excavator operator, guid-

ed by the robotics system

digs the rough trench.

Quality of trench profile

much improved over cur-

rent technology.

Crew B-12B including

Excavator Op.

Excavator Oiler

1.5 cy Excavator

Robotics sensors system

Total excavation

$2.81/cy 4 crews

4 each

170 k-cy

Pipe Laying Pipe sections placed by Crew B-13' including 4 crews

crane. Sections joined by

crew in trench.

Trench box used for safe-

Labor foreman

2 Laborers

Crane Operator

Crane Oiler

25-T Crane

60" diam pipe

$96/lf

(includes

cost of pipe)

26,400 If

ty. Trench box $1 10/day 4 each for

88 days

Backfill Front end loader replaces Crew B-10T including 2 crews

excavated material in

trench.

Loader Operator

.5 Laborer

2.5 cy Loader

Crew A-l including

$1.60/cy 1 13 k-cy

using 2

crews

Equipment operator com-

pacts lifts.

Laborer

Compactor

$0.55/cy 113 k-cy

using 2

crews

Table II.C-2. Work Breakdown Matrix for Proposed Automatic Trenching and Pipelaying
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No estimate was made of the cost of the laser transmitters, sensors or operator

augmentation technology. This equipment has the potential of being extremely

expensive. By way of comparison, laser leveling systems rent for $102 per day.

Virtual reality technology costs tens of thousands of dollars for much less sophisticat-

ed systems than that envisioned by this proposal. The technology would have to cost

less than $475 per day per site (excavator and crane) before overall savings could be

realized on this project.

4. Conclusions - The workgroup made a rather strong statement regarding this

technology as follows:

"On further examination of this proposal. Work Group #1 sees no

major impact to cost and safety. No equipment is being eliminated and

expensive controls are added. While it is true that personnel are not

needed during the actual excavation, they are still needed to install the

pipe. This proposal does not address automated pipelaying systems. It

must be pointed out that OSHA trench support systems will still be

needed. Trenches will continue to cave-in as before.

"At the most, a 10% improvement might be experienced in fatal trench

cave-in accidents. This translates into about 7 lives saved per year.

"It is recommended that microtunneling be investigated for highway

applications. It permits pipe to be installed without trenches resulting in

no lives being lost in trenches."

a. Benefits to highway construction

1) Cost - It is questionable whether any direct cost savings will be realized from

this concept. Ignoring the cost of the proposed technology, the total savings

for this project is $172,740 or less than 5% of the project cost. The

technology would have to be on the project for 91 days at four work sites.

Total allowable daily cost for the technology could not exceed $475. Indirect

cost savings may result from lower insurance premiums due to lower worker

exposure in the trench. This has not been quantified.

2) Safety - Safety will be increased through reduced exposure of workers in the

trench (estimated at 20%). No attempt was made to estimate the potential

safety hazard presented by digging in the vicinity of existing buried utilities

or any savings which may result from avoiding accidental damage to them.

3) Time - Project duration is reduced by 4 days (less than 4%) due to reduced

survey requirements. The technology does not permit the time to complete

any other functions to be reduced.
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4) Quality - The improved quality of the trench profile is reflected in the

reduction of the pipe laying crew from 5 to 3. Increased pipe laying crew

efficiency accounts for 92% of the cost savings. No other quality enhance-

ment was claimed in this proposal nor are any envisioned.

b. Ease of implementation

1) Technical hurdles - No major technical hurdles are anticipated to implement

this proposal for robotics guidance of excavation operations or to provide for

more accurate placement of the pipe sections in the trench. The Consortium

for Advanced Positioning Systems, or CAPS, integrates the robust (but

continually evolving) computer-aided design and computer-aided engineering

environments with the recently developed capability for real-time site

positioning measurement [6], CAPS could be incorporated into automatic

trenching aid pipelaying to provide an early demonstration of this technology.

Sensors to detect and discriminate buried utilities require further development

to achieve a degree of reliability to realize their investment cost. For this

reason, the claim of eliminating accidental damage of buried utilities is

questioned.

2) Applicability - Lack of "as-builts" for existing utilities in CAD/CAM format

may limit the applicability of this technology. The ability of this technology

to produce accurate "as-builts" for the pipeline is an attractive feature for any

utilities manager. The technology does partially address the safety problem

associated with open-trench work but does not totally eliminate the need for

workers to enter the trench to make pipe section connections.

c. Industry acceptance

1) Priority/need - Survey respondents ranked the impact of improved safety in

trenching and pipe laying operations first of the six technologies. This is

supported by the statistics quoted in the proposal. The proposal gave the

impression that worker exposure in the trench would be totally eliminated.

Until sensor and control technology, as well as pipe coupling, can be

developed to the degree that personnel are not required to make connections

between pipe sections, workers will be required in the trench. This may
adversely affect the perceived need for this technology.

2) Capital outlay - The buy-in cost of the technology may be prohibitive

considering the minimal improvement in efficiency. The proposal did not

indicate the cost of sensors and lasers. The rental rate for current technology

laser levels for the duration of this project would be $29,280. Depending on
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the sophistication of the equipment-mounted sensors and the operator feedback

system, any savings realized from increased productivity could be offset by

new equipment costs. These costs require greater definition before this

technology can be investigated further.

3) Expected commercial value - The expected commercial value of this

technology is low. The savings to be realized from increased productivity are

estimated to be small, less than 5% for the entire project. The survey

indicated strong support for this technology for improved safety. The level of

improved safety implied in the proposal may not be realized as indicated by

the analysis. One respondent observed that most deaths resulting from

trenching operations may be related to "small contractors where existing safety

practices are not utilized." There will be reduced worker exposure to the

hazard of in-trench operations which may be attractive to some.

5. Summary

Cost Project Duration Crew

Current $3,461,950 106 days 3,702

man-days

Proposed $3,289,210 102 days 2946

man-days
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D. Bridge Inspection and Maintenance

1. Background

a. General information - The proposed technology is designed to overcome many of

the drawbacks of the current method of inspecting, paint stripping, and repainting of

steel bridges. The technology is proposed to provide the following key benefits:

• Increase speed and efficiency of inspection operations.

• Increase efficiency and reduce time to strip paint.

• Reduce and eventually eliminate time spent by workers on bridges.

• Reduce time required to place shrouding for painting.

• Improve quality of painting and decrease time required.

• Reduce hazardous waste through more efficient paint application.

• Reduce exposure of workers to harmful materials.

• Reduce environmental impact of paint stripping.

• Automate generation of maintenance and inspection databases.

• Reduce manpower requirements.

b. Typical task (scenario) for this technology - A four lane interstate overpass bridge

crossing over a two lane highway with shoulder is to be inspected, cleaned, and

repainted. The total steel area to be cleaned and painted is 4,600 sf. Current OSHA
and EPA regulations concerning worker safety and clean air will be observed.

2. Current Technology

a. Description - A preliminary inspection is conducted to determine the scope of work

required for scheduling of maintenance at a later date. The work crew arrives on-site

and establishes lane control to permit access to the underside of the bridge.

Scaffolding is erected, the area to be cleaned is draped, and workers begin the paint

stripping operation using sand blasting. The blast material and old paint is collected

for later disposal in an environmentally-acceptable manner. Painting follows the

cleaning operation. Once the first section is completed the scaffolding and draping

is removed and installed on the next section to be cleaned and painted. This operation

is repeated until the entire bridge has been cleaned and repainted. Workers are

required to wear protective clothing and breathing protection during the stripping and

painting operations.

b. Task Analysis - The stripping and painting operation will be done on one-third of the

bridge at a time. The road shoulders will be used to provide maximum traffic flow.

The preliminary inspection is conducted by two trained technicians using a bucket
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truck for access to the underside of the bridge. They establish temporary traffic

control to divert traffic around the bucket truck while they are inspecting. The

inspection will take one day to complete.

The paint stripping crew arrives on-site and establishes traffic control. The stripping

and painting can be accomplished in one of two ways. Scaffolding is erected from

the ground up and canvas material hung on the scaffolding to enclose the work area.

The second method is to hang scaffolding from the overpass and cover it with canvas.

Either method cost approximately the same to emplace and move and restricts traffic

mover ant under the draped portion of the bridge. Once the draped area is

estabhsned, a sand blasting unit is used to clean rusted areas and remove chipped and

flaking paint. In the case of bridges coated with lead-based paint, the minimum
amount of paint is removed to provide a sound surface to receive the new paint. This

is done for two reasons. First, lead-based paint provides superior protection to paints

which meet current health and safety standards. Second, the paint debris is a

hazardous waste and expensive to dispose. The amount of removal is therefore kept

to a minimum. The same holds true for nonlead-based paint though the motivation

for minimal removal is not as great.

Once the current section of bridge structure is cleaned and prepared a primer coat is

applied and allowed to dry. This is followed by a topcoat. The draping and

scaffolding is removed and erected on the next section of bridge to be cleaned and

painted.

Because of the sequential nature of the operation there is considerable wasted time.

The primer coat and topcoat take one-half day to apply. No additional work is done

on that day to allow the paint to dry thoroughly. Total duration of dead time for this

project is 2.5 days.

c. Work breakdown - Table n.D-1 depicts the various steps in the process and the

resources required to accomplish them.

The preliminary inspection is completed in one day using a crew of two. Total cost

is $714. Manpower expended is 16 man-hours.

The scaffolding and drape must be erected and dismantled three times. Total erection

and drape time for the three erections using a crew of three is 3 days or 72 man-

hours. Dismantling for the three cycles consumes 36 man-hours. The cost for both

these operations combined is $5,432. Manpower expended is 108 man-hours.
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Performance Current Standard Resources Required Unit Cost Units

Element of Re- Required

source

Preliminary Inspec- Visual inspection to deter- 2 Inspection Techni- $265/man- 2 man-days

tion mine the scope of work cians day

for maintenance at a later

date.

Bucket Truck $ 1 84/day 1 day

Erect Scaffolding Tubular scaffolding is Crew consisting of: $1,207.20 1 day

and drape erected by hand and 2 Painters /day

draped with canvas.

(Three cycles, 8 hrs per

cycle)

1 Laborer

Paint stripping and Paint and rust is cleaned Crew E-l 1 consisting of: $1350.75 4.5 days

cleaning using sand blasting in an 2 Painters /day

enclosed environment 1 Laborer

1 Eq. Operator

1-250 CFM Air Com-
pressor

Sand Blaster

Sand Blasting acces-

sories

Materials $0.46/SF 4,600 SF

Painting Apply undercoat. Crew E-l 5 consisting of: $714.95 3 days

2 Painters

1-17 CFM Paint

Sprayer

/day

Materials $0.09/SF 4,600 SF

Apply topcoat. Crew E-l

5

$714.95 3 days

/day

Materials $0.36/SF 4,600 SF

Remove scaffold- Scaffolding is taken down Crew consisting of: $1,207.20 0.5 days

mg by hand to either be re- 2 Painters /day

erected at another section

of the bridge or put into

storage. (Three cycles, 4

hours per cycle.)

1 Laborer

Table II.D-1. Work Breakdown Matrix for Current Bridge Inspection and Maintenance

Paint stripping and cleaning costs $6,078 for manpower and equipment and $2,1 16 for

materials. It requires 144 man-hours to strip and clean the entire bridge. The primer

coat costs $1,072 for manpower and equipment and an additional $414 for materials.

The topcoat costs $1,144 for manpower and equipment with materials costing $1,656.
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Manpower expended is: 144 man-hours for stripping, 24 man-hours for the undercoat,

and an additional 25.6 man-hours for the topcoat. It should be noted that this project

involves considerable dead time to allow paint to dry overnight between coats or

before scaffolding can be dismantled. If the painting crew and equipment time is

charged against the project during the dead time, the cost for undercoating would be

$2,559, topcoating would be $3,801, and 48 man-hours would be charged for each.

The total cost for the project is $18,626 ($20,700 if dead time is charged) broken

down as follows:

Inspection $714

Scaffolding $5,432

Stripping $8,194

Undercoat $1,486

Topcoat $2,800

3. Proposed Technology

a. Description - This technology proposes to develop improved alternatives to

"Snoopers" for positioning and

manipulating automated bridge

inspection and maintenance

operations. Elimination of

workers from paint-stripping

environments and improved

containment of lead-based

paint and shot are examples of

potential advantages of auto-

mation. In the short term, ad-

vanced control techniques can

provide coordinated motion for

devices adapted from existing

machines. In the longer term,

wholly-new forms of robotics

devices could be designed for

delivery of many inspection

and maintenance services.

Such machines would be pro-

grammed from databases de-

Figure ILD-1 Possible Stationary Shroud Con-

figuration
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scribing each bridge. The bridge databases would be developed originally from "as-

built” databases, which in turn

would be produced during con-

struction by noting deviations

from "as-designed" databases

generated during design. Each

time a bridge is repaired or

otherwise modified, a new "as

is" database would be gener-

ated. These "as-is" databases

would constitute the input from

planning and scheduling bridge

repair, and for programming

the robots to perform various

functions such as inspection,

paint stripping, and repainting.

Figure HD-l depicts a station-

ary shroud concept configura-

tion while Figure n.D-2 de-

picts a possible dynamic

shroud configuration.

Advanced robotics devices

might be able to crawl along

over and under bridges, auto-

matically performing routine

inspection, paint stripping, and

repainting chores. Large bridges might have specially designed robots. Robots might

be especially designed for classes of smaller bridges. Such robots might crawl along

a bridge and its associated support structures and monitor a number of parameters that

are a measure of the health of the bridge, such as macro-scale deformations, acoustic

emissions, ultrasonic echo examination, paint condition, and chemical detection of

corrosion.

b. Task Analysis - This proposal will automate inspecting, shrouding, stripping, and

painting operations. Based on the technology description, it does not appear that the

technology offers a reduction in the time it takes to either strip or paint the bridge

structure. Time savings do appear to be in order for both inspection and shrouding

operations. Based on the description of the technology, it is difficult to determine

how quickly inspection of a typical bridge could be conducted. For the purposed of

this analysis it is assumed inspections using the Robotics Highway Overpass Stripping

(RHOS) System could be done in 75% of the time. Shrouding, especially for the

dynamic shroud configuration, is done "instantaneously." Lane closures are still
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necessary for inspection, shrouding, stripping, and painting. This technology offers

no savings in this area. Lane closure, however, is a very incidental part of the entire

operation and is ignored in this analysis.

A two-man crew will still be required for the inspection. One of the crew members

can be a laborer/driver rather than a technician. The technology should allow the

inspection to be completed quicker than by manual methods because the condition of

the bridge would be sensed electron Uy and stored in a database. For the purposes

of analysis it is assumed the RHOS could inspect a bridge in 80% of the time it

currently takes.

The procedure for stripping and painting is identical to the current technology except

for the need to erect scaffolding to drape the bridge. This will allow the crew to strip

the entire bridge before beginning the primer coat. The entire bridge could be primed

and the topcoat then applied. The lane closure would be moved each time to protect

the workers and equipment. The work crew would be reduced to one painter and one

laborer. One equipment operator to run the Air Compressor would be required for the

stripping.

c. Work breakdown - Table ELD-2 depicts the various steps in the process and the

resources required. This table assumes the inspection technician and the painter

receive 10% more compensation because of the additional skill required to operate the

RHOS. The RHOS is conservatively assumed to be twice the cost of a Bucket Truck

to account for the robotics incorporated into the design.

The preliminary inspection is completed in 6.4 hours using a crew of two. Total cost

is $713 and 12.8 manhours are expended.

No scaffolding is required, and stripping can continue uninterrupted across the entire

length of the bridge. It takes 4.5 days to complete the paint stripping, and the work

crew can proceed directly to applying the undercoat. Total manpower required for

paint stripping is 108 man-hours at a cost of $8,418, including equipment and

materials. The undercoat requires 1.5 days to apply and is left to dry overnight. Cost

of the undercoating operation is $1,880 and requires 24 man-hours. The topcoat is

applied in 1.6 days at a cost of $3,220, taking 25.6 manhours.
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Performance

Element

Proposed Standard Resources Required Unit Cost

of

Resource

Units

Required

Preliminary Inspec-

tion

Robotics inspection using

the RHOS to determine

1 Inspection Technician

1 Laborer/Driver

$290/day 0.8 days

the scope of work for

maintenance at a later

date.

RHOS unit $233/day

$368/day

0.8 days

0.8 days

Paint Stripping and The RHOS is used to es- Crew E-IT consisting of: $1042.60 4.5 days

Cleaning tablish its own shroud and

sand blast the paint.

1 Painter

1 Laborer

1 Eq. Operator

1-250 CFM Air Com-
pressor w/Sand

Blaster and accesso-

ries

RHOS unit

Materials

/day

$368/day

S0.45/SF

4.5 days

4,600 SF

Painting Apply undercoat remotely

using RHOS
Crew E-15' consisting of:

1 Painter

1 Laborer

RHOS unit

Materials

$609.45

/day

$368/day

$0.09/SF

1.5 days

1.5 days

4,600 SF

Apply topcoat remotely

using RHOS
Crew E-15'

RHOS unit

Materials

$609.45

/day

$368/day

$0.36/SF

1.6 days

1.6 days

4,600 SF

Table II.D-2. Work Breakdown Matrix for Proposed Bridge Inspection and Maintenance

The total cost for the project using the RHOS unit is $14,23 1 broken down as follows:

Inspection $713

Stripping $8,418

Undercoat $1,880

Topcoat $3,220

This represents a cost savings almost 24% above the existing technology.
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4. Conclusions

a. Benefits to highway construction

1) Cost - The direct cost savings is 23.6%. The major savings comes from

elimination of scaffolding and the man-hours associated with its erection and

dismantling. This is offset by the increased cost of the other operations due

to of higher equipment cost. There will be additional cost savings not

calculated in this analysis from reduced insurance premiums as a result of the

reduced worker hazard. The workers remain on the ground in all phases of the

operation, and the RHOS goes where the work needs to be accomplished. It

must be noted that this cost savings is totally dependent on the accuracy of the

estimate used for the RHOS unit. Time savings resulting from automation of

this operation are realized in conducting the preliminary inspection (estimated

at 20%), elimination of lost time between sequential operations, and elimina-

tion of the need to erect scaffolding. The lost time occurs after each

application of a paint coat. Using the current technology this operation takes

only 0.5 days for each bridge section. The paint must be allowed to dry

overnight causing the remaining half day to be lost. Using the proposed

technology, the stripping and undercoating operations combined take 6 days.

The undercoat is left overnight to dry, and topcoating is started the next day

without lost time. There will be 2.5 days of dead time on this project using

the current technology and no dead time using the proposed technology, which

translates directly to reduced cost. Survey respondents ranked this concept

three for cost savings of the six technologies reviewed.

2) Safety - Safety is enhanced in almost all phases of the operation. Workers are

not required to erect scaffolding and work above the ground. The preliminary

inspection team does not have to maneuver a bucket truck around the

underside of the bridge to conduct their inspection nor use safety equipment

to reach portions of the bridge inaccessible to the bucket.

There is greater exposure in moving the traffic control with the proposed

technology. Using present technology, traffic control is established once for

each of the three sections of bridge painted. The proposed technology

completes one function (e.g., stripping) across the entire length of the bridge,

requiring traffic control to be moved three times as often. The side benefit to

the proposed technology, however, is that at the end of the work day all lanes

can be opened to traffic. This is not possible with scaffolding in the travel

way.
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Survey respondents ranked this technology second behind trenching and

pipelaying for its improvement of worksite safety of the six technologies

reviewed.

3) Time - Time represents the greatest savings presented by the proposed

technology. Total project duration using the current technology is 14.5 work

days. Using the proposed technology this is reduced to 7.6 work days, a

savings of almost 48%. The savings comes from eliminating dead time while

paint is allowed to dry (2.5 days) and the time it takes to erect and dismantle

the scaffolding (4.5 days). When evaluated against total man-hours to

complete the project, this technology promises a 46.3% increase in productivi-

ty-

considerable time will be saved by the traveling public because total lane

closure hours are reduced from 716 hours to 60.8 hours. The current

technology requires a lane to be closed 24 hours a day from the start to end

of the project. The new technology takes less time and requires one lane to

be closed only during working hours. Time savings to the traveling public

could be further increased if work was scheduled at night, a procedure which

would be possible using this technology. This technology was ranked fourth

by survey respondents for time savings.

4) Quality - Based on experience in the manufacturing industry, quality is

expected to be better. Robotics devices can control the rate of application

more consistently than can most humans. This should result in a more

uniform final product. It is unclear whether the sensor system envisioned

would be able to discriminate sufficiently to leave sound old paint on the

bridge or whether it would remove all old paint. If the latter is the case, this

technology would create more hazardous waste by removing greater quantities

of lead-based paint (where it existed), and the resultant paint job would not

provide the level of protection that leaving the lead-based paint would. This

technology tied for first along with site integration for quality.

b. Ease of implementation

1) Technical hurdles - A major technical hurdle is the lack of "as-built"

databases on existing bridges. Of the steel bridges built between 1950 and

1989, only 6% were built since the advent of widespread use of CAD/CAM
for design. The cost of converting drawings on older bridges to create the

database would be a major undertaking. The hostile environment in which the

sensors (especially visual sensors) will be required to operate may present

technical problems difficult to overcome.
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2) Applicability - This technology will have broad application, however, it will

be necessary to develop further its performance characteristics and cost before

a complete assessment of its applicability can be made. Survey respondents

and workgroup participants expressed concern about the technology being able

to address anything but simple I-beam girder bridges. One workgroup

participant stated that a major maintenance problem in his state is maintaining

the inside of steel box girders. He saw this technology as being able to

address this problem with a robot able to "crawl" inside the girder and

accomplish the work.

c. Industry acceptance

1) Priority/need - On average, survey respondents ranked bridge inspection

second of twenty-five applications they thought were most beneficial to

automate. Using a weighted average (giving preference to a concept rated

second by several people over one ranked first by only one person), bridge

inspection ranked first. This question did not limit the respondent to consider

only steel highway bridges. With the large number of bridges in existence

(over 300,000 constructed from 1950 to 1989), this represents a major expense

item in a jurisdiction's highway maintenance program.

2) Capital outlay - For the purpose of this analysis, it was assumed that the

RHOS would be twice the cost of a bucket truck. This is considerably more

than current stripping and painting equipment, but not beyond the reach of

most contractors who bid on this type work. The savings in time and the

increased efficiency should make this technology attractive enough that capital

outlay would not be a deterrent to adoption. If, however, the system's cost is

considerably more than assumed, capital outlay may limit adoption of this

technology.

3) Expected commercial value - Use of the RHOS would give a company a

decided competitive advantage. Productivity per man-hour would be increased

by 46.3%. On-site safety would be improved by reducing the number of

workers required, limiting their above-grade activities, and removing the

worker from a hazardous environment. Lane-closure hours would be reduced

from 716 hours for the present technology to 60.8 hours for the proposed.

This should be a major incentive for highway jurisdictions specifying the use

of this technology through performance criteria in their request for proposals.
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5. Summary

Cost Project Duration Crew

Current $18,626* 14.5 work days 317.6 man-hours*

29.5 total days

Proposed $14,231 7.6 work days 170.4 man-hours

10.6 total day

•These figures become $20,700 and 364 man-hours, respectively, if lost time

is included.
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E. Automated Pavement Inspection and Repair.

1. Background

a. General - Cracks develop in roadway surfaces over time for a variety of reasons.

Thermal stress, inherent weakness in pavement structure, traffic loads, and frost action

all contribute to develop cracks. Left unchecked, moisture will enter the pavement

structure through the cracks, weakening the sub-base. This cycle will eventually result

in total failure of the road. Crack sealing is a low cost method to keep moisture out

of the pavement structure and extend the service life of the road.

b. Typical task (scenario) for this technology - Inspect and seal cracks between 1/2

inch and 1 inch in width on one lane of a 4-lane divided highway. Twelve miles of

roadway requires repair with 3,000 linear feet of crack per lane-mile. A total of

36,000 linear feet of crack will be cleaned and sealed.

2. Current Technology

a. Description - The current technology is manpower intensive. A preliminary survey

of the roadway surface is conducted by trained personnel to determine current

condition. The inspector visually looks for rutting, potholes, spalling, and cracks. In

some cases, on-the-ground measurements are taken, providing quantitative information

to serve as input to an automated prioritization system. Measurements are made of

a representative sample section of road, and the results then used to characterize the

entire road segment. In most cases, however, the evaluation and prioritization of the

road segment is subjectively done by the inspector.

Work schedules are developed from the prioritization process and crews are assigned

road repair tasks. Ideally, roads should be maintained when there is only minor

surface cracking, and the subgrade has not begun to deteriorate due to water

infiltration. Practically speaking, only those road segments in dire need of repair are

addressed. Cracks are cleaned using compressed air, and sealant is applied manually.

b. Task Analysis - Traffic control is established using cones, typically closing one lane

of approximately one-half mile of a road at a time. Visual inspection is performed

by the foreman, and the cracks are cleaned and dried by one individual using an air

compressor and a cleaning/drying wand. Cleaning is followed by manual placement

of sealant by a two-man crew using applicators to distribute the sealant carried in a

heating tank. The foreman inspects the quality of the crack sealing process as it

progresses. Once the half-mile section of road is completed, the cones are picked up

and a new traffic control is established for the next project location. Production rate
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is approximately 7,800 linear feet of crack per day.

c. Work breakdown for current technology - The work breakdown, resources required,

and daily costs for the current method of crack sealing are shown in Table n.E.l.

Project duration would be five days and requires a work crew of seven. Total project

cost is $10,764.

Performance

Element

Current Standard Resources Required Unit Cost Units

Required

Install traffic con- Load truck with signs and Pickup truck $56/day 5 days

trol cones. 2 laborers $465.60/day 5 days

Set out signs and place Signs $6/day 5 days

cones Cones $75/day 5 days

Inspect cracks and Truck pulls crack cleaner Foreman $258/day 5 days

clean with man and wand to 2 laborers $465.60/day 5 days

identify and clean cracks Truck

Crack Cleaner

$56/day

$102/day

5 days

5 days

Seal cracks Truck pulls heated tank 2 laborers $465.60/day 5 days

with filler material. La- Truck $56/day 5 days

borer uses applicator to

fill cracks and a second

laborer strikes off the ex-

cess filler.

(NOTE: One laborer from

other operation)

Heating tank with sealing

material

$146.95/day 5 days

Remove and relo-

cate traffic control

The same resources allocated for installing the traffic control would be used for this

activity.

Table II.E-1. Work Breakdown Matrix for Current Crack Sealing Technology

3. Proposed Technology

a. Description - Currently human experts are required to visually inspect road surfaces.

Many attempts have been made to apply machine vision to this process due to the

large amount of inspection that must be performed, but none has yet been sufficiently

successful. The objective of this proposal is to develop an inspection system for

roadway defects such as cracks with performance better than that ofhuman inspectors.

The minimum detectable crack size would be less, so that preventive maintenance

could be carried out earlier, leading to increased savings in repairs. Quantitative

measures of performance, detection rate, and false-alarm rate, could be accurately

characterized. The goal would be to cany out the inspection (and for defects of

limited severity, the repair) at highway speeds. Much more roadway than the
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currently limited sample could

be inspected, and if repair

could be carried out simulta-

neously, inspection and repair

would become a one-pass op-

eration with no need for road

closing. Figure n.E-1 shows a

conceptual drawing of a possi-

ble crack detection technology.

b. Task Analysis - It is anticipat-

ed that a preliminary survey

would still be required to

prioritize the work areas and to

identify road sections which

require more intensive maintenance and repair than crack sealing. Although the

survey could be performed by the proposed technology much quicker than presently

done manually no assessment was made of potential savings of the proposed

technology over current practice. Automating this process will improve its accuracy,

increase productivity, and reduce accident exposure. No attempt was made, however,

to assess automated inspection as a stand-alone technology.

Work schedules would be developed from the survey inspection and an Automated

Crack Detection and Sealing Unit would be assigned to the project. The increased

speed of the robotics system would permit use of a moving traffic control. A moving

traffic control reduces traffic delay and is inherently safer than stationary traffic

control. The operation of detecting, cleaning, drying, and sealing cracks is

accomplished in one pass by the Unit. For the purpose of this study it is assumed that

"highway speed" as stated in the proposal is 10 miles per hour. This is based on the

fact that CALTRANS has developed a robotics crack sealer which is capable of

sealing longitudinal cracks at a rate of 10 miles per hour. The CALTRANS crack

sealer is unsophisticated by comparison to the description of this robotics proposal.

The actual productivity rate would depend upon the linear feet of cracks per lane-mile

of highway and the percent of transverse verses longitudinal cracks. The consistent

quality expected to be achieved through automation of this function should eliminate

the requirement for a foreman to provide quality control.

No cost information was provided in the proposal. For the purpose of this analysis

it is assumed the unit could be produced for $300,000. Bare cost is estimated based

on a 4-year depreciation period at a utilization rate of 2,000 hours per year. Total

equipment cost is bare cost plus 10%.

Figure ILE-1 Structured-light Range Sensor

System for Crack Detection
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c. Work breakdown for recommended technology - The work breakdown, resources

required, and daily cost for the proposed technology are shown in Table n.E-2. This

project would cost $731 per day using the proposed technology. The entire project

could be completed in 1.2 hours for a cost of $1 10. The total crew used to complete

the project consists of the moving traffic control driver and Automated Crack

Detection and Sealing Unit operator.

Performance

Element

Proposed Standard Resources Required Unit Cost Units

Required

Moving traffic

control

Moving traffic control

unit

Driver

Impact control truck

Signs

S160/day

$75/day

$6/day

0.15 days

0.15 days

0.15 days

Inspect cracks and

clean. Seal cracks

Automated inspection,

cleanup and sealing

Operator

Automated Crack Detec-

tion and Sealing Unit

$160/day

$330/day

0.15 days

0.15 days

Table II.E-2. Work Breakdown Matrix for Proposed Crack Sealing Technology

Even if the automated crack detection and sealing unit was capable of only one and

one-half miles per hour it could still complete the project in one day at a cost of only

$731, a major savings and a quantum increase in productivity.

4. Conclusions

a. Benefits to highway construction

1) Cost - This technology represents a cost savings of many orders of magnitude

over the present technology; $110 verses $7,236. This is a cost reduction of over

98%. Uncertainties in this calculated savings include the actual cost of the

robotics unit, rate of production, operating cost, and maintenance cost. Other

potential cost savings not considered in this analysis include reduction in the use

of sealing material because of the inherent greater accuracy of robotics sealant

placement and the longer life of the sealing process resulting from consistent

quality control. These costs are expected to be minimal compared to savings

offered by the enhanced productivity. Survey respondents ranked this technology

second to site integration for potential cost savings of the six technologies

evaluated.

2) Safety - This technology should greatly reduce accidents and injury during road

inspection and crack sealing operations. From the standpoint of the traveling

public, a moving traffic control is inherently safer than a traffic diversion where
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cones have to be repeatedly placed, picked up, and moved to the next location.

Worker exposure is greatly reduced. Current technology requires at least four

people to be on the road during the sealing operation: the foreman, the crack

cleaner, and a two-man sealing crew. The proposed technology requires no one

to be on the road during the sealing operation. When used for the prioritization

survey, it eliminates the need for people on the road taking measurements.

No attempt was made to determine the number of people injured or killed each

year conducting crack sealing operations. It is anticipated that reduced exposure

would result in lower workman's compensation premiums for the contractor

conducting the work. The exact amount of this savings was not estimated. The

survey placed this technology third in safety.

3) Time - The proposed technology promises to reduce the time required to complete

the scenario project from five days to just over an hour. This improved

productivity is dependent on the technology achieving the assumed productivity

rate of 10 miles per hour. Any productivity rate greater than the current three

miles per day would be an improvement. Looked at in another way, current

technology has a productivity rate of 0.043 lane-miles per man-hour (for the

scenario conditions), whereas the robotics system produces five lane-miles per

man-hour. This is a productivity increase of over 11,500%. Survey respondents

ranked this technology first for time.

4) Quality - Quality is expected to be enhanced. Robotics systems used in

manufacturing processes have produced consistent high quality products. It is

anticipated that same high quality could be achieved through the application of

robotics to crack detection and sealing. Much greater control could be achieved

in sealant placement accuracy and the quantity of sealant put in the crack.

Overflow would be minimal or eliminated, and a consistently higher quality

product would be produced. This technology was ranked third for quality in the

survey.

b. Ease of implementation

1) Technical hurdles - There are a number of technical hurdles which must be

overcome before this technology could be implemented. The first is development

of a reliable detection system which could be operated and maintained by

construction industry personnel. This would require retraining of present

personnel and may entail them learning new skills they lack. The potential

savings promised by this technology makes retraining an affordable option for a

contractor because the potential rewards are so great.

Integration of the positioning data between the detector and crack sealer presents
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the next major technical challenge. This is viewed as more of a software problem

if the detector and sealer are contained in one unit. If two units are employed -

a detector and a sealer - the problem of data integration is magnified.

By far the greatest technical challenge

is development of the crack cleaning

and sealant dispensing mechanism.

The CALTRANS crack sealer consists

of two robotics arms mounted on the

front of a vehicle. This works well

for longitudinal cracks where the arm

needs only to trace the crack as the

vehicle moves forward. Sealing both

longitudinal and transverse cracks

presents a much greater problem.

Consider the complexity of placing

sealant in the cracks shown in Figure

H.E-2 from a vehicle moving north to

south.

Some possible techniques to overcome

this technology hurdle discussed by

the work group included an x-y plotter

mechanism that has a high degree of

control and low dispensing head iner-

tia. A second recommendation was

analogous to an ink-jet or dot matrix

printer. However, instead of having a

"print head" move from side to side to

dispense sealant it was suggested to have an array of overlapping dispenser

nozzles, much as used in LED laser printers, which would dispense a measured

amount of sealant when the nozzle lined up with the crack.

The general consensus of the work group and survey respondents was that the

crack sealing portion of this proposal would govern the success or failure of the

concept. It was felt that a technology demonstrator should be built early in the

development process to prove the feasibility of sealing cracks at a speed

sufficiently greater than the present three lane-miles per day to make the concept

cost effective.

2) Applicability - This concept has universal applicability. Surface cracks in flexible

pavements are the single biggest cause of pavement deterioration, especially in

areas subject to freeze-thaw cycles. The cracks permit moisture to get into the
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road structure and weaken it. Traffic loads pump the moisture into the pavement

through the cracks, causing spalling which then develops into potholes. Frost

action causes frost heaves when moisture is present further distressing the road

surface and creating more cracks. This vicious cycle continues until the road

structure eventual fails. Crack sealing minimizes moisture intrusion in the road

structure and has been shown to extend the useful life of a pavement. The major

problem faced by road maintenance jurisdictions is the high cost and low

productivity of the present methods. This technology promises to correct this

shortfall.

c. Industry Acceptance

1) Priority/need - The general consensus of survey comments is that better crack

detection by itself is not very useful. Comments such as, "After the pavement is

inspected for cracks, then what? The area's maintenance funding determines when

the cracks are fixed." "If the serviceability of the pavement is to last, cracks in

the pavement must be sealed at the earliest possible time to prevent moisture from

getting into the base." Automating the sealing process is the real need.

Automated crack detection is needed to control sealant application.

The need to improve crack sealing productivity is great. Many road cracks are not

sealed even annually because of the cost to put a work crew on the road. Most

road maintenance jurisdictions do not conduct crack sealing operations until there

are a sufficient number of cracks to make the process cost effective. Unfortunate-

ly, this approach reduces the useful life of a pavement and eventually requires

rehabilitation measures sooner than would otherwise be required.

Based on the survey results this technology ranked third overall in its priori-

ty/need. It ranked third also in the technology impact based on the combined

rankings for safety, cost, time and quality.

2) Capital outlay - Capital outlay will be a major impediment to industry acceptance

of this technology. For the purposes of this study it was assumed the crack

detection and sealing unit could be commercially produced for about $300,000.

This is a significant investment for a small construction company or municipality

which typically does this type of work. Large companies could make this

investment to realize the promised benefits. The net effect would be to drive

many small companies out of business because they would be non-competitive.

3) Expected commercial value - The expected commercial value of this technology

is the highest of the six concepts analyzed. A contractor with a unit could

underbid its competition by half and still make considerably more profit than

normal. Projected (preliminary) productivity increases of 11,500% and cost
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reductions of almost 99% are too tempting to be ignored. If an acceptable level

of reliability and maintainability can be achieved, along with the promised

prbductivHy rates, this technology should be a major commercial success.

5. Summary

Cost Project Duration Man-days

Current $10,764 5 days 35

Proposed $110 1.2 hrs 0.3
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F. Temporary Bridging

1. Background

a. General - It is often necessary to construct temporary (in use less than a year)

diversions to accommodate new construction or to facilitate rehabilitation of existing

highways, bridges, and utilities. For bridge deck rehabilitation, for example, the

bridge will be closed one lane at a time while the rehabilitation work is done. This

is a time consuming sequential operation and does not efficiently use the resources

required for the project. Jersey barriers are required to protect work crews and to

provide a restraint for vehicles on the bridge which must be moved as each lane is

completed. Current temporary bridge construction consists of using the Bailey Bridge,

developed by the military for combat operations, or constructing a temporary bridge

using more conventional construction methods.

b. Description of recommended technology - Deployment of modular temporary

bridging systems by automated means could provide several classes of benefits

associated with different time-frames of technological development.

NEAR TERM - Temporary bridging for traffic diversion around bridge repairs can be

placed with increased speed and efficiency by integrating existing new technologies

for modular bridging with recently-developed robot crane technology, which provides

stable control of heavy lifting in six degrees of freedom.

MID TERM - Rapid and ecologically non-invasive bridging of wetlands during

construction of new bridging could be accomplished with further extension of these

technologies. The suspended Stewart platform crane technologies can emplace

lightweight modular bridging over ecologically-sensitive sites with little or no

footprint. The net benefit would include elimination of costly reconstruction of

damaged habitats, as well as minimal ecological intrusion.

LONG TERM - Relocateable temporary bridging to carry traffic over highway repair

sites is an idea with a long history. Until recently the technology to make such

proposals realistic did not exist. It now appears that combinations of recent

developments in deployable bridging structures and robotics lifting and positioning

technology make it reasonable to attack this problem in a serious manner. If this can

be achieved, very substantial benefits to the economy would result from minimizing

lost commuter time and delay of goods and services due to traffic congestion at repair

sites.
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2. Work Group Evaluation

The work grow s igned to evaluate this technology also evaluated the site integration

technology. The g- 'up decided at the outset that site integration was a more complex

issue whic-i had m^e universal application than temporary bridging. The work group

members also felt that as a group they did not possess the technical expertise to

evaluate temporary bridging. They decided to devote their effort to evaluating the

complex issue of site integration.

The group c.d provide general comments which need to be considered in evaluating

this proposal.

Military bridging is developed for portability, speed, and mobility. As such, design

compromises must be made to achieve those characteristics which are most critical for

military apolications. To achieve portability and mobility the roadway width is

restricted a:.u design life is compromised. Speed is achieved by having both large

modular sections and loose fitting joints normally connected by pins. Curbs are

minimal and do not provide any level of protection in preventing a vehicle from

driving off the bridge. Although it is desirable to erect temporary bridging for

highway construction quickly, the time constraints for it are not as demanding as for

military applications. In the military environment it is critical to be able to emplace

a portable bridge in minutes to lessen the likelihood of detection and subsequent

engagement with indirect or direct fire. Crossing safety is sacrificed to achieve this

level of speed. Highway construction requires greater emphasis be placed on safety

and time is the usual trade-off to achieve it.

A major aspect of safety not addressed in the concept is an adequate side barrier to

keep vehicles on the bridge. Is it possible to design a lightweight barrier that provides

the same level of restraint as a Jersey barrier? If this is not possible then the

temporary bridging concept would not meet basic safety requirements.

From the concept description a modular bridge designed for a military application is

to be adapted for highway use. If this is the case, what is the design life of the

bridge? Military bridges are normally designed with a limited design life, usually

10,000 crossings of the maximum design load. Highway bridges, on the other hand,

are designed to withstand an "unlimited" number of crossings of the maximum design

load with a substantial safety factor. Traffic on military bridges is strictly controlled

for speed, load class, and vehicle spacing. The 10A MBS (Global's 10A Modular

Bridging System—patented) would have to withstand unregulated traffic. The

dynamic interaction between live loads at the maximum bridge rating and a

lightweight bridge may substantially change the design of the 10A MBS.
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Further complicating an evaluation of this concept is the fact that no utilization or cost

information was provided. The concept mixed many issues. It talked about the 10A

MBS with the RoboCrane as a temporary bridge for use in place of a bridge under

rehabilitation or for a traffic diversion, the 10A MBS as a permanent bridge over a

wetland where the RoboCrane would not be required because a crane would be

needed to drive the piles, and the RoboCrane as a lifting device for general highway

construction. The design criteria for a temporary bridge which needed to be erected

and removed from a site are different from those of a modular-constructed, permanent

bridge over a wetland. These two applications would appear to be mutually exclusive.

3. Task force conclusions - With the foregoing discussion in mind, some general

comments can be made based on the survey feedback.

a. Benefits to highway construction

1) Cost - Temporary bridging was ranked third in the survey for life cycle cost

savings to highway construction, maintenance, and operation. One of the

principal benefits anticipated in this area was reduced delay time for the

traveling public. When asked to "grade" temporary bridging for cost savings

it was ranked last. There was considerable divergence of opinion in this area

by survey respondents.

2) Safety - Survey respondents rated temporary bridging in a tie for fourth out

of the six concepts for positive impact on safety. Concern was expressed

about the safety of the concept. The liability issue associated with highway

construction was cited. The traveling public was seen as the primary

beneficiary of safety from using a 10A MBS based temporary bridge.

3) Time - This concept was ranked third for impact on time. There was

considerable disagreement on this issue as this concept had the largest standard

deviation in this category of the six concepts.

4) Quality - Temporary bridging was rated last in the survey for positive impact

on quality.

b. Ease of implementation

1) Technical hurdles - Many concerns were voiced concerning the ability to

meet the performance goals established for this concept along with the level

of safety demanded of highway construction. The ability to use this concept

on the multitude of sites encountered in construction is also a concern.

Modular bridge sections have long been able to be rapidly assembled using

materials handling equipment. It must be proved that modular bridge sections.
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as envisioned in this concept, will conform to all the highway safety require-

ments and still meet performance goals.

2) Applicability - This technology has limited applicability compared to the other

concepts. It was ranked last for implementation and many respondents cited

concern over it being a specialized technology with limited application.
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G. Other Comments

The survey questionnaire asked several general questions, which are located in Appendix

H and summarized below.

When asked to identify other areas of highway construction, maintenance, and operations

that would benefit from robotics/automation, one trend in the responses was evident.

Most respondents suggested areas with high safety hazards. Tunneling headed the list,

being suggested by four respondents followed by roadside maintenance (mowing, weed

control, litter pickup, etc.) from three respondents. One respondent summarized the

general thoughts when he said, "Any safety-related maintenance or operational devices

that would remove workers from work zones or construction hazard areas."

Robotics/automation appears to be gaining acceptance throughout the industry. Laser

control for grading and pavement operations was cited most often. Guidance systems for

tunnel boring machines was also mentioned by two respondents. One respondent

suggested the general reluctance on the part of the industry to accept robotics/automation

was due to "the specialization of the equipment and thus low market appeal." This same

idea was expressed in various forms as potential hurdles to accepting the technical

proposals evaluated in the survey.

Another major concern expressed was the impact of robotics/automation on the work

force. Training, labor relations, union concerns, job reductions, and minority hiring goals

were all stated as non-technical, human hurdles to acceptance of robotics/automation in

the construction industry. Similar arguments were voiced by the manufacturing industry

two decades ago. International competition has forced many sectors of the manufacturing

industry to embrace robotics/automation, though not without the impacts cited above.

A final trend in the comments received involved partnering. This was mentioned in

reference to developing technologies. Respondents felt that industry participation in the

selection process of concepts was critical. This same sentiment was voiced by the

workshop participants. Partnering was also mentioned as important in the delivery of

construction industry services to the customer. Partnerships should be established

between the industry, highway jurisdictions, and the traveling public to make better use

of construction dollars available. "More involvement of construction experts is needed

in design: i.e., constructibility, value engineering, life cycle costing, and design-build

contracts. Also, more designer involvement is needed in the construction phase, i.e.,

improved QA/QC and problem solving. Partnering is needed for both design and

construction phases of projects."

Respondents were specifically asked to rank the six proposals based on their priority/need.
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ease of implementation, and life

cycle cost savings to highway

construction, maintenance, and

operations. Figure HG-1 shows

the results of this ranking in the

categories Priority/Need, Imple-

mentation, and Cost Savings.

Bridge inspection and maintenance

was rated highest priority overall.

It was ranked first for both Priori-

ty/Need and Cost Savings. This

was followed closely by pavement

inspection and repair and trenching

and pipelaying, in that order. The

remaining three technologies, site

integration, temporary bridging,

and automated bridge decking,

completed the field respectively.

Respondents were also requested to "grade" the technologies on a scale of "A" to "E"

with an "A" indicating the technology would have a positive impact on the factor making

it "much better" and an "E" would have a negative impact on the factor making it "much

worse". The four factors respon-

dents were asked to evaluate were

Safety, Cost, Time, and Quality

(see Appendix A for an explana-

tion of what each factor included).

Figure HG-2 shows how the vari-

ous technologies were rated. Re-

spondents were not restricted on

grade assignment. As a result

there was less discrimination and

the six technologies tended to be

grouped much closer together than

in the previous ranking. Analysis

of the ratings shows that the re-

spondents assessed automating

trenching and pipe laying as hav-

ing the greatest positive impact on

safety. Site integration was ranked

highest for positive impact on cost. This is largely due to its almost universal application

to any kind of highway construction or maintenance project. The fact that the proposer

claimed a potential 50% savings (which was disputed by workshop participants) may have

TECHNOLOGY IMPACT EVALUATION (AVG)

H Safety HCost HTime jj Quality
|

Figure II.G-2 Assessment of Technology Im-

pact

PRIORITY RATINGS FOR TECHNOLOGY
(High Number Indicates High Priority)

Megration Decking Pipelaying Bridge Maim. Par Repair Temp Bridge

TECHNOLOGY

M Priority/Need EH ImplementationB Cost Savings
|

Figure II.G-1 Technology Priority Ratings

Average of all Ratings
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influenced this rating. Robotics pavement inspection and repair received the highest grade

for time savings (an opinion supported by the analysis), while site integration and robotics

bridge inspection and maintenance tied with the highest grade for improved quality.

Considering all four categories, trenching and pipelaying received the highest overall

average grade.

In the preceding analysis, the four factors were considered to carry equal weight. A
preliminary analysis of a pair-wise comparison by a select group of experts indicates they

ranked the four factors in the following order: Quality, Safety, Cost and Delay. The first

three factors are evenly spaced with Delay running a distant forth. Applying normalized

weighting values to the factors did not change the rank order of the concepts. Temporary

bridging, however, did drop in relative importance from a tie for fifth to a definite last.

The survey asked the respondents to estimate the potential savings of the six concepts in

eleven different areas (two concepts were evaluated in one additional area each). The

responses for this portion of the survey reflected the claims of the concept proposers.

Many respondents made no attempt to estimate, either in dollars or percent, the expected

savings the technologies offered. Table HG-1 lists the results of those ratings. The

reader is referred to Appendixes B through G for additional comments provided by the

respondents for each concept (see question 4).

The survey listed 25 applications and asked the respondents to rank the top six in terms

of the most beneficial to automate, given that the application could be automated. Table

n.G-2 depicts the result of this question. Eleven applications were selected by at least

one respondent as the most beneficial to automate and two were selected by nine

respondents as among the top six. Those two were Trench/Pipes and Road Surface

Inspection.
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Section III - Conclusions and Recommendations

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conclusions

Table HI-1 summarizes the results of the analysis in Section n. In interpreting these results the

reader is reminded to review the assumptions made in evaluating each technology and to keep

in mind the specific scenario that was used to arrive at these figures. The results are not intended

to represent the total or even average savings to be expected from a technology. Rather they

represent only probable savings for a typical project provided the assumptions concerning

performance and cost of the proposed technology are realistic.

The technology that promises the greatest savings in basic project cost and reduced delay to the

traveling public is automated pavement inspection and repair. This technology is highly effective

only if it can deliver on automating both pavement inspection and crack sealing. The potential

success of this technology is less sensitive to variations in actual performance than the other

technologies because the potential gains are so great. The technology can perform at

considerably lower speeds than that assumed in the analysis (10 mph) and cost considerably more

than the $300,000 estimated per unit and still be a cost effective technology. It does have a

major technology hurdle to overcome: distributing crack sealing material at speeds up to 10 miles

per hour in transverse and longitudinal cracks. This aspect of the concept should be the first to

be demonstrated before money is spent developing the other technologies needed to make the

overall concept a success. Although the concept can cost considerably more than the $300,000

used in the analysis, capital expenditure to "buy into" the technology will be a major factor in

its acceptance because small contractors usually conduct crack sealing operations and they are

capital limited.

Automated bridge inspection and maintenance offers the next greatest percent gain in cost savings

and productivity. It ranked second in project cost savings and project duration reduction and

third in increased productivity. This technology promises to reduce the delay to the traveling

public (i.e., the number of hours lane diversions are in effect during the project) by 91.4%. A
number of technology problems relating to the sensor systems to be employed must be solved

before this concept will be viable. As with automated pavement inspection and repair, capital

cost will be a major factor in industry acceptability.

Ranked third is automated bridge deck construction. It promises a substantial increase in worker

productivity while offering moderate savings in cost and moderate to substantial savings in

project duration. This concept, however, was felt to present the greatest integration problem in

bringing together a number of fairly simple technologies into an integrated package.
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TECHNOLOGY

SITE INTEGRATION

COST PROJECT
DURATION

(days)

Current $4,210,303 67

Proposed $3,610,626 56

Savings 14.2% 16.4%

BRIDGE DECKING

Current $22,687 6

Proposed $19,111 3.75

Savings 15.8% 37.5%

TRENCHING AND PIPELAYING

Current $3,461,950 106

Proposed $3,289,210 102

Savings 5.0% 3.8%

BRIDGE INSPECTION AND
MAINTENANCE

Current $18,626 14.5

Proposed $14,231 7.6

Savings 23.6% 47.6%

PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND
REPAIR

Current

Proposed

Savings

$10,764

$110

99.0%

5

0.15

97.0%

Table ni-1. Summary of Technology Comparisons
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MANPOWER
(man-days)

4,472

3,411

23.7%

27

10.25

62.0%

3,702

2,946

20.4%

317.6

170.4

46.3%

35

0.3

99.1%
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Site integration, though offering only the fourth best overall savings for the scenario evaluated,

has the promise of widest application and realization of the greatest total dollar savings to the

national highway system. The claimed 50% savings by the concept author is probably unrealistic

as demonstrated in the analysis. However, saving 10% to 20% on every highway construction

and maintenance project would amount to $8 billion to $16 billion (based on $78.3 billion spent

in 1991) saved each year. That would finance 39% to 78% of the current highway maintenance

and operations bill.

B. Recommendations

Two technologies are highly recommended for further development:

• Site Integration; and

• Automated Pavement Inspection and Repair.

Site integration is recommended because of its almost universal application to all highway

construction, maintenance, and repair projects. This concept offers the greatest total dollar

savings of the six concepts considered. The Consortium for Advanced Positioning Systems

(CAPS) could be incorporated into site integration to provide an early demonstration of this

technology.

Automated pavement inspection and repair is recommended because of the overall savings it

offers for that operation and the added benefit that properly maintaining the nation's roads will

have on indirect costs such as fuel consumption, transportation costs, vehicle repair, and safety.

The work group of experts strongly recommended that industry (academia, contractors, and state

DOTs) continue to be involved as the research and development of robotics/automation

applications to highway transportation progress toward a useable tool for the industry. The

August 16 issue of Business Week contained an article by Christopher Power, et al., with six

suggestions to improve the success rate in new product launches. These suggestions bear

repeating and adapting to the development and launch of robotics/automation for highway

transportation applications. The suggestions are:

• ASK YOUR CUSTOMER - This has been done for the initial phase and the effort has

been applauded by the industry. It is critical to consult the customer at every step, from

the idea stage to rollout. The industry wants to contribute its part.

• SET REALISTIC GOALS - Performance characteristics need to be established that are

attainable and represent savings over the present technology. Acceptability of several

concepts will be dependent on the capital investment required. There will be a trade-off

between performance and cost. ASK CUSTOMERS what they want.

• BREAK DOWN WALLS - Involvement of everyone who will be responsible for the
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final product from the researchers, to the manufacturer, to the using industry is critical.

"Partnerships," as mentioned by several survey respondents, will facilitate this process.

• CREATE GATEWAYS - There is nothing worse than a research and development

program that takes on a life of its own. Criteria need to be established and milestones

set so the project can be evaluated and valid "go," "no-go" decisions made. The highest

risk portions of the project must be identified early and attacked first. The tendency to

attack the easy problem to demonstrate early success must be avoided at all cost or the

credibility of the Federal R&D program will again be subject to the criticism of waste.

• WATCH THOSE TESTS - "Test marketing" needs to be done as was for the concept

stage. The tests must be continued at each stage of development to ensure the product

still meets user needs and expectations. The tests must be of a long enough duration and

cover sufficient depth of the market to give a real sense of product potential.

• DO YOUR POST-MORTEMS - Formal reviews must be done when the product does

not meet expectations to answer the question, "Why?" The information gained from this

review will be useful in determining appropriate corrective action for that product or will

help prevent the same mistake being made on another product.

The work group and survey respondents expressed concern over the feasibility of several

concepts, and they strongly recommended a technology risk assessment be conducted on concepts

selected for further development. The risk assessment should focus on identifying and

quantifying the factors essential to technical success, technical performance, and commercial

performance. The risk (probability of success or failure) associated with each factor should also

be assessed. The net commercial value, given technical success, should also be determined based

on the variability of the technical and commercial performance of the concept. Through this

rigorous methodology a valued judgement can be made of the return on R&D dollar investment

for the nation.
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Section One of the survey asked the same five questions concerning each of the six concepts

evaluated. The answers to Section One questions are reproduced in Appendixes B through G.

Each answer is preceded by the letter
HA" through "Q" which is keyed to the respondent. If

there is no response following the letter it means that the respondent did not answer that

question. The only exception to this convention is question 4. Since this question was

soliciting a numerical response which was tabulated, only the non-numerical responses are

recorded in this section to provide a complete picture of the survey response. The questions

asked of each technology were:

1. Does the proposed technology address a critical problem area in highway construction,

maintenance and operations? Please explain your answer.

2. Briefly describe the current procedures in highway construction, maintenance, and

operations which the proposed robotics/automation technology will replace or change.

3. What are potential barriers to adoption of the proposed technology? What will it take

to overcome these barriers?

4. Assuming that barriers to adoption are resolved and that the proposed technology

achieves its stated performance goals, please estimate the potential savings (in dollars)

for highway construction, maintenance, and operations projects for the following

categories. [12 to 13 categories were listed for each technology. Refer to Appendixes

B through G for the specific categories.]

5. If automation/robotics could be applied to current highway construction, maintenance,

and operations, do you think this proposed technology will meet the performance goals

set forty in the proposal? Please explain your answer.

6. General comments concerning the proposed technology.

Section Two consisted of Table A-l. The respondents were asked to "grade" each technology

on a scale of A to E for their impact on four categories: Safety, Cost, Time, and Quality. The

categories are defined in the table. The result of this "grading" is shown in Table A-2.

Section Three asked eight additional general questions. The answers to questions 2 through 5

are tabulated in Tables A-3 and A-4. The questions are as follows:

1. What other areas of highway construction, maintenance, and operations would benefit

from robotics/automation?
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2. Please rate the following six proposed technologies in their order of priority/need for

the highway construction industry (1-6):

SITE INTEGRATION BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR

TRENCHING AND PIPELAYING TEMPORARY BRIDGING

3. Please rate the following six proposed technologies based on the ease of

implementation in highway construction, maintenance and operations (1-6):

SITE INTEGRATION BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR

TRENCHING AND PIPELAYING _ TEMPORARY BRIDGING

4. Please rate the following six proposed technologies based on life cycle cost savings to

highway construction, maintenance, and operations (including potential benefits to the

environment, traffic, safety, etc.) (1-6):

SITE INTEGRATION BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR

TRENCHING AND PIPELAYING _____ TEMPORARY BRIDGING

5.

For the application areas listed below, please rate the top 6 in terms of the most

beneficial to automate, given that the application can be automated:

.Project Design

Planning and

Scheduling

.Site Layout

.Grading

Paving

.Trenching/Pipes

Retaining Walls

Concrete Construction

Rebar Assembly

Bridge Assembly

.Site Materials Handling

Locating Utilities

Road Surface Inspection

Crack Sealing

Bridge Inspection

Road Striping

Paint removal and

Application

.Snow Plowing

Cutting Grass and Brush

Trash Collection

Traffic Cone - Place Pick

Underwater Inspection

Underwater Construction

Tunneling

Safety/Security/Rescue
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6. Do you use robotics/automation on construction projects? Please explain the current

usages and the benefits of robotics/automation and note the problems you have

encountered.

7. Please provide any additional comments or recommendations concerning automation

and robotics.

Appendix H contains the responses to questions 1, 6 and 7.
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SITE INTEGRATION

1. Does the proposed technology address a critical problem area in highway

construction, maintenance and operations? Please explain your answer.

A. Yes. Although I think the proposed potential of reducing construction time by 50% is

unrealistic, there is a need for better planning on today's highway projects. This is

especially true for renovation projects in populated areas. Current efforts are very

slow and troublesome to all involved. Much better long term integrated planning tools

and methods could be very beneficial. The weak link is the human link in the

management system.

B. This proposal addresses a critical problem in highway construction.

C. Yes. The greatest loss on construction projects is related to poor planning, lack of

communication and proper coordination of effort to ensure that duplication is removed

from the process. Updating work schedules and identifying equipment, material and

labor requirements through each phase of the process is essential to good project

management.

D. Yes, labor time is the highest variable in the construction of a finished product.

E. Yes: many, if not all, phases of work can be improved.

F. Yes. Day to day scheduling of the work site by the Contractor is challenging and time

consuming.

G. Would not consider the problem "critical." Current methods available for project

management (CPM, PERT) are seldom necessary for use on [State] DOT construction

project. Present technology is more than adequate to meet the need for most projects.

H. This project does address a critical area within highway construction, maintenance, and

operations. It has been documented on several occasions that the ability to influence

the cost of a project is the greatest nearer the front end of the project. Decisions made
during the conceptual and design phase can drastically impact the construction cost of

a project. Therefore, any effective way of being able to integrate the vast amount of

information which must be accessible to various levels of personnel is critical.
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I. The proposed technology does address a need in the highway construction area.

Hierarchial integration and control of all site activities is currently accomplished

through the job foreman and his assistants. Of course this is prone to human error,

misjudgments based on lack of information, and less than optimal integration due to

human limitations and lack of time.

Computerized systems are used to some degree away from the site to track critical

path progress, scheduled deliveries, check material lists, etc. Integration of all of these

subsystems into a central hierarchical management system as a tool for the job

foremen currently does not exist.

Some state of the art tools and techniques are used for site assessment and "as-built"

plans for new projects reside on the CADCAM system. Integration of these

technologies for real time tracking of project progress currently does not exist.

K. Yes. Anytime the "unknown" or "unforeseen" can be anticipated with a pre-conceived

thought out plan, there is bound to result a cost benefit. This proposed Hierarchical

Control process presents the opportunity (whether it be short, medium or long term) to

exercise a pre-planning process to overcome and improve upon inherent inefficiencies

in the execution of our work tasks. However, I do not believe that the Hierarchical

Control methodology will improve upon all of the examples listed in pages 7-9, nor

required in all.

L. This would have a positive impact on some large projects, but many smaller projects

would benefit only marginally. Bridge projects would probably benefit the most.

M. The proposed hierarchical control technology addresses a very critical area of highway

construction. Use of technology allows an approach which minimizes costs associated

with construction delays that occur because of unplanned events, such as weather and

congestion. This technology also allows better construction project planning. In this

sense, planning then becomes a dynamic function that can occur throughout the

construction process.

This approach fits in with the new "open systems architecture" development currently

underway at Michigan Department of Transportation.

Yes. Many opportunities exist for automation techniques in the scheduling of project

resources and the use of disparate data to optimize the use of resources. However,

there is a great deal of inertia to overcome. "We've never done it that way before."

While there are several potential areas for improvement, 50% reduction is high and

development of the databases and integration of all possible alternatives may be too

cumbersome.
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N. Time is a critical factor and having a better system to control the elements of

construction that can be controlled probably would be a major help. However, I don't

believe that a 50% reduction in time is possible. Weather is the most critical factor

controlling project completion and little can be done to control the weather. Without a

doubt contractors could be efficient but I would be surprised if the reduction due to

better scheduling and/or automation exceeded 20%.

O. I do not think that it is critical. It does present the next step in a logical progression

forwards more automation of the construction site. The main reason that it is not

considered critical is that less than a majority of contractors currently use simple

scheduling to its full advantage. There is a serious lag of technology and

implementation in construction. It is a timely research project because sensor

technology, data acquisition and processing, and implementation protocol needs to be

research now so that these advancements can be incorporated into construction. If the

proposed 50% improvement is based on nonscheduled construction then it is

achievable. However, if the 50% improvement is based on fully scheduled (current

technology) then the improvement is more likely to be 10 to 15 percent. Too much
material and equipment has to occupy the same space.

P. Certainly project scheduling and coordination is important but I am not sure it is

critical. I do not believe that construction time could be reduced by half. Also, I

believe that we should be concentrating on quality and costs, not necessarily time.

The short term efforts could certainly be helpful for project coordination and

scheduling. However, generating plans from automated survey data is already being

done. Also, databases for logistics and scheduling (project planning) are already being

used.

Long term efforts for semi-automated control may require very large, complex

computer systems, which could easily cost more than the time saved. Data input

needs could also be overwhelming.

2. Briefly describe the current procedures in highway construction, maintenance, and

operations which the proposed robotics/automation technology will replace or change.

A. Current efforts on large and/or complicated projects often result in serious delays and

cost overruns due to unforeseen sight conditions which take much effort to resolve

with current planning and management approaches. Quick access to accurate data

sources would allow for vastly improved project schedules and reduced interruptions to

the general public. This is especially true for construction and maintenance activities.
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B. Currently such a system is not used. The goal of the proposed research is to utilize

advanced control techniques to dynamically reschedule the equipment on a site, as

well as to coordinate the arrival of materials and relocation of men and equipment

based on the current state of the site.

C. Computer aided design systems can be utilized to sequence and then track both large

and small scale construction projects.

D. Scheduling on the jobsites are currently controlled by Prima Vera systems. It is

difficult to control last minute changes which upsets the schedule.

E. All information dissemination and coordination procedures.

F. Optimization of the placement of delivered materials as well as the timely scheduling

of those materials could be very beneficial. Knowing the exact quantity of material

removed from or placed in a site could be very useful for figuring pay quantities.

G. Since CPM and PERT are seldom used by [State] DOT construction personnel, this

technology could replace an essentially non-existent (not needed) procedure.

H. Current procedures are fragmented and techniques are inconsistent. CAD tools are

often not utilized to their maximum potential. In some cases they are still only viewed

as a drafting tool. In other cases they are used in the preliminary costing and

assessment, but not in the planning and operations. Even though CPM and PERT
have been around for many years, they still are not used to their maximum potential.

Some contractors only develop them because it is a specific requirement. They do not

use them as a planning or decision making tool.

I. Currently it is the job of the site foreman to deal with unforeseen and changing events.

However, the site foreman can only foresee his local activities, and therefore lacks

information about events at adjacent or other worksites. This lack of global

information makes the current procedure somewhat inefficient.

Site integrations should also promote the use of some advanced techniques and

equipment that might otherwise not be used. An example of this might be the real-

time update and distribution of CAD/CAM "as-builts
H
due to unforeseen changes.

Another example might be the increased use of advanced metrology techniques for

real-time monitoring of the worksite progress.

K. I am enclosing a copy of pages 7-9 wherein I have noted a matrix of A, B, C, or D. I

have also designated my definition of this matrix which will enable you to analyze my
response to this question.
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L. Some "site integration" is already done on our projects with our project tracking

techniques. This technology would improve on our current techniques and

complement the critical path method on some projects. Some projects would not need

this new technology because solutions are intuitive.

M. Currently projects are developed and managed without the use of hierarchical

controls.

There is considerable variation in the level of automation and it is difficult to

generalize. However, it may be safe to say that we still operate in a proper system

with little useful data interchange and we rely on skilled foremen of superintendents

working with the project engineer's staff to get the job done.

N. The proposed system would make maintenance and construction operations more

efficient just by mandating more thorough planning. Hopefully all work that could or

should be done during an operation would be done. No more duplication of effort

because all requirements or needs weren't known.

O. Assuming that certain features are required.

1. It would force contractors to utilize scheduling.

2. The term maintenance maybe misapplied. It is likely that reconstruction is the

correct and more general term.

P. Project scheduling, coordination, delivery, and project planning in the short term.

Actual equipment operations (grades, trucks, pavers, loaders, etc.) in the long term.

3.

What are potential barriers to adoption of the proposed technology? What will it

take to overcome these barriers?

A. Accurate data of existing highways, especially underground obstacles, odes not exist.

Also, convenient tools which are user friendly for field personnel do not exist, at least

are not readily available. There will be natural resistance of current managers to adopt

automated technologies over their time-honored approaches of supervision and

planning.

B. No major potential technological barriers.

C. As with any new technology, the resistance to deviating from the standard "old"

approaches will probably create barriers to acceptance of the new technology.

Training and demonstration of success will increase the confidence levels and at the

same time make the user a part of the changed process.
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D. Training of personnel to adopt to the latest technologies.

E. Very serious barriers due to fragmentation of industry.

F. I don't see the need for moment to moment communication with the operator. From a

safety standpoint this could be dangerous and distracting. Although the idle time of an

equipment operator is expensive and wasted, the costs incurred through robotics to

minimize the delays would be high.

Delays caused by utility disruptions are usually unforeseen due to poor utility location.

For the robotics system to function properly, prior knowledge of the exact location of

all utilities would be needed. This is very seldom the case in the field.

G. Proposed technology vastly exceeds the need for such a system. Examples cited in the

proposal are not at all realistic to typical highway construction site. Technology

should be tested in factory type environment before even being considered for highway

construction site. Even if practical to use, the overhead cost of system development

operation and maintenance would add significantly to construction in management cost

due to "high tech" systems used & technical skills needed.

H. The greatest barrier to the adoption of the technology once it is developed is to get the

potential users to try to utilize it. For example, examine how long it has taken for

CPM to be utilized at today's level, and it is still not being utilized to its maximum
potential. Now, this proposal is interested in developing a much more comprehensive

technology.

In order to overcome this barrier the end users must be involved in the development

process. They must play an active role. This is important to insure that the real

problems are addressed.

I. Development and integration of a hierarchical control system architecture for site

integration will depend on availability and integration of many different subsystem

technologies, many of the technologies may not have been time tested at construction

sites. Many of the technologies may not be accepted and used by the construction

industry. It would therefore be necessary to perform detailed evaluation, testing and

demonstration of these technologies prior to overall integration, it is necessary to

understand the risk envelopes associated with each technology and the overall

development of the architecture. This will help minimize risks during deployment of

this technology. Are there enough proven technologies that can be integrated at a site

to be of some benefit to the end user? If so, this might be a first step. If not, the

technologies to be integrated might be introduced and used independently prior to

integrations.
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Cost/benefit at particular construction sites might be a barrier to implementation.

Skepticism to the new technology and reliance on proven methods will also prove to

be tough barriers to implementation.

K. The most visible barriers to me would be the various trade unions, and more, what do

we do, what's the "Labor Force" that will be replaced with these "Robots"?! With the

existing underutilized work force, both skilled and unskilled, we will be improving

productivity and safety plus, but compounding an existing national problem. Can this

system be "Sold"??! Also, can we train our existing "unskilled", i.e., non professional,

work force to manipulate all of these sophisticated new "tools"?

L. 1. People that don't want to change methods and give some of their management

responsibilities over to a machine.

Explain benefits of using this technique.

2. "Urgent" situations that seem to override the suggestions that come from the

information system.

Reassessment of what really is urgent and important.

M. Potential barriers to adaption of hierarchical control include: (1) lack of resources to

collect and store data required for such a system; (2) lack of resources to train staff in

using this system; (3) lack of acceptance of this system by departmental personnel.

Devoting resources to develop system means that funding would be cut from

construction budgets. Additional resources must be acquired. The resolution of

problem #3 will come only when staff is fully trained not only on this type of system,

but on computers in general. This will greatly enhance public acceptance of this

approach.

Technology will likely not be a barrier, rather traditional practices and mindsets as

well as established procurement practices, etc. Once a few examples of efficiencies

can be demonstrated, competition will force changes.

N. Cost/Benefit. The technology needs to be demonstrated on actual projects to prove the

benefits possible, without actual field tests I don't see much chance of acceptance.

O. 1. Sensor and data acquisition and processing technology.

2. Work-force not just education of existing work-force but a work-force trained in

electronics and computers.
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P. Project planning is already being done.

The cost and complexity of the computer system for the long term effort may cost

more than the time saved. For both the short term and long term efforts, much data

would have to be input into the system. If this requires manual input, personnel time

won't be saved. Computer software for long term effort is significant.

4. Assuming that barriers to adoption are resolved and that the proposed technology

achieves its stated performance goals, please estimate the potential savings (in dollars)

for highway construction, maintenance, and operations projects for the following

categories. Please refer to Attachment 1, "Site Integration Present Cost Data" for

background information on the average estimated costs associated with highway

construction projects. If you have better cost data or information available, please use it

and explain how and/or where you obtained the information.

NOTE: Please label N/A ifyou feel a category does not apply to the proposed technology

a. More efficient use of time

Significant decrease likely due to systems support costs.

I do not think any time will be saved during the design phase. Data acquisition and

input will be very time consuming. In my opinion, it will probably take more time

on the front end of the project. The exception would be if the system were

extremely user friendly. My comments are based on what it takes to get a CAD
system up and running effectively for a specific project.

Yes.

b. Increased productivity and reduction ofmanpower requirements

Significant decrease

I think overall, especially on extremely complex projects, if all parties are working

as a partner, then the savings would be substantial.

Less redundancy of equipment and manpower 10% cost savings, may be 15%

c. Maintenance costs

On complex projects the maintenance cost could be substantial because of the

quality and quantity of information which could be available.

d. Increased service life offinal product

This is largely related to quality

e. Life Cycle Costs

I do not feel comfortable trying to estimate "LCC" for this technology. The

acceptance rate will be very slow. LCC savings could possibly be in the 10%
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range.

2% savings overall on project ($5,000,000 per year in [State]) savings

Somewhat related to quality, type of materials, design etc.

f Worker training

Increased training required

Expected increase in worker's training time and cost

Huge increase in worker training demands plus add new people with high tech,

skills for support.

Worker training will be a problem. It will take a formal program with a high level

of effort and a lot of expense. This comment is made based on my knowledge and

experience with training personnel to operate automated micro-tunneling machines.

As mentioned above a new work-force will need to be educated (electronics,

computers, and construction)

10% savings - less duplication. $10,000 per job or so.

g. Otherfactors associated with initial cost

Initial cost of hardware and software

The learning curve. Do not underestimate the level of resistance.

$10,000 extra in start-up costs to get it going

Mobilization would be less.

h. Safety (eg. insurance costs, liability, workman compensation, etc.)

Safety should be enhanced with the total system as it is described. This should at

some time in the distant future impact insurance costs. However, I do not think the

influence or impact will be substantial.

Some improvement

i. Environmental impacts

Positive impact

Very little

Less equipment, less time both would have to have a positive impact.

j. Less traffic delays (ie., how it effects the productivity for people in traffic, productivity for

the delivery of goods, etc)

Major impact on traffic delays (less delays)

Increased

Traffic delays could be decreased if it is used extensively and effectively.

Less equipment would reduce traffic delay, but really traffic delays not addressed in

most positive way. If traffic delays reduce would have tremendous impact on cost

to user.
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k. Less repairs due to an improved quality offinal product

l. Other (please specify)

Overall savings 5% on some projects

5. If automation/robotics could be applied to current highway construction, maintenance,

and operations, do you think this proposed technology will meet the performance

goals set forth in the proposal? Please explain your answer.

A. I feel that significant improvements in performance would be possible — but not as

much as proposed by authors.

B. This is an excellent proposal. Very practical. It clearly defines the objectives. The

methodology and proposed technology are well defined.

C. Yes. To some degree, portions of the proposed technology is already being used. The

drive of competition alone will cause the adoption and development of the technology.

D. No, the goal of saving half the time seems idealistic. Most construction projects have

built in time conflicts which would not allow those proposed savings.

E. Yes, but barriers will be hard to overcome.

F. It may meet the performance goals but I don't think it would be cost justifiable.

G. Such automation should be tested in factory/manufacturing environment before any

consideration is given to applications at job site.

H. No, I think it is unreasonable to think that 50% of construction time could be saved

just on hierarchical control for the integration of all activities at the worksite.

I. Yes, assuming that the technology is accepted and used correctly by the site manager

or foreman. This type of technology has the capability to ultimately speed up project

delivery, make more efficient use of resources, help to provide for a better end

product, and relieve the pressure often associated with managing large projects.

Another benefit, just as important, is the development and use of the technologies that

will build the foundation of this ultimate site integrations system. Often times it takes

a major integration project to push the "state of the art" in some technology arenas.

An example of this is the advances in computer technology over the last ten years

sparked in a large part through military buildup.
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K. Yes, but not by as much as 50%. There is no question that there will result a

reduction in lost time, idle time, equipment down time, re-work, and labor

inefficiencies. Also there is no question that the resulting end product will be of better

quality.

L. Do not feel a 50% reduction in time is possible on most projects. Some savings will

be achieved.

M. The technology has high potential for meeting the performance goals set in the

proposal if the necessary resources are put into system development and user training.

This type of system is currently being developed at the Michigan Department of

Transportation and these concerns are being addressed. The importance of accurate

information, user-friendly interfaces and reliable system operation should not be

understated.

N. No. Weather, changed conditions and design errors will reduce the available benefit.

O. No. I think the potential savings is overstated. There are existing scheduling

techniques that contractors are not fully utilizing. One of the big problems is that a

certain volume of material has to go into a given location in a timed sequence. Two
pieces of equipment cannot be operating in the same space. It would appear that

contractors would reduce equipment and staff to reduce overhead first. General

contractors depend and in many cases are required by law to use subcontractors that

control construction events. Their technological abilities are limited. The proposed

research area would be more feasible if a master format were proposed and areas

rigorously developed and then integrated.

P. No, I don't believe time can be reduced by half. Also, computer and automation costs

must be considered.

I would rather this project concentrate on a better quality and reduced costs, not just

reduced time.

6. General comments concerning the proposed technology.

A. The proposed technology is feasible to develop. It will take time to develop and

implement, but it can be useful if designed practically.

B. High impact on highway construction.

C.

D. The focus should be very specific for each phase of the site.
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E. Most potential of those identified.

G.

H. There are too many planning and evaluation tools available at the present time which

are not being fully utilized. I am concerned about funding more research to address a

problem which the industry does not see as the real issues impacting productivity and

cost.

I think that the question needs to be asked and research conducted as to why current

programs such as computer simulation, etc., are not being utilized.

I. It is important to recognize that while there may be some similarities between highway

construction sites and building construction sites, there are also many differences. A
technology that may work in the building construction industry may not withstand the

hostile highway construction environment. Highway sites are typically adjacent to

other lanes of high speed traffic and there is a constant potential for a workzone

penetration. Theft and vandalism is a constant concern as most sites are not secure.

Previous work in the area of site integration has occurred previously and needs to be

thoroughly investigated including the basic technologies utilized and end user

acceptance.

K. I would predict that the industry will be very supportive of the majority of the

program and that the end result will have to have a positive effect on the demands of

the diminishing availability of public funding for our required infrastructure.

M. None.

N. Definitely on the more complicated projects a thorough and dynamic scheduling

system would be a benefit. For the smaller projects with few activities, doubt that the

benefit gain from the technology is worth the effort. Today we don't require CPM's
on all projects. Even though they are simple to construct, it doesn't change the

completion date or bottom line.

O. I do not think that the panel understands the construction process well. Overall this is

not a short term project.

• Implement current scheduling technology is short term.
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Who would do research?

Might have UPS, Fed-Express to do early integration they seem to have first or

second generation system operating.

P.
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AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING

1. Does the proposed technology address a critical problem area in highway

construction, maintenance and operations? Please explain your answer.

A. Yes. Many bridges in our highway system need replacing or repairing. A major

problem is the inconvenience to motorists caused by long project durations. More

effective and efficient methods of bridge decking would be very beneficial.

B. Not a critical problem. Although, an automated bridge deck construction can increase

productivity of deck construction.

C. Yes. The repair of bridges under traffic is a very difficult process that causes major

traffic control problems as well as high safety risks. The proposed technology should

improve the quality of the finished deck, reduce construction time and employee risks.

D. Yes. The quality finishing of bridge decks still remains an "art form" dependent on

the expertise of the operators.

E. Yes, it is a critical area, but I am not sure of the total value of the work.

F. No. Most of our trouble is with the cutting process.

G. Nationwide there is a bridge deck cracking problem which could be due to many
factors such as various concrete mix properties, environment, construction methods.

The referred project could increase consistency and some Quality control issues such

as preparation, rebar size & spacing. However, there are some issues that will be

difficult for the robot to react to and adjust the process. There are sometimes concrete

mix & grade adjustments made during construction which is done by humans.

-Also bridge construction is not a production effort. All bridges differ in geometry &
complexity. Can robots be adjusted for these changes?

-Many states don't use precast panels for their slab construction. This process assumes

using the panels for alignment. Slab construction does require consistent & good

construction method and it is critical & costly problem, however I don't believe

Automation can help the problem.

H. This happens to be out of my area of expertise, however, I am certain that bridge

decking and rehabilitation of bridge decks are critical areas.
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I. No. Bridge deck construction is not seen as a critical problem, if done properly,

current techniques will yield a satisfactory product. Current construction techniques

work well, this proposed machine could not adapt to "unforeseen” changes, could

only be used for certain bridge decks, and could not do soffit and girder stems of a

structure. There are too many variables during construction to visualize this type of

equipment as useful. Most reviewers believed the complexity of the machine

necessary to accomplish all of the necessary work tasks for a deck pour would not be

cost effective.

All reviewers stopped evaluation at this point.

J. No. The proposal only address a small portion of the overall bridge deck placement

operation. More savings would be available thru better steel detailing. The layout of

the bottom steel mat controls accuracy of top deck & proposal ignores this. Most

delays in bridge deck operations are due to poor steel detailing, cutting or installation

of embedded item this proposal does nothing to address these.

K. Of the several steps enumerated in SECTION ONE: OVERVIEW. I see a very

definite need & advantage in the application of automation/robotics to the laying of re-

bar, placing of chairs and tying of rebar. This same comment and to the same degree

would apply to monitoring the flow of concrete, mechanical vibration, monitoring the

supply of concrete, monitoring the constructed deck and floating and finishing of

concrete. As far as automating the inspection of subgrade is concerned, my opinion

would be that the cost/benefit would not improve enough to warrant the added effort

(required! . We should insist on better quality control of the existing methodology to

obtain more economical results. Overall, automation of the various steps enumerated

above would also reduce if not eliminate many of the existing unsafe work practices

and unsafe work areas.

L. There may be lower risk/higher payoff issues in highway construction which would

benefit from the application of high technology. Automating bridge construction may
increase efficiency during construction but may also tend to give the bridge designer

less flexibility and tend to foster "standard" designs which facilitate construction. It

may be more feasible to develop several pieces of equipment which could be used at

stages of bridge construction.

M. The needs in these areas can be better defined, if these issues are discussed in the

Bridge Engineering meetings under auspices of the Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA) and the American Association of State Highways and Transportation

Officials (AASHTO).
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I do not believe the proposed technology addresses a critical problem area. Our

critical area is maintenance. I am skeptical of a high technology solution to such a

specific problem. I question at what point we would see a return on an investment of

this magnitude.

Automation of process of placing reinforcement in the bridge deck seems do able, but

what are the increased costs associated with this.

N. [State] DOT views the bridge deck as one of the most critical areas of design and

construction of bridges. Over the life of the structure (assuming no major seismic

events are encountered), the bridge deck receives the most abuse from traffic loads and

environmental effects. It appears that this technology requires the use of sub-deck

panels. Currently, this method of bridge deck construction is allowed only on a very

limited basis by the[State] DOT.

O. Not really. There may be some benefits. However, placing materials is not time

consuming. There could be some time benefit but not much. Material technology is

reasonably good. The biggest problem is in locating deteriorating areas and preparing

them for repair.

It would seem more beneficial to develop new bridge designs so that inspection is

facilitated and decks can be replaced as modular units.

P. Although I am not familiar with bridge deck construction, I do not believe that this is

a very critical problem area. Bridge deck construction procedure seem to be well

established.

Q. Yes. Manual placement and tying of rebar could readily be replaced with machinery

for cost savings in reduced labor, efficiency of placement and tying due to human
fatigue

- Measurement of the finished product (deck) while it is in a stage which would lend it

to being changed if not conforming to specification. Prevent grinding, this process

would improve over all quality of the deck.

2. Briefly describe the current procedures in highway construction, maintenance, and

operations which the proposed robotics/automation technology will replace or change.

A. Current bridge decking operations are very labor-intensive and often very slow, except

for concrete placement. The proposed technology would eliminate some of the labor

required and would speed up the whole process.
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B. Bridge decking is done at site or by prefabrication. The goal of the proposed research

is to show how incremental automated capabilities can be added to today's technology.

C. Greatly improve inspection process and reduce the number of inspectors needed during

construction. Reduce the number of laborers needed and reduce the amount of

materials needed by more accurately controlling additives and material placement.

D. From the grading of the last deck, screed pipe, setting the finishing machine, placing

the concrete and finishing the traveled surface, particularly at the start and end of the

concrete placement, could all benefit from improvement.

E. Deck construction using traditional methods.

F. The hiring of minority contractors. Requirement of large investment would not be

justified. If system worked, use would be limited to very large project which

composes a very small percent of work.

G. Currently bridge deck construction is performed by humans. All inspection is done by

a human prior to steel laying and concrete pour. All quality assurance tests are done

by humans at the site.

H. Rebars are placed manually, but the placement of, screeding, and finishing operations

of concrete are mechanized, manual labor is needed to assist the equipment such as

spotting uneven areas, etc.

J. The substructure/girders are profiled and marked for installation of bottom deck

forming. Deck forms installed and approved. Iron workers lay out & place bottom

deck steel. Any imbeds placed, then top matt of steel placed. Bidwell rails set &
girded and deck thickness checked. Concrete then placed, skreeded, tined & [?].

K. My answer here I believe would only be redundant, given the written description in

most cases of the now "labor" intensive operation, which would be replaced, as I have

outlined above in replacing the various "manual" operations with Robotically

controlled disciplines. I would also emphasize the vast improvement, over time, in

labor cost and to a lesser extent, material cost.

L. Construction practices will be dramatically different using the proposed automation.

The largest difference will be during the deck pour with the robotics/automation

performing many tasks in a much shorter period than current methods. This will most
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likely reduce the labor content of bridge construction and compress the construction

schedule.

Should the automated deck construction prove to deliver a higher quality product,

maintenance activities will be affected. Typical maintenance operations on bridge

decks are to fix delaminations and cracks as a result of the application of deicing

chemicals. Higher control of the materials going in to the bridge and better curing

procedures could reduce maintenance operations.

The design process will have to adapt to the use of robotics/automation in bridge

construction. The designs will have to be simplified and standardized so that the new
technology can be used in as many instances as possible.

M. . Bridge deck inspection, using the radar and automated measurement ability, will be

great.

Monitoring scour conditions of important water course crossings can be attempted by

using the robotics/automation technology.

Construction inspectors would not have to spend as much time with depth checks,

steel placement, etc., during construction. Most of the cost savings (if any) would be

from the reduction in construction personnel.

N. Bridge deck construction is very labor intensive. There are many elements with many
variables that must be dealt with. In multiple span bridges, the deck reinforcing varies

considerably due to high negative moment stresses at interior piers. Stage construction

of bridge decks (not continuous construction of the deck) is very typical of our current

designs. The effects of varying girder camber and adjustment for minor construction

deficiencies must also be accounted for. It is assumed that all falsework and

formwork will be constructed with conventional methods.

O. Not much. Some minimal savings of material and fine.

P. Not familiar with current procedures.

Q. Manual tying of rebar

Manual placement of the concrete in front of the finishing machine.

- Manipulation of screed controls and adjustments

- Manual placement of rebar

- Deck grinding

- Programming of the screed for different configuration of the deck.
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3. What are potential barriers to adoption of the proposed technology? What will it

take to overcome these barriers?

A. The development of cost effective equipment may take time and much money to

develop. There will be much skepticism about eliminating human resources from

these operations. Also, better design procedures must be developed to accommodate

uniform equipment dimensions with respect to final bridge dimensions if cost effective

methods are to be developed.

B. Potential barriers are: current state of the technology in such areas as sensor systems,

and hardware development & cost.

C. Changes will be needed in specifications and acceptance of automated inspection and

control processes.

D. Training of current personnel.

E. None really

F. Large investment would not be competitive with methods now use.

G. -Justification of increase in productivity. It is difficult to prove the productivity

advantages when most bridges are different in geometry & other characteristics,

-possible job elimination

-Capability of adjusting & reacting to problems during construction.

-This project should be tried out in a controlled environment several times and tested

and compared to projects built by humans.

H. I see nothing in what is being described that does not seem doable. The barriers are

simply in selecting the components and ensuring that it is designed to be sued in the

field and that it is compatible with the typical contractor's overall operation.

I recommend that contractor involvement be a fundamental part of the research

process.

J. Length of paving train. From description would require a 6 or 7 piece train. There is

simply not enough room around most bridge pours to accommodate this much
equipment.

Cost would be very high with little if any benefit in final product.
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K. Once more, the most difficult Barrier to overcome, is the same as previously

mentioned, i.e.. Organized Labor Unions - Difficult because the success of automation

would be compounding an existing problem which I don't see be alleviated in the near

future, i.e., an under utilized workforce. One other Barrier, to a lesser extent, in my
opinion, but one that has impact, is the time/$ req'd "to get there." This is difficult to

analyze because there were no "goals (time wise")

L. One of the greatest potential barriers is the reluctance to change in the highway

construction industry. This technology would be a radical departure and not without

posing some financial risks to the contractor.

It may be possible to overcome this barrier by using the new product in several highly

visibility demonstration projects and making all construction details available to

contractors and highway agencies.

M. Increased cost, training and update: are barriers. Get right people involved (bridge

engineers) and construction engineers from the start, right from the beginning.

Proven prototype in all weather situations.

As with the any unproven technology, I question how long it will take to get the bugs

out of this system.

N. a) Flexibility of the technology.

This technology must be able to accommodate numerous factors including:

• Varying geometric conditions (i.e., [?], curves, skews, varying cross-

slopes).

• Varying reinforcing in bridge deck.

• Differential girder camber.

• Adjustment for minor dimensional deficiencies.

• Stage Construction.

• Varying concrete consistency, interrupted concrete placement, finishing &
curing of concrete.

b) The technology should be user friendly. The construction industry must view

this technology as cost-effective to assure acceptance for use. It is suggested

that the construction industry participate in some manner in development of this

research.

c) Cost.

The technology should be developed to address these barriers.

O. There will be some training required, but no major problems.
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P. There still seems to be a large number of manual steps in the described project.

Q. Automation must be cost effective - verses manual labor - cost of labor/hour -

insurance cost, etc. Architectural changes which will lend themselves to automation -

repetitive design - involving architects in the automation process.

4. Assuming that barriers to adoption are resolved and that the proposed technology

achieves its stated performance goals, please estimate the potential savings (in

dollars) for highway construction, maintenance, and operations projects for the

following categories. Please refer to Attachment 1, "Site Integration Present Cost

Data" for background information on the average estimated costs associated with

highway construction projects. If you have better cost data or information available,

please use it and explain how and/or where you obtained the information.

NOTE: Please label N/A ifyou feel a category does not apply to the proposed

technology

a. More efficient use of time

• None - could not be used on 95% of projects

- Time could be used more effectively if more of the process were automated.

- No.

- I have no problem agreeing with your conclusion of an average 30% increase in

production. And relative to re-bar operations this figure would be in the 40-50%
range -- consequently, the stated labor costs would reduce accordingly.

- Since this technology could compress the construction schedule, bridges could be

built in a more timely fashion, thereby reducing motorist delays. No information on

costs.

- No idea of potential benefits. However, the goal of the research should be to

reduce construction time by a minimum of 25%.
- Minor

b. Increased productivity and reduction ofmanpower requirements

- The savings here could be substantial and the contractor could optimize its

utilization.

- No. Would take more time to set up yet not shorter production times.

- Both of these stated would occur without doubt. Productivity in the areas

mentioned above would probably increase 25-30% whereas manpower req'ments

decrease by 10-15% with exception of re-bar ops. — this maybe as much as 25%.
- Agree with 30% estimate for lack of better knowledge.

- No idea of potential benefits. However, the goal of the research should be to

reduce construction time by a minimum of 25%.
- Minor
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c. Maintenance costs

- I have no idea, but probably will not be impacted.

- Depends on increase in bridge deck quality.

- If quality of construction can be improved, the life of the structure would be

increased, thereby reducing maintenance costs. No idea how much.

- Minor

d. Increased service life offinal product

- Probably will not affect the service life.

- Not much or N/A
- Depends on increase in bridge deck quality.

- If quality of construction is improved, yes. No idea of cost savings.

- Some. Related to material.

e. Life Cycle Costs

- LCC could be decreased if the construction costs are decreased. In some cases

automation does not result in lower LCC. It depends on many variables. This is

why some tunnels are still executed by hand even though sophisticated "high tech"

tunneling methods exist.

- If product is constructed at lower initial cost and is of equal or better quality, this

technology will lower the life cycle costs of bridges.

- Improved if quality of construction is improved. No idea of cost savings.

- Some. Related to material.

f Worker training

- Additional worker training is required

- Would require highly trained personnel that could not be retained

- Worker training will be a key factor to the success of the system and amy cost

savings.

- Would require more operators trained on wire controlled equipment. Inspector

training costs associated with setting up & interpreting [?] data.

- Would become initially more expensive due to the necessity to teach new
methodology.

- More worker training will be required. Most construction workers have little

formal education.

- More technical training required. No idea of cost.

- Some

g. Otherfactors associated with initial cost

- Major initial cost of hardware & software

- Only one use - most bridge construction equipment can be used under any site

condition
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- Equipment cost & setup

- Commercialization costs will be high. It will probably require many
demonstrations across the country.

- An effect similar to "re-tooling"

- Most likely this will be an expensive machine to purchase and maintain.

- Increased equipment cost and maintenance.

h. Safety (eg. insurance costs, liability, workman compensation, etc.)

- Safety could oe enhanced.

- May increase insurance costs & liability to extra equipment. Since it reduces

handling of rebar may reduce workman's comp claims in this [?].

- Should have a considerable decrease on cost however to a great extent on the

competitiveness of the insurance dependent market place.

- This technology should improve worker safety by automating several hazardous

tasks that workers perform.

- Safety to workers should be improved. No idea of cost savings.

- Some

i. Environmental impacts

- Positive impact

- Minor

j. Less traffic delays (ie., how it effects the productivityfor people in traffic, productivityfor
the delivery ofgoods, etc)

- There is no question, I believe, that there would be positive impact resulting from

automation on services delivery as well as people in traffic.

- Some

k. Less repairs due to an improved quality offinal product

- Not a major change

- Absolutely affirmative. This dovetails with "e" above.

- Depends on increase in bridge deck quality.

- Valid if quality is improved.

- Some

/. Other (please specify)

- Waste of money for development. R&D money could be better spent on materials

and construction (design) that allow for off sit production.
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5. If automation/robotics could be applied to current highway construction, maintenance,

and operations, do you think this proposed technology will meet the performance

goals set forth in the proposal? Please explain your answer.

A. The improvement could be close to that proposed, but more likely 20-25% increase in

productivity than 30% to 50% mentioned.

B. It would be difficult to reach the goals set by the PI.

C. Yes. Would appear to have a high potential for producing a uniformly higher quality

deck with less risk and disruption of traffic.

D. The goal of 30% time savings might possibly be met in the grading portion. However,

in placing the reinforcing steel by automation, the existing savings of using truss bars

would be eliminated.

E. Yes. The system can be developed.

F. Yes. If it works it works.

G. The equipment could meet the performance goals, however, cost savings and

advantages are not as high because I don't believe it can help the cracking problems

that we have.

H. Yes, I think there are some situations which could result in a 30% savings. However,

I feel that overall this is optimistic.

J. No - setting of bottom deck controls the quality of deck. This proposal does nothing

to assist in setting it.

K. I would say yes. I believe the goals stated - i.e., 30% overall & 50% in re-bar are

doable objectives.

L. The performance goal seems reasonable. However, what will this cost?

M. Yes, if we make use of incremental approaches for innovations and implementation of

the new automation. The proposed technology must go through peer engineering

review first.
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N. I have serious doubts that this technology can be effectively applied. With [State]

DOT restricted use of sub-deck panels, typical stage construction requirements, tapers

and other geometric variables, it is doubtful that this technology will work for [State]

DOT bridges. It might be of some value for short-span bridges with minor skew and

simple geometry.

O. No. Construction process will not realize the cost savings proposed. The process as

proposed can be achieved without major developments. Some system integration will

be needed.

P. Cameras in a construction area could have problems with dirt and dust. Performance

would degrade significantly if not kept clean.

Q. Yes. This area of deck construction - organization of rebar material could be greatly

enhanced with the proposal. Bar coding in this area would work.

- No. Adding the rebar tying and placement to the concrete placing process would be

a mistake. This puts the process in series - any one process stops and all stop, should

be parallel procession.

- Concrete placing does not lend itself to lengthily shutdown - keep it simple and

separate from another process which would interrupt it.

6. General comments concerning the proposed technology.

A. This technology is feasible to develop, some it already exists.

B.

C.

D. Need as much improvement in this area of construction as can be attained.

E. Set up time for system will be too high.

F. We would have no objection if the contractor chose to use this method of construction

as long as the final product was in accordance with our Plans and Specifications.

G. -Needs to be tried in a laboratory environment prior to application

-increase in productivity is questionable.

-efficiency concern when or if an adjustment is required.

H.
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I.

J. Do not see a need. The large paving train will complicate site access, increase costs

greatly & do nothing to produce a better product.

K. My only hesitation that require more thought is as I've stated, the potential non-

acceptance by Labor Unions and some additional statements relating to anticipated

short- medium- long-term plans.

L.

M. As indicated in Question #1, I do not feel the automated bridge decking addresses a

critical problem. The precision bundling required for the resteel will negate some of

the proposed efficiency produced by mechanical decking. Part width construction and

widenings may be too difficult for this procedure.

N. The concept will have limited benefit for [State] DOT. I have doubts about the

quality of the final product.

O.

P.

Q. Architects and designer will be the key element in the success to automate rebar

placement due to the configuration in which it must be placed.
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TRENCHING AND PIPELAYING

1. Does the proposed technology address a critical problem area in highway

construction, maintenance and operations? Please explain your answer.

A. Yes. Trenching and pipelaying, especially in urban areas and poor soils, are very costly

and dangerous operations. Better and safer methods would be very beneficial.

B. Not a critical problem. However, an important research area.

C. Yes. Trenching and pipelaying from the standpoint of safety alone is one of the most

challenging problems facing the construction industry.

D. Yes. Any reduction in exposure of safety problems is always of a benefit and cost

savings.

E. No, there is very little trenching in highway work, it is not a big ticket item.

F. Problem not particularly critical. Sensors would prevent damaging existing pipes etc..:

a) Would they work underwater?

b) Cost of computer recording probably would be prohibitive to average small utility

contractor.

c) Would reduce occurrence of fatal accident if trench workers eliminated.

G. Yes. Worker safety and efficiency would be improved.

H. Yes, the intersection of utility and piping systems with transportation systems is critical

and will become more significant as more systems are put underground.

I. The proposed technology does address several problem areas in highway construction in

the application of trenching for excavation and conduit installation. Without exact

location of existing buried utilities such as conduits, wires, pipes, etc. the potential to

break a connection is highly probable. This often creates a costly and timely delay to the

operation. As stated in the proposal, safety is a tremendous concern although I could not

easily track specific death or injury data from trenching operations for [name]. A
i technology that eliminates dangerous tasks for either [name] workers or contractors is

worth pursuing so long as the product is reliable enough to be used.
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Contacts in maintenance felt the technology more appropriate to construction where longer

trenching operations typically occur. Maintenance trenching operations are typically over

as quickly as they begin, replacing broken conduit, etc. Usually the problem area is

identified and very quickly unearthed with minimal use of "as-built" information.

J. Yes. The proposed technology will have a very positive effect on safety. The more

efficient use of equipment will reduce costs in the long term.

K. One of the most accident producing construction operations in the industry is related to

trenching & pipe laying. There is little doubt in my mind that automation/Robotics would

prove very useful as a cost saving and accident/lost time saving tool.

L. Yes, as the report states the injury and death rate in this phase of construction is relatively

high. Checking and re-checking grades and dealing with cave-in threats are very time

consuming.

M. The use of this technology provides benefits in terms of improved job safety and more

precise trenching. Application of sensor technologies reduces risk and associated delays

of hitting underground cables and pipes. System can be integrated into the hierarchial

control system explained in section 1.1 Site Integration to provide a comprehensive

planning and construction program. All these factors are important consideration.

N. The potential problem area would be in the construction area. However, most of our

trenching and pipe laying are done at relatively shallow depths - less than 6 feet deep.

Also, safety regulations require shoring, sloping of trench slides, or other measure for

trenches over 4 feet deep.

O. Yes. There is potential for the proposed technology. The application is broader than just

highway construction there area number of installations and repairs of utilities not related

directly to highway construction. It just so happens that it usually occurs on roadway

right-of-way. I think safety will be improved but deaths referenced may be related to

individual to small contractors where existing safety practices are not utilized.

P. Yes, safety in trenches is a very real problem.

Q. Yes. Safety in and around the trench. The location and disturbance of underground

utilities.

- Operator working in the blind and little or no feeling of contact with utilities or

object.
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2. Briefly describe the current procedures in highway construction, maintenance, and

operations which the proposed robotics/automation technology will replace or change.

A. The proposed technology would replace human resources with automated equipment and

control tools.

B. Current procedure is to use not automated construction equipment. The proposed

technology is expected to automate trenching operations in highway construction.

C. Without a doubt, removing the worker from the trench or minimizing the workers' time in

the trench would be a major change. Proper implementation of the technology will

change the procedures used to excavate for and lay pipe.

D. Any method which would check on the quality of soil stability to safely excavate a trench

would be a benefit.

E. Conventional trenching.

F. a) Could possibly eliminate labor in the trench, thus eliminating the need for a trench

box.

b) Could find adjacent pipes and cables already in place (would eliminate guesswork).

c) Compaction could be remotely done.

d) Augment production by elimination of measuring depths manually.

e) Automatic pipe connection would be widely accepted in the industry under certain

conditions. This would probably not be used on projects with large diameter pipes.

G. Fully described in proposal

H. Excavate a trench, install pipe, and backfill.

I. Some human intervention is supposed to be relieved through automation, although it is

difficult to see how much can be replaced through what was proposed. Traditional

operations rely on human interpretation of "as-built" plans that may or may not be

accurate. Integration of "as-builts" into CAD/CAM and the trenching operation could

eliminate potential human error. Automation of redundant trenching (i.e., a mile of trench

at the same depth, etc.) could increase efficiency. Accuracy of the trench might be better

in terms of alignment, etc. Documentation may be better if a dead reckoning sensor is

used. Automated re-tooling is an important aspect, improving efficiency and safety

substantially in some cases.

J. Current construction practices require the operator and grad man to work in concert to

maintain line and grade. The automation of the trencher would allow for the
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programming of a pipe run referenced from one control point. The operator would be free

to monitor progress and material supply. Current procedures for measurement of pipe

installed could be incorporated into the placement process since the alignment should

exactly correspond to the plans.

K. I don't believe I can improve on the very capable description of replacing existing

methodology with automation/robotics that has been described by Dr. Bemold in the

"Proposed Research Topic" hand out.

L. This will get most of the personnel out of the trenches where they are in danger. This

would replace the manual shoring up of the trench and manual alignment and backfill of

the pipes.

M. The current system uses manually-surveyed layouts, manually-operated heavy equipment.

Mapping system may vary from manually-surveyed maps to aerial photographed

topographical maps. Data is not currently input into a comprehensive hierarchal system.

N. This technology would reduce the exposure of workers inspectors to potential trench

failures - although that risk is already low due safety regulations. Surveying workload

might also be reduced after control work is complete.

Pipe often requires that the pipe bedding material be shaped to allow the pipe to be

cradled in the bedding. I'm not sure how this technology can do that work. If it can't

then workers would still have to be in the trench to do hand work.

O. I think the problem statement does a reasonable job of identifying these.

P. The most important aspect of this project will be to remove personnel from trenches.

Present procedures require workers to be located in trenches.

Q. Survey for trench excavation and pipe laying. The quality of the operator currently on an

excavator, lessen the manpower need (manual/labor) which in turn lowers insurance cost

and supervision.

3. What are potential barriers to adoption of the proposed technology? What will it

take to overcome these barriers?

A. The controls to operate heavy machinery electronically do not exist. The use of such

technology would be very difficult in congested urban areas or on projects with difficult

site conditions. I am not certain this technology will be successful unless close human
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monitoring is included. Such technology will be very difficult to use in poor soil

conditions.

B. The sensor technology required for the proposed system is not advanced for practical use

at construction sites. CMV's lessons should be investigated by the PI.

C. Develop the confidence in laser controlled excavation operations. This should not be a

major hurdle to overcome.

D. Training; confidence in any methods to produce the quality results required.

E. None

F. Barriers:

a) Location and existence of utilities.

b) Possibility of computer malfunction or downtime.

Overcoming the barriers:

a) Barriers can't be overcome. This technology would be severely limited in urban

intersection.

b) Use a backup power source and equipment.

G. 1. Initial cost and training costs would likely be significant. Low cost equipment

requiring little training would be beneficial.

2. Accuracy of sensing/measuring systems critical to success. Question ability to

totally clean site & place/compact without manual involvement.

H. Existing level of technology with the sensing equipment. The proposal does not

adequately explain the proposed sensing technology.

I. The scope of the proposed project is very broad which may require several stages of

development to complete. The author is vague about how to proceed with the project as

well as having failed to identify technical issues that must be addressed. One obvious

issue is about the limits of laser sensors, 3-D sensing, and position coordinate system

determination of various sensed information. The excavators attitude, pitch, roll, yaw is

also important, but how is this information obtained? If other sensors are to be proposed,

some time needs to be given to sensor fusion. This is not a trivial task.

The use of "as-built" plans may be difficult as most older plans are not on the

CAD/CAM. It is usually not cost effective to update paper plans to CAD/CAM unless

necessary for current work. Additionally, these plans are not always correct or up to date,

so reliance on this utility mapping technique alone would probably not be sufficient. This

is why real-time sensor data becomes so important.
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Finally, the cost of retrofitting or modifying existing equipment, versus the cost of new
equipment is very important. Benefits of cost savings will be a very important aspect in

the acceptability of implementing the new technology, cost/benefit will be to the manager

what reliability will be to the end user.

J. 1) The placement and compaction of backfill in the narrow trenches will have to be

addressed, compatible automated compaction equipment would be needed.

2) Vast improvements in the location of existing utilities would be necessary in the short

term for use in design.

3) Overcoming the mentality "we've always done it like this" through reporting a

successful demonstration project.

4) Getting utility companies to buy into the new technology by illustrating the cost of

facility repairs vs improved utility mapping.

5) Equipment rental companies may be hesitant to incur costly retro fitting without

measurable market demand.

6) Testing of backfill in trenches will be an issue.

K. The potential barriers continue to be, in my opinion, the potential opposition of Labor

Unions augmented by the additional impact by compounding the current underutilized

labor market. It will take a concerted effort on the part of industry management to assist

Labor Unions in re-training the displaced labor market for other skills/crafts.

L. 1. Keeping small contractors in business.

Solution: Maybe provide some equipment or shared equipment with other contractors.

2. Questions regarding whether or not the equipment is efficient enough to provide time

savings.

Solution: Test several prototypes.

3. Is the equipment simple enough to use.

Solution: Provide good user interface.

M. Barriers to adoption include need for capitol equipment investment into new technologies

at a time of reduced operating budgets, need for resources for data acquisition and limited

resources for training operators and users, which is necessary for both user acceptance and

efficient operation.

N. One potential barrier would be cost of equipment and training of equipment operator -

especially for small contractors.

I'm doubtful that small contractors can become effective users of this technology. Forced

use could drive small contractors out of business.

O.
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P. Development of appropriate sensors, hardened computer equipment located on machinery,

and positioning equipment to lay pipe, etc.

Q. Cost of equipment for automation and accuracy and durability of equipment. The cost of

a force feed back system on a conventional excavator is far out of reach today,

approximately $500,000. New technology and mass production will lessen this. Supply

of inexpensive labor is a factor which lessens the need for automation.

4. Assuming that barriers to adoption are resolved and that the proposed technology

achieves its stated performance goals, please estimate the potential savings (in dollars)

for highway construction, maintenance, and operations projects for the following

categories. Please refer to Attachment 1, "Site Integration Present Cost Data" for

background information on the average estimated costs associated with highway

construction projects. If you have better cost data or information available, please use it

and explain how and/or where you obtained the information.

NOTE: Please label N/A ifyou feel a category does not apply to the proposed technology

- Because utilizing automation/robotics methodology would have a major impact on

existing procedures, I believe estimating cost savings would be very subjective at best —
an exercise I do not believe I can predict.

a. More efficient use of time

- Minimum
- 20% overall savings (not effective with pipes larger than 24".

- Increase in efficiency

- This capability could impact the time taken to complete a project.

- Efficient use of time can be achieved if incidents are avoided to prevent delays. One
estimate of 10% to 20% efficiency increase was given with no detail to references used.

- Absolutely yes.

- Should cut time in half, thus labor in half.

- Excavation equipment would be more efficient, but how much is uncertain.

b. Increased productivity and reduction of manpower requirements

- Minimum
- Increase in efficiency

- This area could be enhanced.

- Currently, construction operations are contracted out. To ensure that contractors are

complying with state standards and specifications, engineers are assigned to monitor

contractors and inspect actual work performed on a daily basis. Implementation of the

proposed technology would ensure contractor compliance without requiring additional

personnel.
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- Absolutely affirmative

- Should require 1/3 less personnel.

- 1 doubt that manpower requirements would change significantly.

c. Maintenance costs

- Not a major change

- High impact

- Could be much higher than conventional equipment.

- No change - to keep equipment operating efficiently, in my opinion requires a "given"

number of man hours per operating hour - there may be a small savings.

- Should save dollars by about 1/3 when trenching and repairing existing pipe.

- Maintenance cost of the equipment would probably increase.

d. Increased service life offinal product

- Same as traditional systems

- Probably not. The exception might be by-products of this automated operation.

Generation of "as-built" plans is beneficial for all intentional purposes. Future

maintenance and construction operations will rely on this information to avoid unexpected

damage to existing buried utilities during operations.

- Should increase service life by 5 to 10% by more accurate alignment (less stress on

joints).

- I doubt that service life would be affected.

- Minor

e. Life Cycle Costs

- LCC - 1 don't see a tremendous effect on this area.

- Higher based on potential cost of equipment, sensors, etc. and skilled manpower to

operate and maintain the equipment, this of course will have to be weighed against

potential increases in efficiency.

- Very definitely a lower life cycle cost given the more efficient installation cost.

- When technology is well established, should give life cycle cost savings of 33%.
- 1 doubt that service life would be affected.

- Minor

/ Worker training

= Requires operators training

- Would cost more
- Worker training will be high.

- Much more worker training not only to operate, but to maintain the equipment.

- 20% short-term increase. 30% long-term reduction

- More per "unit" of work given training required to learn the new technology.

- May cost 30% more, 50% more at first.
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- More training would be required for equipment operators. Cost unknown.

- Knowledge and training will need to change

g. Otherfactors associated with initial cost

- Major cost for hardware & software

- Could save on surveying expenses and operations.

- Set up cost and insuring that equipment is programmed properly.

- Additional cost for equipment change over but reduced by the greater efficiency of the

overall operation and better safety records.

- High cost for first models of equipment. Loss of jobs. Lack of competition.

- Equipment and its maintenance.

h. Safety (eg. insurance costs, liability, workman compensation, etc.)

- Very large

- Safety dramatically increased

- Major impact on safety of workers

- One less worker on the job could mean a small reduction in cost of insurance. Also no

in trench operations could reduce insurance costs.

- Safety will be enhanced.

- While this might appear lower at first glance, the potential for equipment failure in early

versions may increase the cost of insurance and/or liability.

- A great savings given the much safer work place and the lost time eliminated by the

reduction of accidents.

- Should save 1/3 in insurance and liability costs.

- If exposure of workers is decreased naturally these costs would be decreased.

- Maybe reduce by 5-15%

/'. Environmental impacts

- Positive impact

- None to speak of other than better community relations due to fewer accidents, safer

project completion but negatively compounded due to smaller labor force.

- Construction site would be less extensive

- Less potential for damage to existing utilities.

j. Less traffic delays (ie., how it effects the productivity for people in traffic, productivity for

the delivery of goods, etc)

- Project could possibly be completed faster, therefore shorter maintenance of traffic times.

- Based on the greater efficiency producing a shorter project life span (installation) the

negative effect on traffic should also be reduced.

- Time should be cut in half, since most jobs now have adequate rerouting. There would

be an overall savings of 20%.
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- Traffic delays might be less, but to what extent is unknown.

- less conflict because of reduced extent of construction site.

- less fine on construction site.

k. Less repairs due to an improved quality offinal product

- Not a major change

- Some improvement
- This will be enhanced.

- Maybe, although the trench is usually temporary.

- Completed work would not be affected.

- I'm not sure that final product - i.e., the pipeline, sewer, etc., would be any better.

- The quality may or may not be improved

/. Elimination of accidental damage of buried utilities

- Very large

- Major impact

- Dramatic improvement
- This should be prevented.

- This is a benefit since "as-builts
M may not be accurate. Costs incurred by unexpectedly

striking and damaging an existing buried utility would ensure increased costs and may
cause delay to the traveling public (i.e., striking an existing water main).

- 10% short term. 50% long-term.

- Greatly enhanced- therefore great cost reduction in producing final product.

- I think this is more of a function of accurately locating existing utilities. If location is

known there is little chance of damage using current methods.

- Yes

m. Other (please specify)

5. If automation/robotics could be applied to current highway construction,

maintenance, and operations, do you think this proposed technology will meet the

performance goals set forth in the proposal? Please explain your answer.

A. Except for rural project sites and good soil conditions, I have serious doubts that the goals

proposed can be accomplished. There are just too many unknowns in utility work to use

open trench methods. Pipe jacking and tunnelling are much more feasible.

B. Methodology to accomplish this research is not clearly defined. It is not likely that the

performance goal set can be achieved.

C. Yes. It will greatly reduce jobsite risk and improve excavation efficiency.
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D. If pipes could be laid without anyone entering the trench, a definite cost savings would be

achieved. The potential difficulties for this to be attained are to numerous to list.

E. Yes. It is a simple system.

F. Time will tell.

G. Significant increase in training and costs would be increased but goals could be met.

H. Yes.

I. Yes, if it is approached correctly. There are many different ways to address the proposed

automation problem as discussed in 6.

J. Application of automation/robotics in these areas will meet the performance goals for

safety, equipment utilization and the as-built data bases for utilities. Time savings in field

survey will most likely be offset by increased needs in the design details.

K. I did not see any specific goals mentioned in the proposal.

L. Yes, because of the danger of the operation and because of the time consuming nature of

getting the proper alignment, grade and backfill. This technology has tremendous

potential.

M. The proposed technology has the potential to completely meet the goals set forth. In fact

the purely technological constraints are easily overcome. It is the problems associated

with collecting and storing the necessary accurate data required by a completely integrated

system and the user acceptance and efficiency of this system that are the constraining

factors. Adaption of this technology, therefore, must be done from the "problem-solving

technology" perspective rather than from the "technology looking for problems to solve."

The flow of inputs must start from the bottom up, with as much emphasis on data inputs

as there is on the mechanical/electrical end. End users (field technicians) and

management must be thoroughly trained, at different levels of training, to facilitate

adaption.

N. No. If construction of a utility system were starting from scratch, it might be beneficial,

but in areas where there may be several existing utilities - above, below, and crossing - I

don't think the benefit is there.

O. Yes. Based on my experience with equipment/sensors a significant proportion of the

goals can be achieved.
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P. If appropriate sensors could be developed, the proposed technology should be able to meet

the performance goals.

Q. Yes. Current technology is very close to excavator automation and force feed back.

6. General comments concerning the proposed technology.

A. I do not feel this technology offers as much benefit as others may in utility construction.

B.

C.

D. Tremendous cost saving possibilities, if the problems can be overcome.

E. It is more of an issue for utility companies.

F. Average [State] "pipelayer" labor rate is $8.75 per hour

Average [State] "laborer" labor rate is $6.50 per hour.

G.

H. More utilities and pipelines are being installed without trenches utilizing trenchless

techniques. It seems effort and research need to be placed in this area as it basically

removes the backhoe form the loop. Why automate a tool that will have limited use in

the future?

By far the safest pipe project is one which does not put personnel in a trench and where

the operator sits in a control cabin at a computer screen.

I. The general idea of automation is good although success of this type of project depends

on a host of variables. Approach is very important. As this proposal addresses the

integration of many different technologies, some unproved, it is important to minimize the

risk of failure of the total integrated package. Perhaps the first step in the automation

process would be the development and testing of each sub-technology (sensor, etc.) for

this specific operation. An obvious second step would be the integration of these

technologies for remote operation of the excavation equipment. Following successful

demonstration, automated, man-in-the-loop techniques could be performed perhaps leading

to some autonomous operation in the long-term.
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As stated earlier, the proposal is too vague to provide in-depth review. Additionally,

reference of previous work in this area might help to alleviate concerns on the enormity of

the integration or sensor fusion process at hand.

Of course success of this type of project depends heavily on the competence of the

research team and their knowledge of leading edge technologies for this specific

application.

J. Although greatly reduced, I don't foresee the total removal of workers from trench

conditions. The addition of backfill placement and compaction needs to be addressed in

this proposal. These activities expose workers to the same hazards as the pipelaying

process.

K. I know it will produce more economic & safer results. Some years ago Perine Corp

developed a pipe laying system (not robotically motivated) but small diameter pipe laid in

trench with water table 1-2 ft below surface with no labor in trench. All work

hydraulically controlled. System currently patented.

L.

M.

N. None.

O. There will need to be development in sensor technology to realize the potential for this

topic. Unlike construction involving surface obstacles, obstacles in trenching are buried.

P. This would probably be the most worthwhile use of automation technology. If the

dangers to human life could be decreased significantly, this project would be very

beneficial.

Q. Need an advanced type of centralized transmitter - excavator and or operator would know
where the excavator was in relation to the immediate surroundings above and below the

ground. Onboard computers could then be preprogrammed with hazard zones, elevations,

etc.
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BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

1. Does the proposed technology address a critical problem area in highway

construction, maintenance and operations? Please explain your answer.

A. Yes. Bridge inspection and maintenance is a critical issue in maintaining a safe highway

system. Current human inspection techniques are slow and costly, as are current bridge

maintenance procedures.

B. This is an important and very critical problem in highway maintenance and inspection.

The proposed technology can assist many states with sever bridge problems.

C. Yes. Bridge deterioration is a major problem and the proposed technology would

definitely be an asset both in construction and inspection. Current procedures are not able

to reduce the percentage of bridges needing repair.

D. Yes. The containment of the blasting residue has been difficult problem for years.

E. Yes. It may not be a big ticket item, but it is very important and time critical.

F. I have read the proposal on a robotics system for inspecting and painting bridge structures.

The proposal is using data on all bridges to quantify the problem and proposing a solution

that appears to address only steel bridges. [State] is a concrete state, we have a limited

number of steel bridges.

The proposal highlights the systems strong point of being able to protect workers from

lead base paint hazards. [State] does not have a real lead base paint problem on bridges.

When the robotics system is developed (assume 5 years), the Department will have 83

bridges (22,355 tons of steel) with lead base paint. Half of the steel is on the Hart bridge

in Jacksonville. It is a truss with lots of lattice work and is not conducive to a robotics

system for painting. Most of the remaining steel is on small bridges with limited space.

It would be quicker to clean and paint them manually than to try to set up a robotics

system.

Many of the steel bridges without lead base paint are not conducive to robotics system.

How do you get a robot in a steel box girder which has 3' diameter access hatches? Can

it traverse the inside of a steel box girder that has 3' of vertical clearance which is

periodically bisected diagonally and horizontally with cross bracing? Can it access the

inside of built up truss members which are boxed with lattice work? Is it practical on

small remote girder bridges with 10 to 20 tons of steel and limited under clearance? Is it
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practical to set up a robot on 15' to 30' spans? How will the robot function on the 107

moveable bridges with constantly varying cross section and bracing? Will it accommodate

the machinery and drive trains?

We have some concerns on robotics inspection of bridges. Let's consider economics.

Inspectors will be needed to inspect the bridges which are not conducive to the robotics.

As a minimum 2 people with additional equipment will be required to haul, install and run

the robot. Additional personnel will be required to interpret and evaluate the data

collected. In many cases, clarification of the data will require another trip to the bridge.

When the robot is being used on a bridge over a roadway extra maintenance of traffic

may be required unless the robot is programmed to watch out for traffic. If 2 people are

required to operate and others to interpret data, wouldn't it be more economical to

continue sending the 2-man bridge inspection team that collects and clarifies data while on

the site. They also enter data into an electronic file while at the bridge site. Less people

and less equipment are required to get down loadable data files.

How practical is robotics inspection? Will it clean dirt and debris from recesses and

critical parts of the bridge or just give you a picture of what is exposed? Will the

robotics system clean and check all fatigue prone details for fracture cracks? Can it use

the dye penetrant spray and interpret results? Will it check the tension on bolts? Will it

chip rust and deteriorated steel away to determine actual thickness of good steel? The

proposal only addresses superstructures. Will the system evaluate substructures, pilings,

drilled shafts, slope protection, fenders systems, electrical systems, moveable bridge drive

trains, box culverts that are half filled with muck, and metal arch bridges? Will it check

stream beds for scour? If it will not address each of these, the inspectors will still be

needed to complete the inspection. Frequently travel time to a bridge site exceeds the

time required to inspect. If inspectors are required to complete an inspection, they could

reduce cost by doing the complete inspection without the robot and its support personnel.

Will the system separate first line supervisors from the bridges so that they don't know
each one as a family member? This could weaken the supervisors ability to properly

prioritize the work needs.

Apparently the system will compare the current inspection images against the previous

inspection images to determine changes. Storing large quantities of imagery electronically

eats up tremendous storage space in the computer system. Is it economical to store

electronic imagery of all components of all bridges just to identify the few bridges that

need repair or replacement. If the system does not store all the imagery electronically, it

does not provide any more data than the existing inspection system.

In summary, because of [State's] flat terrain, most bridges in the state can be accessed by

inspectors for a hands on inspection with ladders, [?] boats, barges with scissors lifts or

the underbirdge inspection machine. Access is not a major problem. In the urban areas.
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public safety and maintenance of traffic become the major concerns. On moveable

bridges, the ability to move inspectors off the moveable span quickly to allow the spans to

open for marine traffic is a major concern. On all bridges the major concern is to ensure

the bridges are cleaned and inspected as required to ensure all deficiencies are identifies.

Any system that cannot accommodate these concerns should not be pursued by the

Department.

G. Yes. As stated in the proposal lead paint stripping & containment is serious problem and

a danger to the personnel & environment.

Also consistent painting procedures are desirable but not always available. A Robot

with sufficient accurate sensors can perform efficiently & effectively.

H. Yes.

I. The proposal does address a problem, mainly the containment of lead based paints. The

system described does not look feasible though. Current practice includes water blasting

of paint and then encapsulating the structure with a water based paint. The lead paint is

kept on the structure as much as possible because it is a great corrosion protection

covering. Furthermore, most repaint jobs are for "spot blasting". Very, very few are for

total removal of paint. Thus this machine would be very limited for use in spot cleaning.

Development of technologies to eliminate the use of "man-in-the-bucket" hydraulic lifts is

very important having both cost and safety implications. The over-pass paint stripping

however, seems to be the least of the bridge maintenance problems. Inspection of bridges

for cracks and defects seems to have a much higher priority. This is especially true

following natural disasters such as earthquakes. Rapid and thorough inspection is

imperative prior to opening structures to traffic following seismic activity. Conventional

operations will not accommodate both rapid and thorough inspections.

All reviewers stopped evaluation at this point.

J. Using robotics devices and automation for bridge inspection and maintenance and

development of bridge data bases does address a critical problem. Automation reduces

costs, manual work, and mistakes in bridge data, it does not appear that paint stripping

and repainting is a critical problem area in our State.

K. Where will the $ come from? The "Feds" have been downsizing their budget allocation

continually over the last 3-4 years. The program as outlined by Kenneth Goodwin
certainly addresses both the near and longer term approaches as well as defining the

objectives of each. There is no question that there are critical problems caused by a

combination of neglect of our infrastructure coupled with the impact resulting from our

changing environmental considerations.
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L. Yes, there is a lot of concern regarding lead based paint, and the safety and accuracy of

inspection techniques.

M. Yes. Concerns for the healih of the workers and for the environment have caused

substantial changes in the operations of stripping and repainting of highway overpass

structures. The changes which have taken place have had such a significant impact on the

cost of the work that allowing structures to deteriorate in an unpainted condition, with

early replacement, is now considered a variable alternative to stripping and painting.

N. To a certain extent, yes, cleaning and painting existing steel structures is becoming an

expensive item of work, due to environmental safety and health requirements.

O. It does address a problem in the area of maintenance and operation. It may not be critical

but development of the technology could have significant and beneficial effects.

P. Bridge inspection and maintenance is a critical problem area. Use of automation

technology to assist any tasks in this area would be helpful.

Paint stripping should be one of the easier tasks.

Q. To a certain extent, no doubt the automation and robotics technology will greatly enhance

the painting/stripping of bridge due to hazardous material, but as technology advances

with new water base paint, a large portion of this work will be dissolved.

- I do think inspection and maintenance of existing highways is important, not only

from extending the life of the road, but also to discover new technology in these areas

for new construction. The automation of maintenance and inspection data bases is

probably one of the most important aspects of this series, it will provide information

to compare and measure.

2. Briefly describe the current procedures io highway construction, maintenance, and

operations which the proposed robotics/automation technology will replace or change.

A. The proposed technology would eliminate much of the human resources required today for

bridge inspection and maintenance. Hand methods would be replaced by automated

equipment processes.

B. Currently done by expert inspection. The proposed research will develop improved

alternatives to snoopers for positioning and manipulating automated bridge inspection and

maintenance.

C. The proposed process should reduce labor and reduce delays to the travelling public. The

process will create a safer work zone for both workers and the public.
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D. The containment devices which were outlined in the proposal.

E. Current procedures are very random and fractured.

F.

G. Currently all paint stripping, containment and repainting are done by humans.

H. Manual

I.

J. The current procedure of painting of bridges will be changed with automation. The

procedure of performing bridge inspection, managing bridge inspection data, and

scheduling of bridge repair work will be changed depending on the degree of automation.

K. I believe that Mr. Goodwin has done an excellent job in outlining current practices and

procedures in existing operations. He has also very clearly expressed the objectives that

would be achieved through automation of existing procedures. My writing would be

redundant.

L. Shrouding large areas for removal of paint. Using boom trucks and snoopers.

M. — A single efficient containment can protect the workers and the environment.

— Workers can operate the robot from remote locations: thereby, improving worker safety.

— Improved efficiency of operation will reduce the time the roadway under the structure is

out of operation.

N. A contractor performs the following operations:

1. Installs rigging and shrouding

2. Cleans structural components with high pressure water blast

3. Removes corrosion by abrasive blasting, collecting spent blast material

4. Applies paint to structure

5. Removes rigging and shrouding.

O. The main effect would be in worker safety, time reduction for inspection and maintenance

and traffic delays. Also a more accurate information data base for bridges will be

possible.
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P. Current procedures are hazardous and deal with an environmentally sensitive subject.

Automated bridge inspection and maintenance will change a manually intensive operation.

This could replace the paint stripping/painting crew and bridge inspectors.

Q. Record keeping as to condition, life of components and data gathering for future studies.

The process will be automated entirely. The inspection and repair of minor defects will

change to a large degree.

- It will enable maintenance and construction officials to repair defects and damage

before destruction.

3. What are potential barriers to adoption of the proposed technology? What will it

take to overcome these barriers?

A. It is unclear if the equipment needed is available; if not, such development could be very

expensive. Many bridges are over water or rugged terrain, thus the equipment pictured in

proposal will not work. Equipment is needed that must be supported form the bridge

structure which may be difficult to adopt for the many sizes of bridges.

B. No major barriers are expected. Hardware development at practical stage may become an

issue.

C. First cost investment and education will probably be the largest blocks to adoption of this

technology.

D. Training. If people are not at the immediate site, who will accept the quality of the

finished product.

E. None

G. -Government agencies & regulations (i.e. FHWA, States, EPA, etc.)

-Prototype testing in controlled atmosphere is recommended prior to application due to

unknown performance.

H. Technical details that will need to be resolved in order to make equipment which can

work on various types of bridges.

I.

J. I do not see any potential barriers on the adoption of the proposed technology if it is

feasible and cost effective.
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K. Given the existing "state of the art" I do not envision any "Barriers" which will not be

overcome, excepting that as "process" continues to be developed & refined to the next

plateau, if it does not prove cost effective and beneficial then this will become the barrier

which will not be overcome.

L. 1. Cost to contractors, capital cost of equipment.

Solution: Subsidize initially.

2. EPA questions about proper removal of lead paint.

Solution: Demonstrate and take careful measurements.

M. Barriers - the proposed technology should be easy to operate, as efficient and effective as

the current system, and have an overall cost effectiveness.

N. This system will be operating in an environment consisting of fine metallic dust, which

will cause damage to electrical components; adequate seals will have to be provided to

protect circuits.

O. I do not think that there will be too many barriers for cost. At this point equipment and

crews for inspecting, sand painting, and painting are minimal at least for small bridges and

overpasses. The set up time for such structures may be prohibitive for more elaborate

equipment. Large bridges are another story. The set up time be minimal relative to the

time of inspection and added safety.

P. Shrouding could be a real problem and may need some manual inspections, also,

developing a robotic device to crawl along bridges might require that additional railings or

other components be built into bridges.

The development of an "as is" data base may be much more difficult than it appears.

Q. Robotics equipment being built to withstand an adverse environment of sandblast and

paint.

- New technology in paint removal.

- Very few bridges being built the same and with repair and maintenance in mind.

- Integration of designers, architects and construction.

4. Assuming that barriers to adoption are resolved and that the proposed technology

achieves its stated performance goals, please estimate the potential savings (in dollars)

for highway construction, maintenance, and operations projects for the following

categories. Please refer to Attachment 1, "Site Integration Present Cost Data" for

background information on the average estimated costs associated with highway

construction projects. If you have better cost data or information available, please use it

and explain how and/or where you obtained the information.
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NOTE: Please label N/A ifyou feel a category does not apply to the proposed technology

a. More efficient use of time

- Will be enhanced.

- $9,000/yr.

- Less preparation and setup and takedown of shrouds and equipment. 50% time savings.

- Efficiency was not addressed in the proposed except to say that an objective is to reduce

the time required to strip and paint an overpass. Certainly, the elimination of temporary

environmental housing would substantially improve efficiency and result in a substantial

cost reduction.

- Depends on size of bridge, could be substantial would expect 20 to 30%

b. Increased productivity and reduction ofmanpower requirements

- Should be enhanced.

- $3,000/yr.

- It appears that the crew size can be reduced to an operator and a laborer, comparing

this to an E-ll crew at $684/day, this would represent a savings of $1350 - (304 +

232.80) = $814.20/day. A savings is realized for eliminating an environmental

containment area for each bay of an overpass. Using a F-5 crew level or $1216.05/day,

plus move in cost, this can be prorated and added to the stripping and painting crew cost.

Additionally, the cost of personal protective suits for blasting and cleaning operations

would be saved. The cost savings appears to be in excess of $1000/day of operation.

- Increased productivity with 30 to 50% manpower reduction

c. Maintenance costs

- Should be reduced.

- $3,000/yr.

- Estimated potential overall savings for a simple steel beam bridge is 15% to 20% of

current costs.

- Would probably come from being able to inspect and maintain more often.

d. Increased service life offinal product

- Will be increased

- $4,Q00/yr.

e. Life Cycle Costs

- Lowered
- Definitely improved.

- Reduce
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f Worker training

- Requires operators training

- Training will be an important factor.

- $6,000/yr.

- Not greatly affected

- Some training will be required

g. Otherfactors associated with initial cost

- Hardware & software

- Equipment & Mobilization

- None
- Higher equipment costs

h. Safety (eg. insurance costs, liability, workman compensation, etc.)

- High impact on safety

- Increase in safety

- Safety will be enhanced greatly.

- $9,000/yr.

- A very definite positive impact.

- Reflected in reduction of labor cost.

- Improved safety which should translate into reduction of insurance and workman's

compensation

/. Environmental impacts

- Very big

- Very positive impact

- Positive impact on environment

- Environmental effects will be improved.

- $l,000/yr

- Greatly enhanced.

- Requirements for controls of pollutants should not change.

- Some improvement, how much will depend on effectiveness of design for media

collection.

j. Less traffic delays (ie., how it effects the productivity for people in traffic, productivity for

the delivery of goods, etc)

- Large

- $3,000/yr.

- Considerable increase in productivity.

- Each system requires lane controls because of heights restrictions; therefore, it is

difficult to determine the effects on traffic delays.

- Some improvement.
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k. Less repairs due to an improved quality offinal product

- Large

- Possible quality improvement

- $3,000/yr.

- Not sure this applies-benefits will be in areas of decreased time and environmental

impact.

/. Reduction of hazardous waste due to more efficient paint application

- Large

- Yes
- This is certainly a possibility.

- $3,0Q0/yr.

- Not as much in application as in stripping. Maybe as much as 30-40%.

- I believe this would be insignificant.

- Yes.

m. Other (please specify)

5. If automation/robotics could be applied to current highway construction,

maintenance, and operations, do you think this proposed technology will meet the

performance goals set forth in the proposal? Please explain you answer.

A. Yes, this technology has good potential for land bridges. However, I do have doubts

about technology proposed handling bridges over water or rugged terrain.

B. The basic work is already done by the PI. The methodology is clearly defined. Most
likely the performance goals will be accomplished.

C. Should exceed current performance standards with more efficiency and complete

inspection. The repairs will be more effective than the current methods being used.

D. Yes. If an automated camera device could be utilized for visual inspection.

E. System can be developed and implemented.

F.

G. Yes. A definite need in testing in a lab environment prior to real application can answer

many questions.

H. Yes
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I.

J. The performance goals will be met assuming the automation/robotics is successfully

developed. However, I have reservations on the time frame set forth in the proposal for

the successful development of such a system.

K. Yes. I think the stated goals are not "pie-in-the-sky" but rather modest and attainable.

The proposed program is well thought out and phased development giving ample

opportunity to succeed.

L. Yes, this has tremendous potential, and is an extension of some of the existing technology,

there are numerous worker safety and exposure concerns, as well as an inability to detect

some problems as soon as this technology would hopefully be able to.

M. I think the proposed technology can meet the performance goals for most of the work in

stripping and repainting of highway overpasses. However, each bridge has unique features

that may be difficult to access and it seems reasonable to anticipate that each bridge will

require some follow-up stripping and painting by hand, but this could be minimal.

N. No, see responses to number 3 and number 6.

O. In general yes. I do have some concern about application to cost benefits for smaller

bridges. However, more restrictive environmental laws and competition should out weigh

such costs. The projected cost savings are reasonable.

P. The proposed technology should be appropriate for the goals of the application.

Instrumentation (sensors) would have to be developed to provide feedback for the paint

stripping operation, in order to do it automatically. An automated device that "crawled"

over a bridge might require guiderails or some other device to be built into a bridge. This

added feature would require a detailed analysis.

Q. No. Eighteen months is a tight time frame for this proposal although much of the

proposed technology is currently available.

6. General comments concerning the proposed technology.

A. Good potential for success.

B. Bridge inspection is an important area for automation.

C.
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D. The problem could also be solved by relaxing the environmental standards. Studies were

not made on the original standards.

E. It is a good idea but only impacts a small cost component.

G. Beneficial project.

H. I feel that this is an excellent area in which to invest research.

J. The proposed technology seems to put a lot of emphasis on paint stripping and repainting.

Research on automation/robotics for routine bridge inspection should be emphasized also.

K. Yes. I think the stated goals are not "pie-in-the-sky" but rather modest and attainable.

The proposed program is well thought out and phased development giving ample

opportunity to succeed.

M. The concept addresses a new and difficult problem area so the opportunity for success is

substantial. The unit illustrated in Figure 2 appears to offer flexibility that is needed if

containment and control can be achieved.

N. This is an extremely complicated system doing multiple tasks, and more than likely

depending on fiber optics for operation. It has been our experience that these systems

never perform to expected levels. The savings are generally not realized due to "down

time" and maintenance costs keep the system operational.

O. More restrictive environmental laws may be the driving force for development of this type

of technology.

P. See above.

Q. Automation must be cost driven. Neither regulation nor cost are strong enough to propel

this technology.
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PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR

1. Does the proposed technology address a critical problem area in highway

construction, maintenance and operations? Please explain your answer.

A. Yes, pavement inspection and repair is a major problem.

B. Pavement inspection and repair are important areas in highway maintenance, it could be

considered as a critical problem.

C. Yes. Pavement condition surveys are the primary method used by the highway agencies

to determine maintenance needs and to schedule rehabilitation projects.

D. No. After the pavement is inspected for cracks, then what? The area's maintenance

funding determines when the cracks are fixed.

E. Yes. Manpower is limited.

F. This technology would be used for Pavement Management and maintenance.

Pavement Management could be used to prioritize rehabilitation, predict deterioration

rates, predict budget needs, distribute rehabilitation funds to District.

Maintenance groups could use to determine maintenance needs, location, and distribute

funding.

The Pavement Condition Survey is presently used for the functions listed under Pavement

Management.

G. To some degree. Technology is already available to very accurately detect cracks,

potholes, etc. through use of videotape and other means. This proposal identifies yet

another method of detecting such roadway deficiencies. However, better detection

methods do nothing to remedy the problem. The real question is how can these

deficiencies be corrected without disrupting traffic - i.e. repairs at highway speeds. I

suspect that more than 90% of all pavement inadequacies are detectable with the human

eye - improvements in detection don't solve the real problem.

H. Yes, this is a critical area.

I. Worldwide, a tremendous amount of resources are expended annually maintaining

highway pavement, and crack and joint sealing are two critical maintenance tasks. These

activities are generally labor-intensive and dangerous to both the workers and the traveling
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public. It is quite evident to most travelers that improved materials and procedures

including the sue of more advanced technologies are severely needed. The Strategic

Highway Research Program (SHRP) has had the improvement of pavement maintenance

as it pertains to crack and joint sealing as one of its primary goals. The SHRP project H-

107A, Fabrication and Testing of Maintenance Equipment Used for Pavement Surface

Repairs - Crack and Joint Sealing, has obviously addressed this problem. This study was

performed in parallel to SHRP H-107B which is aimed at the development of equipment

for pothole repairs. Additionally, through the SHRP-IDEAS program, work was funded at

Camegie-Mellon University which investigated automated crack filling. Furthermore,

pavement distress survey systems, aimed at evaluating the pavement at high speeds, have

been the subject of numerous additional studies. As such, the proposed technology is

important as evidenced by the numerous other studies that have been, and are still being

performed in this area (none of which have been referenced in this proposal).

J. Cracking is a critical problem for highway maintenance and operation. The detection of

cracks is not at present a critical problem. Cracks generally take years to develop and

there is usually ample time to detect them and repair them.

K. I do not feel qualified to respond to this particular application of automation/robotics

program. I do not have any experience in problem resolution in this field.

L. Crack detection and sealing is a critical problem in highway maintenance. If the

serviceability of the pavement is to last, cracks in the pavement must be sealed at the

earliest possible time to prevent moisture from getting into the base.

M. Yes. Preventive maintenance programs rely on timely detection and repair of surface

defects and/or deteriorations. A unit that can accomplish this at highway speeds would

allow for preventative maintenance to occur on busy highways without disruption to traffic

and the associated costs to the user and maintaining organization. The consideration for

interference with the flow of traffic and related cost currently preclude a timely

preventative maintenance program.

N. What this technology does is identify cracks. I'm not sure what this does for us. We can

usually identify cracks during maintenance procedures, clean them and patch them. How
would this technology translate to pavement rating?

O. Yes. However, the proposal as described does not indicate an understanding of the basic

problem of visual distress identification which is a well defined process. Also, significant

research has been conducted on 2 D (NCHRP) and Stero (Univ. of Florida/Florida DOT).
Maintenance at Highway speeds seems unreasonable.
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P. Pavement inspection is an important, time consuming operation. The proposed technology

for pavement crack inspection would help solve a significant problem in highway

maintenance.

Q. Yes. Any type of preventative measures extend the life expectancy of anything and an

accurate method of measurement/inspection would accomplish this.

2. Briefly describe the current procedures in highway construction, maintenance, and

operations which the proposed robotics/automation technology will replace or change.

A. Human visual observations would be replaced by an automated equipment system.

Pavement repair operations would be replaced by automated methods with much less labor

required.

B. This is an automated system which will replace current human expert visual inspection of

road surfaces.

C. Most of the inspection programs are labor intensive, and as a result, are slow. They also

are limited in the size of the sample, that is, it is not practical to evaluate all the roadway

surface.

D. An automated device will eliminate the exposure of personnel to traffic exposure.

E. Very labor intensive and dangerous.

F. The Pavement Condition Survey is presently conducted on an annual basis. The Flexible

Pavement Survey consists of ride and rut depth measurements using a South Dakota

Profiler, and subjective measurements of surface deteriorations (cracking, raveling, and

patching). The Rigid Pavement Survey consists of ride measurements (South Dakota

Profiler), fault measurements, surface deterioration, spalling, patching, transverse cracking,

longitudinal cracking, comer cracking, shattered slabs, pumping and joint condition.

The Survey is used for the purpose listed under Pavement Management (see question 1).

Maintenance conducts a separate survey to determine their needs.

G. Visual human surveys, videotape surveys with video image processing.

H. Visual inspection

I. Current operations are highly labor intensive. Approximately 2/3 of overall crack sealing

costs are attributed to labor. Conventional inspection techniques are performed by

personnel trained to recognize many distinct forms of pavement damage and deterioration.
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Thus, pavement inspection is also very subjective. The technologies developed under the

earlier and on-going studies that this proposal does not reference have the potential to

vastly improve the crack sealing field. The non-contact inspection technologies addressed

in this proposal are similar to ongoing pavement inspection research and my have merit.

The use of morphology appears to be a good idea. Tactile sensors will have significant

problems at highway speeds.

J. Automated crack detection could speed up crack inventories. Robotics could possibly

reduce manpower needs.

K.

L. The technology described would eliminate the need for a maintenance crew that closes a

lane of roadway, locates, cleans, and seals cracks. The crew uses compressed air to

remove loose debris and dry the crack. Sealer is then applied by hand to seal the crack so

moisture cannot pass through to the base.

M. A maintenance foreman schedules a crack sealing operation when he determines the work

appropriate. Crack sealing operations require that a lane of traffic is closed. The
individual who seals the cracks generally is also responsible for finding the cracks to be

sealed. Depending upon the sealant, it is blotted with another material (sand sawdust,

tissue paper, etc.), before traffic is allowed to use the lane. Other materials require a cure

time.

N. Maintenance procedures, whereas a crew drives down the road, identifies and fills cracks,

it might be used as an estimating tool. It's best application would be in pavement rating

of crack correlation to: Fatigue, alligator cracking, block cracking could be differentiated

as they all have different meanings to us in the pavement management system.

O. It is felt that there is a need for Automatic pavement distress survey capability. Recent

and current research has progressed as far or farther then the scope of the proposed

research topic.

P. Most pavement inspection is done manually by trained employees who rate pavement.

Several research projects have been completed regarding this topic.

The results of these projects should be reviewed.

Q. It will change the time lapse from inspection to repair and the inaccuracies. It will reduce

amount of labor and supervision needed for both.
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3. What are potential barriers to adoption of the proposed technology? What will it

take to overcome these barriers?

A. It must be proven that the proposed inspection process will work efficiently and cost

effectively. It is difficult to develop automated equipment for pavement repair since the

deficiencies are irregular. Automation works best when the work is uniform. Technicians

will be needed to use the equipment effectively.

B. There is not a major technological barrier. Similar systems are developed in other

robotics centers such as CMU. Vision systems may become a problem at practical

implementation stage.

C. Training and correlation of results to currently accepted standards will probably cause the

greatest barriers to acceptance.

D. Training of people to have confidence in the results of the automated devices.

E. None

F. a) The new technology would have to work

b) Data analysis would have to be standardized to compare between states as well as

reporting, presently different methods are used.

c) Cost would have to be reasonable.

d) Management approval.

G. Technology far exceeds the need. Solution looking for problem. Currently available

commercial equipment adequately detects conditions. It is highly unlikely that highway

speed maintenance is feasible due to materials available and the nature of repairs needed.

H. Developing the technology

I. The barriers to the adoption of the proposed technology are the general skepticism of the

end-users, the relatively high cost such machinery will bear, concerns about the training

and set-up costs, concerns about displacing workers, and anxiety with regard to high tech

equipment in general. The only way these barriers can be overcome is by demonstration

of actual prototype hardware, and detailed cost benefit analysis based on the prototype's

performance.

More specifically, assuming that inspection can be done at highway speeds (not a trivial

task.but subject to the extent of pavement cracking and the proportional data processing

requirements), the application of the sealant material at speeds higher than a few miles per

hour begin to be a significant bottleneck (again based on severity, extent and direction of
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cracking). Furthermore, the amount of material used at higher speeds can be tremendous

posing a material supply problem.

Separating the inspection operation from the repair operation has serious problems as

identified in the proposal. Dynamic path planning and coordination of the end effector

with the inspection information on a single moving vehicle is very difficult problem in

itself without contemplation of complex transformations between multiple vehicles.

Cost of the suggested methods might become very prohibitive. A recently purchased off-

the-shelf laser with a 4 inch field of view was $25,000. The authors contemplate an array

of these sensors. Parallel processing may satisfy some real-time processing requirements,

but raise serious maintenance, repair and calibration problems.

In other words, one has to look cautiously at all aspects of the total operation and identify

all potential bottlenecks or barriers to final implementation.

J. Costs could be too much for state DOT'S to afford. Level of equipment complexity may
be too great to find competent operators. Maintenance of equipment may be too costly.

To overcome barriers will take a technology that can be practically applied. Also, training

and education very important as well as good marketing.

K.

L. Cost of purchasing and maintaining the equipment and the ability of the equipment to

accurately identify and seal all cracks are potential barriers. To overcome these barriers it

will be necessary to demonstrate that the equipment can be obtained and operated in a

cost efficient manner and that it will do what is required to seal cracks completely and

reliably.

M. A potential barrier to the use of the technology is the unavailability of a satisfactory

performing sealant that can be placed at the proposed speed. To overcome this barrier, a

special sealant will be required.

N. It has to have a good practical-proven application correlated and validated against existing

systems.

O. No barriers. The problems are coast and technology. Film as a record media has been

used with subsequent visual analysis. Current video does not have adequate definition.

New high definition video technology may. Real fine processing seems a future goal.

Cracks must be detected in the range of width of a few mm. girder cracks indicate

maintenance would not be effective.
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P. To perform pavement inspection at highway speeds, data will have to be collected and

processed very quickly. Sensors will have to be developed for this, plus if the data is

stored, a large data storage medium will be required.

No discussion of automatic pavement repair was presented.

Q. Becoming too technical for repairs, such as pot holes, at a late stage of failure, maybe
emphasis should be directed toward early stage repair. Locating the cracks is only half of

the problem. The repair of the cracks usually require 90% of the time. New technology

in this area is needed. Information from the crack detection could be pushed in this

direction.

4. Assuming that barriers to adoption are resolved and that the proposed technology

achieves its stated performance goals, please estimate the potential savings (in dollars)

for highway construction, maintenance, and operations projects for the following

categories. Please refer to Attachment 1, "Site Integration Present Cost Data" for

background information on the average estimated costs associated with highway

construction projects. If you have better cost data or information available, please use it

and explain how and/or where you obtained the information.

NOTE: Please label N/A ifyou feel a category does not apply to the proposed technology

a. More efficient use of time

- This would provide much more efficient use of time.

- Yes. Crew size is significantly smaller and somewhat more efficient at identifying,

preparing and sealing cracks.

- SI 0,000/year.

- This is difficult to estimate. It would vary with the actual speed that the equipment

could travel (highway speeds do not often mean traffic speeds) and the density of the

cracks. However, as proposed, efficiency improvements probably represent a major

portion of potential available in the labor and equipment costs currently estimated at $.50

to $.72 per lineal foot.

- Yes. Visual distress surveys are time consuming.

b. Increased productivity and reduction of manpower requirements

- Greatly increased

- Manpower requirements might be decreased from a crew of 8 persons to a crew of 2.

Labor cost per lane mile = $18,000.

- $50,000 - $75,000/year.
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- Labor should be reduced to approximately one-eighth of crew size and a lane closure

will not be required.

Reduction in cost = 9/10 x $0.16 labor cost/lft

= $0.14/lft

- Yes.

c. Maintenance costs

- Maintenance cost would be increased at first.

- While maintenance costs of the equipment might rise significantly, the overall cost of

the operation will decrease substantially due to reduction in labor force. (66% of

conventional operation is tied up in labor).

- $ 100,000/year.

- Would develop from better maintenance timing

d. Increased service life offinal product

- No increase due to this technology

- Service life will be increased due to better maintenance.

- An initial study (unidentified) indicated that a proper sealing operation including proper

preparation and application could increase the service life of the seal by up to seven times

the current life.

- $25,000/year.

- Yes, but not as much as one would believe

e. Life Cycle Costs

- No increase due to this technology

- With better maintenance practices, the LCC should be improved.

- An initial study (unidentified) indicated that a proper sealing operation including proper

preparation and application could increase the service life of the seal by up to seven times

the current life.

- Maybe

/ Worker training

- Operators training is required

- Worker training should not be a problem.

- The type of maintenance worker for the new operation would be considerably different

from that of the conventional operation. The automated operation would probably require

technicians schooled in computer operation, robotics, etc.

- This would generally be a new technology

g. Otherfactors associated with initial cost

- Hardware & software costs

- Cost of equipment
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- Initial cost of using this type of automated machine may prove to be prohibitive to many

private and small public sector organizations (based on initial marketing research

performed in previous research).

- Expensive

h. Safety (eg. insurance costs, liability, workman compensation, etc.)

- Very high

- Higher safety

- Small decrease

- Safety will be enhanced from the standpoint of the public as well as from those using

the system.

- Safety would increase substantially. The workers performing this task are now located

on-board the vehicle rather than next to adjacent high speed traffic. Workmen
compensation should reduce drastically with the use of this equipment.

- $2,500/year.

- There would be less danger in making surveys.

Environmental impacts

- Positive impact

- Increased service life means less rehabilitation/reconstruction

j. Less traffic delays (ie., how it effects the productivityfor people in traffic, productivityfor

the delivery of goods, etc)

-High
- Small

- Overall traffic delays should be less.

- This operation may be performed at speeds allowing for a moving lane closure.

Conventional operations require a standard lane closure operation. Moving lane closure

typically has less effect on the traveling public.

- Major consideration but difficult to estimate.

- Yes

k. Less repairs due to an improved quality offinal product

- High

- Yes. An initial study (unidentified) indicated that a proper sealing operation including

proper preparation and application could increase the service life of the seal by up to

seven times the current life.

- This would come from better timing

/. Less commuter delays

- Very small - current surveys conducted during non-rush hours

- This operation may be performed at speeds allowing for a moving lane closure.
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Conventional operations require a standard lane closure operation. Moving lane closure

typically has less effect on the traveling public.

- Yes

m. Less repairs and improved quality offinal product

-High
- Yes. An initial study (unidentified) indicated that a proper sealing operation including

proper preparation and application could increase the service life of the seal by up to

seven times the current life.

- This would come from better timing

n. Other (please specify)

5. If automation/robotics could be applied to current highway construction,

maintenance, and operations, do you think this proposed technology will meet the

performance goals set forth in the proposal? Please explain your answer.

A. If the equipment can be developed, the performance goals can be achieved.

B. The research goals are clearly defined. Most likely the research will reach to its

performance goals.

C. This technology, when perfect, should far exceed current performance standards and

would result in major changes to the way highway agencies establish and control their

maintenance budgets.

D. The goal of checking for cracks seems to be attainable, however, how will the cracks be

fixed? That seems to be the primary problem.

E. Yes

F. Several organizations are working in technology to measure cracks at highway speeds in

real time.

G. Performance goals would be met, however, benefit is still very small.

H. Yes

I. The authors propose to inspect the pavement for cracks at highway speeds. In the not too

distant future, I believe that it will be possible to perform pavement distress surveys at

relatively high speeds. The author's approach of using lasers and vision is not unique. A
system is already in existence (that has also been reported in the literature) that can
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extract features of pavement including cracks as small as 1 mm in addition to rutting and

other larger features at speeds as high as 450 m/h. Since this system has been developed

a few years ago, I would expect that its performance has been greatly improved. The

authors of this proposal discuss both the detection and the sealing of cracks at highway

speeds; the sealing of cracks at these speeds is not possible. The limitations of

mechanical devices to follow cracks and perform the requires preparation and sealing

prevent operations at such high speeds.

J. Detecting smaller cracks is NOT a problem. Plenty of quantitative performance measures

exist today. Typically roads are NOT closed for crack sealing repairs, only an individual

lane is closed. Robotics in this area would be better suited to safety issues.

K.

L. The ability of the proposed equipment to function at highway speeds seems questionable.

Cracks that are encountered that contain moisture and/or loose debris will have to be

cleaned and dried before sealing. The proposal does not explain how the equipment will

be able to identify or deal with these types of variation in conditions.

M. I believe a major barrier is the development of a satisfactory sealant that can be used with

the technology.

N.

O. No, the proposal has yet to factor in current research. Also, it does not appear that the

proposers appreciate the significance of cracking.

P. I think proposed technologies for pavement inspection has a good chance for success.

I am not sure if inspection could be done at highway speeds. Also, roadway repairs was

not discussed, therefore the proposed technology is unknown.

Q. Yes. But I feel more emphasis should be directed to why the cracks are there to begin

with.

6. General comments concerning the proposed technology.

A. This proposal has a lot of potential.

C.
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D. The repair of the pavement should receive the maximum emphasis.

E. System could be developed.

F. Lasers have not worked for measuring cracks. Cracks fill with dirt so depth and width

can not be measured.

Would system do anything with raveling?

G. See question #1

H. None

I. It is quite concerning that the authors of this proposal are totally unaware of the large

amount of work that has already addressed pavement distress survey systems and

automated crack sealing and filling. While the sensing problem is formidable, several

groups have already developed systems to locate cracks/joints in the pavement.

Furthermore, SHRP has invested into much work in this area. The authors seem to lack

an understanding of the crack sealing process, and they are quite naive to expect crack

sealing operations to occur at highway speeds. For a generally transverse crack across a

lane, the sealant dispenser will need to move at an incredible rate in order for the vehicle

to be traveling at highway speeds, and it is necessary for the sealant applicator to follow

the crack to meet seal specifications. Furthermore, the authors speak of the need to

identify cracks smaller than what is recognized by a human. All studies on the crack

sealing operation note that minute cracks are not worth sealing, and furthermore,

extraneous sealant on the pavement is highly undesirable due to the difference in

coefficients of friction between sealant and pavement.

J. It would appear research is directed toward the wrong problem. Prevention of cracks,

reduction or control of cracks would appear to be more beneficial.

K

L. One of the main problems in the use of automated machinery is designing the machine to

recognize changes in conditions. The conditions encountered on a highway surface can be

infinitely variable in very short distances. Can this equipment deal with changes in the

surface temperature, moisture, the presence of debris in cracks?

M.

N. Again, if this technology can be correlated against existing methods for pavement rating

and can be proven against existing methods for pavement rating and can proven consistent

and efficient [authors underline] at reduced costs [authors underline] then it may be valid
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[authors underline]. I don't think simulations detection and repair is as important as is a

good analytical system for programming needs.

O. There needs to be continued research to insure that if and when technology is available to

make automated distress surveys that it is developed. Highway agencies do need such

technology

Q. I feel more research is needed on this subject.
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TEMPORARY BRIDGING

1. Does the proposed technology address a critical problem area in highway

construction, maintenance and operations? Please explain your answer.

A. When a temporary bridge is needed, a cost effective process would be very beneficial. I

am not certain how critical this need is compared to other problems.

B. The proposed technology is not a major critical problem. Although, it would increase

speed of traffic.

C. Yes. Major source of cost and delay when repairing or replacing existing bridges.

D. If a project requires traffic control, this method, under certain conditions, maybe

beneficial.

E. No - it's not an issue.

F. Partially. The critical portion of handling heavy volumes of traffic including repeated

heavy truck loads has not been addressed. The noise factor has also not been addressed.

G. Yes. The critical problem might be traffic control costs; in that case construction of a

temp, bridge might be cost effective. Also work zone safety issues & environment.

H. I do not have any background in this area.

I. Yes. Currently highway new alignment construction through existing physical

obstructions, widening of existing highways and bridges and big bridge repair jobs require

detour of traffic and/or the installation of protective barriers for separating the construction

site from the traveling public. These measures are often found expensive, inconvenient to

the traveling public and still not a fool proof method for safety. Construction of a new
bridge over a wetland area require strict permit requirement approval from the Department

of Fish and Game: expansive inspection, costly construction scheduling for protecting the

species in the wetland and restoration cost of the wetland after construction. For

Temporary crossing, [name] currently uses simple span construction or Bailey bridge

launching construction. These methods are effective in situations such as straight

alignment, span length up to 200 feet, relative big launching site and high labor costs.
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J. Yes this is a critical area of need. Studies need to determine what standard items are

available for use:

Example:

1) [State DOT] recently replaced a bridge by using precast slabs for deck with asphalt

overlay. Standard loading design; 52 days from beginning to completion; design build

construction.

2) Use of discarded railroad flat cars for temporary haul road bridges. To be the property

of [State DOT] for future use.

Care needs to be taken that these temporary bridges or materials can be transported and

relocated by standard equipment. Fancy robotics cranes are not available everywhere and

rural construction is much more prominent nationwide than urban.

Temporary bridges for haul road crossings to eliminate traffic interruptions should provide

considerable savings and great improvements in public safety.

K. With the possible exception of construction of bridges over wetlands and in emergency

situations, I am not sure a critical need exists as for example, in the other five thrust

areas. I believe the "abstract" on page one verifies this thought. On the other hand, I do

certainly agree that the present closing of lanes and re-routing traffic to effect repair work

or even phases construction/re-construction does create hazardous situations which could

possibly be alleviated with this automated system.

L. Yes, when roads are closed the financial and political consequences are often large. It is

often difficult to provide an inexpensive and convenient detour.

M. Not at all. The use of temporary bridges has very limited application at [State] DOT.
One of the major selling points of the subject system is its rapid deployment. While this

essential in the military situation cited, it is not as important in highway applications since

the existing bridge can cany traffic while a temporary bridge is erected.

N. The proposed temporary bridging would address primarily an operational need. This

technology would be to provide traffic access around a damaged bridge. The technology

could also be used for detour structures used as temporary replacements while existing old

bridges are demolished and replaced. This technology is viewed as appropriate for

permanent structures at this time.

O. There are actually two technologies in this proposal. The first is the use of temporary

bridging and the second is a light weight crane. The crane appears to address a need for

lifting that may apply to a number of areas of construction. The bridging concept would

also seem to have application by itself, for emergency and temporary bridging.
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P. Except for temporary bridging around construction sites, I am not convinced this is a

critical problem area. The only application with possible merit could be bridging over

environmentally sensitive areas. This proposal has less to do with robotics than the

others.

Q. Yes, to a certain extent, traffic control and congestion can contribute to a substantial cost

to the contractor and the public.

- Access to wetlands is a critical problem with cost and environmental issues.

- New lifting technology would be a breath of fresh air.

- We continue to utilize lifting technology of 100 years.

2. Briefly describe the current procedures in highway construction, maintenance, and

operations which the proposed robotics/automation technology will replace or change.

A. The current processes for construction of temporary bridges are very labor intensive and

slow. Some efficient systems exist for run around systems on land, but not bridges.

B. Currently, temporary bridging is done by conventional methods of construction. However,

prefabricated systems are also becoming more common. The proposed system will not

have a major change over the prefabricated systems.

C. It will replace the current slow process of constructing temporary replacements and will

reduce construction time, thus totally altering project scheduling.

D. Temporary bridging in certain limited conditions may replace traffic detours. These

detours are difficult for the traveling public.

E. Not an issue.

F. The main portion of work being replaced or changed would be surveying, form work and

concrete placement. Also, the maintenance of traffic would greatly be reduced.

Reduce the use of MBE's.

G. Currently, both methods are used. Traffic control on the subject bridge and also

construction of temporary bridge depending on conditions.

H.

I. The proposed robotics/automation technology will provide an alternative solution of the

problems described in answer #1. It might eliminate detours and properly divert traffic at

the job site. It could eliminate some unnecessary disturbance in the wetland areas. It

appears to provide curve type and lengthy temporary crossing and could be launched in a
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tight launching area If automation is possible, worker and public safety could be

improved.

J. Robotics ideas can be supplementary to current procedures of all bridges being custom

designed and reduce design costs and time of construction.

Standards need to be developed for "second generation" Bailey type bridges.

K. Here again I thing Mr. Goodwin does an excellent job in relating the construction

procedures which currently exist in executing project requirements, (see page 3&4)

L. During dry seasons roads are sometimes rerouted through creek beds during bridge repair.

This presents safety hazards. An inexpensive temporary bridge would be better. In urban

areas there is often not room for a conventional temporary bridge or detour. Some roads

are closed altogether during bridge repair. New relatively simple and inexpensive

temporary bridges and construction could have lots of uses.

M. Not applicable.

N. Temporary bridges are frequently used in transportation work. They are occasionally used

on an emergency basis when bridge failures occur or bridges are in manger of failure.

Temporary detour or construction site access bridges are frequently used.

O. A light weight crane as shown would provide precise stand off lifting capability. This

capability would be of benefit in highway construction at constrained sites and where

traffic has to be maintained. The temporary bridging with and without the light weight

crane could speed bridge repair or reconstruction.

P. Present bridge construction techniques would be replaced with lightweight bridge panels.

Q. The building of temporary work platforms and causeways to permit conventional hoisting

equipment access to the work. It will change design criteria from which permanent

bridges are built from traffic control and deferred repair schedules due to conflicting

traffic congestion.

3. What are potential barriers to adoption of the proposed technology? What will it

take to overcome these barriers?

A. Safety is critical for bridges. This new technology will not be accepted until proven safe

to carry vehicles during its use.

B. Compatibility of the proposed systems may become a barrier at practical stage.
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C. The primary barrier to acceptance would most likely be demonstration of success and

inclusion as an alternative in standard contracts.

D. The economics of the bridging construction compared to a detour and the political

upheaval which usually results.

E. None

F. The potential barriers would be the greatly reduced traffic speeds through the temporary

structure which would cause congestion and adverse public reaction.

G. State & Federal agencies.

It will take time.

H.

I. Construction of a temporary by-pass bridge alongside a repair site - If the launching crane

and modular bridge system are launched from the existing bridge with vehicle traffic

running on the existing bridge, it would impose extra live load and dead load which the

existing bridge might not be able to handle. The existing bridge might be strengthened

for the extra load capacity, temporary shoring could be used to support the existing bridge,

temporary reduction of permissible vehicle load traveling on the existing structure while

the launching is in progress, or detouring the public traffic temporarily from the existing

bridge for the launching period are potential solutions to this problem.

Construction of a temporary crossing on wetland - Could this (10A MBS) carry a heavy

pile driving equipment, pile load and driving impact load. Might need to develop light

weight pile driving equipment and light weight pile (aluminum!)

A temporary overpass to carry traffic over a repair site - It requires a lengthy clear

approach area for the on and off ramps of the temporary overpass bridge. The modular

bridge system should provide sufficient vertical clearance to accommodate the construction

equipment and vehicle for performing repair work underneath. Existing structure might

need to be strengthened or shored for extra (10A MBS) loads.

Some concern over seismic resistance.

J. In our state, transportation to worksite due to terrain and limited repetitive number of uses

may be a barrier in maintaining cost efficiency.

Overcoming the barriers will take care in planning in design to assure units are

transportable in terms of weight, length and placement to different worksites. Many
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bridge sites have poor access and limited work space which must be given consideration

in selection of bridge type construction.

K. Since all phases, i.e., near, medium, and long term objectives require feasibility studies, I

believe is a detriment to industry adaption until this question is answered. Also as Mr.

Goodwin states on page 4, if only a 10% benefit ration will result via use of temporary

bridges, I doubt “universal" adaption will be achievable.

L. 1. Cost may be prohibitive on smaller jobs.

Solution: Share equipment and combine technologies.

2. Too individualized in some cases to use standard equipment.

Solution: Combine different methods.

3. Time to obtain equipment may be too short.

Solution: Lots of sets of equipment in lots of different locations.

M. Cost, lack of application.

A natural or manmade disaster that severely damaged several bridges requiring raped

replacement.

N. a) Flexibility of the Technology

This technology must be able to accommodate numerous factors including:

• Varying site conditions

• Varying geometry

• Lateral load resistance capability (kind, EQ)
• Different foundation types.

b) The technology should be user friendly. The construction industry must view this

technology as cost-effective to assure acceptance for use. It is suggested that the

construction industry participate in some manner in development of this research.

c) Cost

The technology should be developed to address these barriers.

O. Do not see any significant barriers other than demonstration of the technology. Flexibility

of the systems (bridging and/or crane) suggest that a user friendly design system be

provided so that an appropriate configuration is applied to a given site. Each

configuration of both the crane and bridging may require special assembly sequences and

operation plans.

P. The robotic crane concept is not well described. This technology would have to be

successful in order for the bridging techniques to be useable. The lightweight bridge

panels may not withstand heavy highway traffic.
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Q. Who accepts liability of the temporary bridge? The fear of liability exposure with

temporary bridging - A change of atmosphere US lawyers have created.

Type of piling and style of installation - new technology to drive long and heavy piling

for temporary and permanent bridges.

- Design and styles of substructures - more innovation is this area.

- Work is set up in a series configuration, everything must be done at one point, access

for men, machines and material will be bottlenecked.

4. Assuming that barriers to adoption are resolved and that the proposed technology

achieves its stated performance goals, please estimate the potential savings (in dollars)

for highway construction, maintenance, and operations projects for the following

categories. Please refer to Attachment 1, "Site Integration Present Cost Data" for

background information on the average estimated costs associated with highway

construction projects. If you have better cost data or information available, please use it

and explain how and/or where you obtained the information.

NOTE: Please label N/A ifyou feel a category does not apply to the proposed technology

a. More efficient use of time

- $100,000

- $2-5 Million (Based on $50 Million annual bridge program)

- Unquestionably a plus.

- No idea of potential benefits. However, the goal of the research should be to reduce

construction time by a minimum of 25%.
- There are a number of applications that construction and rehabilitation would be

accelerated. Perhaps in the range of 30 to 50 percent depending onsite

b. Increased productivity and reduction ofmanpower requirements

- $50,000

- Yes, if traffic is diverted to allow unlimited work progress on existing structure.

- Precast or manufactured saves labor. $2-4 Million.

- Productivity would be increased which would either result in reduction of manpower or

a shorter time frame to complete a given scope with no change in manpower.
- No idea of potential benefits. However, the goal of the research should be to reduce

construction time by a minimum of 25%.
- Time savings appear to be where most benefit would be derived

c. Maintenance costs

- Not a major change

- $200,000

- 1 think would be reduced overall given a reduction in equipment requirements.

- Do not think this applies.
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d. Increased service life offinal product

- Perhaps, assuming a compromised conventional method due to traffic demand.

- NO

e. Life Cycle Costs

- Not a major change

- Perhaps, assuming a compromised conventional method due to traffic demand.

- Some savings if replacement by uniform components is needed. Cost undeterminable at

present.

- Would be decreased.

- NO

f Worker training

- Operators training are required

- Yes - unknown
- Yes, for setup and operation of Robo-Crane.

- $100,000 ±
- 1 believe this would be a manageable and of relatively little consequence.

- No change. Seems like this technology would require higher than average technical

worker training.

- Some worker training required

g. Otherfactors associated with initial cost

- Hardware and software costs

- Cost of equipment

- Planning and design for implementation of temporary structure.

- The feasibility studies may prove to be a major impact which could affect the overall

cost benefit.

h. Safety (eg. insurance costs, liability, workman compensation, etc.)

- Safety will improve, however, major improvement is not expected.

- Doesn't appear to decrease workman exposure.

- Some reduction

- Potential liability problem due to temporary structure.

- Small dollar savings. Improved productivity.

- A huge plus, given the major change resulting in avoidance of "lane changing."

- Should be improved. No idea of cost savings.

- For temporary bridging may be increase liability

i. Less traffic delays (ie., how it effects the productivityfor people in traffic, productivity for
the delivery ofgoods, etc)

- Major impact on reducing traffic delays
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- Would not work on widening projects and phase construction.

- Dramatic reduction in traffic delays. And speed up construction time.

- Less, assuming use in wetland areas.

- Extensive motorist delay savings when used to handle haul vehicles.

- No idea of potential benefits. However, the goal of the research should be to reduce

construction time by a minimum of 25%.

- Decrease in traffic delays could be significant

j. Less repairs due to an improved quality offinal product

- Not a major change

- Potential major positive impact on traffic congestion assuming similar travel speeds and

patterns on temporary structure.

- May be a factor if work site is isolated

k. Environmental impacts

- Very positive impact by eliminating costly reconstruction of damaged habitats as well as

minimal ecological intrusion

- Wetland applications beneficial

- Environmental damage would be greatly reduced.

- N/A - Similar structures are currently used.

- This could be a significant benefit

/. Other (please specify)

Segmental construction does the same as this development. (Note Blue Ridge Parkway.)

5. If automation/robotics could be applied to current highway construction,

maintenance, and operations, do you think this proposed technology will meet the

performance goals set forth in the proposal?

A. If the final structure will carry the traffic safely, the performance will be much better than

current temporary bridges.

B. It is questionable whether the performance goals can be achieved.

C. There appears to be no reason why this technology could not be used and should equal the

performance of current alternatives at a much lower cost.

D. If the economics present a cost/benefit ratio, then the goals may be achieved.

E. Yes, but what is the objective?
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F. No. Bridge decks are critical in preventing accidents. The lack and/or reduced friction in

a steel deck would create a safety hazard. This would be unacceptable from a safety

viewpoint.

G. Yes.

H.

I. Yes! Assuming the Robo-Crane has the capability to deploy such a temporary structure,

and the structure will support specified traffic loads, then it appears the proposed

technology does indeed have some benefit. Use of military technology (Temporary

structure) is a big plus, potentially saving the highway community many research dollars.

J. Possibly a test site could be located in [State].

Overall use of this technology would be small in [State].

K. If the feasibility studies and balance of the program do result in the benefits stated by Mr.

Goodwin on pages 3, 4 and 5, 1 do believe this program could be considered a success.

L. Yes, all three areas would benefit, but the long term solution would not have that much
use in [State] since most places don't have that severe of a space constraint problem that

the temporary bridge would have to go overhead.

M. No, I believe it will increase costs, save no (practical) time (i.e. inconvenience to the

traveling public will not be reduced) and has no application to [State] DOT.

N. I have doubts that this technology can effectively deal with the multitude of variables

encountered in construction. To gain industry acceptance, this issue will have to be

accommodated along with ease of use and cost.

O.

P. The robotic crane is not described well enough to determine.

Q. No.

6. General comments concerning the proposed technology.

A. This proposal has good potential, but may be very expensive to test full size structure.

B.
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C.

D. Offers a limited area of application.

E. Not an issue.

F. The proposed technology can be used only in rural areas with light traffic where reduced

speeds is acceptable by the public.

G. -DOD & Fed. government partnership in developing the idea.

-Could prove to be very beneficial in cost savings of traffic control, work zone safety &
environment.

H.

I. It seems the automation/robotics technology could reduce the required labor cost during

the launching as compared with conventional methods. Planning, material storage,

maintenance and transportation are as critical as ever - for the margin of error would also

approach to the cutting edge. These conditions shall also apply to the stage of

dismantling the crossing system. This technique could well be the answer to specific sites

that have seemingly insurmountable traffic problems.

K. Without question, a well thought out approach but I believe requires additional research,

as I have previously stated, before expecting embracing by the industry.

M.

N. The concept has merit.

O.

P. This does not seem to be a typical robotic project.

Q. We have used temporary bridging (trestle) to work our cranes from for the past 6 years

with success. We have worked in shallow, deep water and wetlands. Current bridge

design require the sue of large conventional cranes for substructure work. If the robocrane

is to be sued, current design would need altered or new technology introduced.
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GENERAL QUESTIONS

1. What other areas of highway construction, maintenance, and operations would

benefit from robotics/automation?

A. Pre-assembly of components (on-site if volume sufficient)

Tunnelling and Pipe Jacking (less disruptive)

Paving operations

*QA/QC during construction or maintenance operations [CRITICAL NEED]

B. Recycling of materials.

C. A) Automated Invoicing

B) Automated Inventory Controls

C) Rapid Field Testing

D. A. Highway pavements

B. Highway operations; large traffic volumes

E. The expensive ones! Earthwork, paving, foundations, materials, work zone safety.

F. Perhaps truck weighing away from fixed scales or work sites.

G. Materials testing concrete, bituminous see #5

H.

I. • Projects to automate pavement delineation including paint striping, placement of raised

pavement markers, and the stenciling of arrows, stop signs, surveying marks, etc..

Other technologies could be used to determine the retro-reflectivity of the old

markings prior to application of new markings.

Automated pavement inspection and repair techniques.

Remote sampling, identification and cleanup of hazardous material spilled in the

highway right of way.

Worker safety related projects including workzone penetration indicators.

Remote operation of heavy construction or maintenance equipment in dangerous areas.

Methods for automated removal of graffiti.

Structure inspection techniques to eliminate worker exposure to traffic including the

use of teleoperation, telerobotics, machine vision inspection tools, bridge mounted

instrumentation, etc.
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Regional monitoring and control of maintenance tasks such as bridge mounted

instrumentation, irrigation, etc.

• Roadside cleanup devices such as litter pickup and containment vehicles.

Automated control of roadside vegetation.

J. The most beneficial would be an automated pavement inventory system insuring early

effective maintenance.

Continued application of laser technology to line and elevation control.

K. Tunnel construction definitely, particularly where going through gaseous ground or highly

fractured ground. Using robots in place human workers would greatly reduce the

accidents resulting from this type environment.

L. Roadside maintenance—shouldering, weed control, rockfall hazard mitigation, tunneling,

pothole patching, snow and ice removal.

M. Traffic Control

Mowing
Planting Flowers & Trees

Fencing

Inventories

Maintenance Records/Documentation

N. Any safety related maintenance or operational devices that would remove workers from

work zones or construction hazard areas.

O. Original Design concepts should be revised so that prefabricated modular units (r.e. bridge

decks) can be set into place. Anything that would reduce traffic delays and there by

lower costs. User costs of highways outweigh cost of rebuilding.

P. Traffic management

Product testing

Q. Tunneling

Subgrade placement & prep. - stabilized earth - pugmill, etc.

Hazard analysis - equipment, utilities, site conditions.

Automate equipment usage reporting & location on site for better utilization of equipment

and operation and work crews.
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6. Do you use robotics/automation on construction projects? Please explain the current

usages and the benefits of robotics/automation and note the problems you have

encountered.

A. NO - not in construction business.

B.

C. A) Laser controlled graded

B) Automatic controls on paving equipment

C) Automatic controls on plants

D) Automatic invoicing systems

D. Yes. Pavement placement, roadway grading, concrete mixing, scheduling, and distance

measuring layout. Most of the difficulties are encountered in the application of the

programs by project personnel.

E.

F.

G. No

H.

I. No. [Name] actually contracts most new construction to the private sector. There are no

provisions in the specifications to date that require contractors to use new technology

concepts. [Name] on the other hand performs most of its own maintenance. Through the

joint [Name]/University of [State] Advanced highway Maintenance and Construction

Technology (AHMCT) program, prototype robotics and automated equipment has been

developed for maintenance. Some of this equipment has been tested in the field by the

end user. Other equipment is still under development.

The biggest hurdle appears to be the commercialization and subsequent availability to

[Name] of ruggedized equipment developed from the AHMCT program prototypes. The

primary problem cited by industry appears to be the specialization of the equipment and

thus low market appeal.

J. Starting to use laser control in pipe construction and constant grade situations.

Automated grade control on paving equipment.

Automation in mixing of concrete and asphalt.

Problem: Establishing smooth grade when replacing and overlaying old pavements.
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K. Only on a limited basis.

L. Dowel inserters on concrete pavements. Will probably save money. No problems yet.

M. To varying degrees, surveying, grading, paving and management.

N. No.

O. Sensor technology for details and buried or hidden features appear to be the biggest

problem that I have encountered.

P. Project design is automated to a large extent. Roadway construction is still more

traditional, except for surveying.

Q. Yes. Guidance systems for tunnel boring machines. Problems w/componentry to

withstand the adverse environment in tunnel applications. The advantage - Auto steer on

target.

Grade control - Crawler tractors & motor graders. Operators & foreman not wanting to

accept the benefits.

Q. Yes. Guidance systems for tunnel boring machines. Problems w/componentry to

withstand the adverse environment in tunnel applications. The advantage - Auto steer on

target.

Grade control - Crawler tractors & motor graders. Operators & foreman not wanting to

accept the benefits.

7. Please provide any additional comments or recommendations concerning automation

and robotics.

A. The key to success is automation — man/machine coordination. The cost, potential

problems and difficulty to develop of robotic systems are just not practical for many
operations. However, automated systems with human monitoring and control have great

potential.

C.
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E. We need to be much more focused in our approach.

F. 1. One respondent suggested the FHWA would be better off spending its funds on

improving construction/maintenance materials.

2. Robotics avoids the issue of meeting minority hiring goals.

3. Need for training not addressed; could be substantial.

G. -Human job reduction could be a concern

-Difficult to apply in real world & construction

H.

I. [Name] has always tried to employ new technology into its operations wherever possible,

but has not kept current with advances in industrial robotics or automation applications

until the last 4-5 years. Application of advanced technologies to many maintenance

operations appears obvious in many instances, often appears to have a high likelihood for

success, and is technologically workable. This does not ensure that the end user will

except the advancement with open arms. In fact, many promising projects may not get

started due to lack of support from the end users.

If the project appears to satisfy the goals and objectives (i.e., improved safety, reduced

traffic congestion, etc.), the technology is available to accomplish it, has a high likelihood

for success, and there appears to be some market for the product, but suffers from low

support from the end user, [Name] will proceed with the project. Use of the new
equipment has actually been mandated by management in some cases. An example of this

was the elimination of bogies for paint striping and the replacement with a new, high

technology paint striping vehicle. This met with tremendous resistance from the end user

initially, but there is now not an end user that would switch back to the use of bogies.

The new vehicle has prevented countless injuries and fatalities since its employment.

J. Automation should be directed toward routine repetitive activities. Robotics should be

directed at safety issues.

The Goal should be simplicity of application and operation.

K. The U.S. industry needs to embrace automation to regain its leadership role on the

international market place. We need to get all parties to the table to arrive at an

acceptable "road to travel" to achieve objectives.

L.

M.
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N. There needs to be some trial field demonstrations and trials.

O. Prototype development costs will be significant. Implementation will reveal design flaws

that have to be corrected. Expectations should factor in these problems. Most of the

proposers would have benefited from participation of someone with specific highway

construction and inspection experience. It is important that automation and robotics be

given priority for research. This will benefit our own infrastructure and economy as well

as maybe our construction industry competitive.

P. • Care should be taken that the cost of the automated/robotic procedure doesn't exceed

the traditional methods.

• Roadway construction offers jobs to many unskilled workers. Should we be concerned

with the elimination of unskilled workers?

• Find solutions to problems, don't find a solution and then search for a problem.

Q. I feel both should be introduced & pursued in the market place as enhancements to labor

and equipment for the improvement of quality and production, not as direct replacements.

Product support for both must parallel the advancement of new technology. Especially

w/quality technicians. We have consistently failed to accomplish this in the past.

8. Do you feel there is a need to improve current methods of project delivery systems

and/or contracting practices in the highway construction industry? If yes, how can

they be improved and/or what do you think should be researched?

A. More involvement of construction experts is needed in design: i.e., constructibility, value

engineering, life cycle costing, design-build contracts. Also, more designer involvement is

needed in the construction phase, i.e., improved QA/QC and problem solving. Partnering

is needed for both design and construction phases of projects.

C.

D. There is always room for improvement, as we are far from perfect. Research should focus

on methods to have construction personnel make intelligent decisions more quickly.

E. Yes, information flow, high cost equipment intensive operations, all labor intensive

operations.

F. Yes, but discuss this with the private sector of the industry.
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G. Yes.

-Better & consistent construction methods

-Better quality assurance

H.

I. No answer.

J. Continued improvements are needed in contractor responsibility for quality and teamwork

approach to project management.

"The Partnering Process" is working exceptionally well in [State].

Continuing practice of low bid is costing everyone money. Need to adopt new system.

Either drop high and low, then take one closest to average or calculate rental costs to

account for time.

K. Very definitely yes. With the limited public funding, I believe more should be

done/utilized in the Public Private partnership concept. Ways to make risk sharing by

public sector a viable discipline in areas controlled and the responsibility of the public

sector need immediate researching. Private sector has underutilized resources available to

break gridlock to create jobs, provide tax income, and get stalled economy off dead

center.

L. Yes. Give contractor more flexibility and responsibility. Use warranties where possible

so the contractor must back up his work.

Give dollar incentives to encourage innovation on the contractor's part. This will save

dollars down the road.

M. Yes.

N.

O. Quality Currently contractors have no inventive to do anymore than meet specifications.

P. Advanced technology may require revised procurement procedures. Traditional

competitive bidding procedures do not work when purchasing development-related

equipment or advanced technology.

Q. There should be more integration/partnering of architect - designers - contractor - Owners.
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A working group was convened on August 31, 1993 to review the survey results and develop

an industiy based assessment of the six robotics/automation technologies evaluated in this

report. The product of this workgroup formed the bases of Section II of this report. For each

of the technologies the work group was asked to develop a scenario for the technology, detail

how the scenario would be accomplished using present technology and develop a cost

estimate. The work groups were provided sample tables with which to tabulate their work.

The work group were tasked to: Estimate the potential impact of six automation/robotics

technology proposals on highway construction, maintenance, and operations in terms of

efficiencies, cost, safety, operations, and in extending the service life of various highway

components. They were asked to develop a representative task scenario within which the

proposed technology would be evaluated. Using the scenario, the work group was instructed

to determine how the task would be accomplished using current technology, the cost to

accomplish the task, and how long it would take to complete. They were also instructed to

perform the same analysis using the proposed technology. Sample work sheets were provided

on which to record the results of the analysis. The specific instructions for the workgroups

follow:

Tasks for Workgroup
Impact of Robotics/Automation Applications

to Highway Transportation

A. Objective

Estimate the potential impact of proposed automation/robotics applications to highway

construction, maintenance, and operations.

B. Scope

Assess the potential impact of automation/robotics studies in terms of efficiencies, cost, safety,

operations, and in extending the service life of various highway components.

C. Tasks

1. Document Present Highway Procedures for each proposed automation/robotics

application.

Determine the various procedures now used in the United States to accomplish the work

proposed for automation/robotics. This task includes identifying various procedures and
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obtaining baseline data regarding costs, efficiency, operational parameters, and safety.

2.

Analysis of Present Highway Procedures for each proposed automation/robotics

application.

Factually assess the various existing methods in use to accomplish the highway applications

proposed for automation/robotics. The product from this task will be a performance template

against which the proposed automation/robotics applications will be evaluated.

3. Develop Matrix of Performance Parameters for the proposed automation/robotics

applications.

Develop a matrix that correlates projected performance for each recommended
automation/robotics application.

4. Assess potential of proposed automation/robotics applications

Identify the potential benefits of each proposed automation/robotics application. Attempt to

estimate upper and lower bounds of potential benefits and establish a rank ordering for

the set of automation/robotics applications under consideration.

5. Conclusions/Recommendations

Develop appropriate conclusions regarding the potential benefit of each proposed application.

Frankly assess and discuss those automation/robotics applications that appear to have the

greatest commercialization potential.
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WORKGROUP ORGANIZATION

Workgroups are based on major applications of the proposed Robotics/Automation application.

Three workgroups will examine technologies dealing principally with construction, maintenance,

and a mix of construction and maintenance. The workgroups are as follows:

WORKGROUP 1 - CONSTRUCTION
Automated Bridge Decking

Trenching and Pipelaying

WORKGROUP 2 - MAINTENANCE
Bridge Inspection and Maintenance

Pavement Inspection and Repair

WORKGROUP 3 - CONSTRUCTION/MAINTENANCE
Site Integration

Temporary Bridging

The workgroups will accomplish their work in two steps. Step 1 will involve an analysis of the

present technology used to accomplish the function proposed for the Robotics/Automation

application. Step 2 will develop projected/desired performance characteristics for the

Robotics/Automation application along with anticipated costs.

STEP 1

For each proposed technology, the workgroup will develop and use a representative scenario to

evaluate the technology. The workgroups will develop matrices which depict the various

procedures now used in the United States to accomplish the work proposed for

robotics/automation in the context of the scenario adopted. To the extent possible, the current

standard, resources required, unit cost of resources, and the number of resource units required to

accomplish each procedure will be determined for the scenario. The suggested headings for the

matrix are shown below. The workgroup may develop a different set of headings provided the

headings facilitate a comparison of current technologies with the proposed technologies in the

areas of cost, efficiency, quality (service life), and safety.
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PRESENT SYSTEM FOR
Technology

Description of typical task for this technology:

Describe how this task is currently accomplished:

Performance

Element

Current Standard Resources Required Unit Cost

of

Resource

Units

Required

STEP 2

Using a similar table, the workgroup will evaluate the potential of the proposed technologies to

accomplish the same performance elements identified in Step 1. Relying upon their extensive

knowledge and experience, the workgroup members will develop the estimated performance

characteristics for the proposed technologies rather than accepting the statements in the research

proposals at face value. A suggested matrix headings follows.

PROPOSED ROBOTICS/AUTOMATION APPLICATION FOR
Technology

Performance

Element

Proposed Standard Resources Required Unit Cost

of

Resource

Units

Required

Table shown for il ustrative purposes only.
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1 . 0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this task is to define and weight measures of
merit (MoM) suitable for use in the cost/benefit analysis of
automation/robotics for road construction, maintenance, and
operations. The task will also provide an example of a method
for evaluating alternative systems against the weighted MoM.

2 . 0 BACKGROUND

A cost/benefit analysis of prospective automation/robotics
systems for road construction, maintenance, and operations is to
be performed as part of a project at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) . Suitable MoM are usually
defined and weighted as part of a cost/benefit analysis, against
which the various alternative systems are then evaluated.

There are various techniques available which may be used for
evaluating alternative choices. Commercially available software
may be used as tools to support the evaluation process. Examples
of the software are: Expert Choice (available from the Decision
Support Software Co.), and HIPRE 3+ Decision Support Software
(available from Santa Monica Software Inc.). Both of these
programs use the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) , but HIPRE 3+
also includes Multiattribute Value Function Techniques, which can
be used in conjunction with the AHP. Both programs have been
favorably reviewed by the operations research community. The AHP
is also gaining popularity in the defense community (U.S. and
Canada) for aiding in the evaluation of weapons systems (please
see the bibliography for relevant papers, books, and documents
concerning AHP theory and applications) . The following is a
brief description of the AHP.

Making decisions about complex problems involving conflicting
criteria and several alternatives is not a simple process.
Psychological research has demonstrated that, although the human
mind is a wondrous thing, it is indeed limited. The AHP enables
one to transcend such limitations by visually structuring a
complex problem in the form of a hierarchy. Each factor and
alternative can be identified and evaluated with respect to other
related factors. This ability to structure a complex problem,
and then focus attention on individual components, amplifies
one's decision making capabilities. A person's capacity for
making judgements is expanded beyond the limits imposed by what
psychologists call the limited channel capacity and short term
memory of the human mind.

The AHP makes it possible to look at the elements of a problem in
isolation: one element compared against another with respect to
a single criterion. This is the decision process reduced to its
simplest terms - pairwise comparisons. The AHP helps the
decision maker structure the problem (so he can focus on its



elements)
,
and synthesizes all judgements into a unified whole in

which the alternatives are clearly prioritized from best to
worst

.

The decision maker's judgements form the basis of the AHP
process. Judgements are made about pairs of elements relevant to
a criterion or property which they have in common. For example,
one might look at two telerobotic control system video displays
and notice that the first is clearer than the second. In
addition to observing this, we have an ability to say that the
first display is much clearer than the second, or just moderately
clearer, or that the clarity of the two displays is the same. It
is from a multiplicity of these pairwise comparisons that we
build our knowledge of the variability of a criterion that
interests us.

The number of criterion considered in a particular decision is
often large. For example, two robots may be compared according
to size, weight, reliability, maintainability, accuracy,
development risk, precision, flexibility, and so on. The
criteria may be top-level MoM or submeasures. In either case,
the AHP makes it easy to organize complex problems with a large
number of criteria.

We usually perform measurements using scales with units such as
pounds, seconds, miles, or dollars. But these scales, developed
slowly by people over the years, limit the nature of ideas we can
deal with. Social, political, and other gualitative factors can
in no reasonable way be assessed in terms of physical or economic
measurement. What then can we do to incorporate these seemingly
non-measurable factors? Just as we distinguish and measure
physical guantities, such as meters for length, or seconds for
time, we are able to do the same with our perceptions of
gualities, such as comfort, style, and political influence. We
have the capacity to experience a wide range of feelings and
discriminations. This permits us to develop relationships among
the elements of a problem and to determine which elements have
the greatest impact. The AHP is unigue in that it can
accommodate both guantitative and subjective inputs, and merge
them into a single overall measure to determine which alternative
is most desirable.

The AHP does this by devising a scale that enables us to measure
tangible gualities. To be credible, this new approach should
work in areas where we already know the unit of measurement. In
fact, it has been validated in hundreds of experiments that the
method underlying the AHP does indeed generate results conforming
to classic ration scale measurements in physics, economics, and
other fields where standard measures already exist. One can
express the relative importance of one element over another, with
respect to a given criterion, either verbally or numerically.
When making comparisons in a social, psychological, or political



context, the verbal comparison mode of the AHP can be used. When
comparing economic or other measurable factors, the numerical
comparison mode may be preferred. Table 1 below explains both
scales and their relationship.

When comparing properties that lend themselves natural / to a
numerical scale, one could use the numerical mode to eiter the
judgements (values 1.0 through 9.0 are allowed). On this scale,
1.0 implies that the elements are equally important, 2.0 that one
element is twice as important as the other, and 9.0 that one
element is nine times as important as the other. These are
absolute numbers that tell us, for example, which of two robots
(functionally equivalent) is the heavier and how much heavier is
it. Thus, assigning the value 5.0 says that the first robot is
five times heavier than the second.

If the disparity between elements is so great that they are not
of the same order of magnitude, an extra level should be added to
the AHP tree, and the elements should be put into different
clusters. Experience has confirmed that a scale of nine units is
reasonable and reflects the degree to which we can discriminate
the intensity of relationships among elements. (The numerical
mode allows for more gradations of judgements within the basic
nine units.) Not only does the AHP calculate priorities based on
human judgement, it also produces a measure of inconsistency.
This measure is useful in identifying possible errors in
expressing judgements as well as actual inconsistencies in the
judgements themselves. The Expert Choice software allows the
user to request suggestions for improving consistency, (discussed
below) . However, it is important that the methodology does not
preclude inconsistencies in judgements. On the contrary, many
decisions must be made while recognizing inconsistencies that
exist in the real world.

A typical scenario might be as follows: The decision maker
would, as usual, build an AHP model that might contain criteria,
sub (criteria)

,
game-players and scenarios. However, the model

would not include the alternatives. Instead, he would enter sets
of ratings, (i.e. levels of performance such as Outstanding,
Above Average, Average, Below Average and Unsatisfactory) as leaf
nodes

.

After the judgement process is completed, the Ratings module, in
the Expert Choice software, would be used to enter and evaluate
the alternatives of choice. This would be accomplished by
assigning a rating to each alternative with respect to each
criterion or subcriterion.

When using Expert Choice with the Ratings module, one will
observe a similarity to the classical weights and scores approach
used to prioritize alternatives. The weights and scores approach
is deficient in that it violates what scientists call the proper



use of "scales of measurement". For example, in a classical
weights and scores approach, the ratings would be given (ordinal)
numbers, such as 1 for Unsatisfactory, 2 for Below Average, 3 for
Average, 4 for Above Average, and 5 for Outstanding. If an
alternative were considered above average with respect to a
specific criterion, its score would be incremented by the weight
for that criterion, multiplied by 2. Thus, an implicit and
incorrect assumption that above average is twice as good as below
average is introduced in the decision. This is an obvious error,
one that is avoided when using the AHP because the AHP uses
ration scale numbers.

NUMERICAL VERBAL EXPLANATION
SCALE SCALE

1.0 Egual importance of
both elements

Two elements con-
tribute equally to
the property

3 .

0

Moderate importance of
one element over another

Experience and
judgement favor one
element over
another

5.0 Strong importance of
one element over another

An element is
strongly favored

7.0 Very strong importance
of one element over
another

An element is very
strongly dominant

9.0 Extreme importance of
one element over another

An element is
favored by at
least an order of
magnitude of
difference

2.0, 4.0
6.0, 8.0

Intermediate values
between two adjacent
judgements

Used for compromise
between two
judgements

0.1
Intermediate values in
increments of .

1

(Example: 6.3)

Used for even finer
gradations of
judgements

Table 1. VERBAL AND NUMERICAL JUDGEMENT



3 . 0 ANALYSIS

The automation/robotic systems in our example evaluation were
selected previously by a joint NIST and Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) study group, in conjunction with the Civil
Engineering Research Foundation (CERF) . The system alternatives
are described in detail in the document: Proposed Research Topics
For Evaluation

,

FHWA/NIST Study Group, May 27, 1993, and,
therefore, they are not described in this report. It is a given,
by the initial selection process, that all of the systems are
technically feasible on an equal basis, so that no measures of
merit relating to technical feasibility need be defined and used
in the analysis.

The ultimate evaluation and prioritization of the system
alternatives will be performed by expert panels in concert with
CERF.

3.1 Measures Of Merit

For the analyses of the MoM and system alternatives, we used
Expert Choice Version 8, available from Decision Support Software
Inc

.

Figure 1 shows the hierarchical decision tree (going from left to
right) for the problem at hand. The goal, as titled at the top,
is to select a robotic/automation system for development and
demonstration. We defined three first level measures: Functional
Importance (FUNC.IMP), Operational Benefits (OP.BENEF), and
System Characteristics (SYS. CHAR). Each of the first level
measures has second level measures, or submeasures, associated
with it. And the (pre-def ined) set of automation/robotic system
alternatives are associated with each of the submeasures.

The MoM of Functional Importance provides a larger context for
the system selection. It includes, as submeasures, the potential
national economic impact (ECON.IMP) of adopting the system; and
the importance of the proposed system to the well-being of the
highway infrastructure (INFR.IMP). The two measures may overlap
for a particular system, but there is a useful distinction
between the two. For example, a site integration system may have
a relatively large national economic impact because it could lead
to significant increases in productivity on a large number of
worksites for roadwork, as well as job sites for building
construction and other construction projects. But it is not as
critical to the well-being of the highway infrastructure as, for
example, an automated bridge inspection and repair system.

The Operational Benefits (OP.BENEF) measure is a relative MoM:
the potential enhancement of the proposed system compared with
the current way in which the same function is performed. Its
submeasures include: the potential reduction in life cycle cost
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(LC . COST) ; the potential increase in safety (SAFETY) ; the
potential increase in productivity, or reduction in project time
or effort (PRQD'ITY); the potential improvement in the quality of
the work performed (QUALITY) ; and the potential reduction in
traffic delays (DELAY)

.

The final first level measure is System Characteristics
(SYS. CHAR), where the system alternatives are now compared with
each other in terms of the submeasures: comparative life cycle
cost (COST) ; comparative reliability (RELIABLE) ; and comparative
maintainability and reliability (MAIN/REP)

.

The system alternatives, which are to be evaluated against the
various MoM, are: an automated site integration system
( SITE . INT) ; an automated/robotic bridge decking system
(BRDG.DCK) ; a robotic trenching and pipe laying system (TRENCH);
an automated/robotic bridge inspection and maintenance system
(BRDG.INS); an automated/robotic pavement inspection and repair
system (PAVEMENT) ; a robotic temporary bridging system
(TEMP.BRG).

Figures 2 through 15 show the details of the decision tree, in
vertical format, including the final numerical results of the
exercise (which will be discussed below) . Figure 2 diagrams the
goal at the top and the first tier of measures; the component
submeasures are listed under each measure. Figure 3, and the
subsequent Figures through Figure 15, focus on various parts of
the tree; nodes not under consideration are represented by "0" to
show the rest of the tree symbolically.

Each measure and submeasure, in the figures, has a weight, or
priority, (the derivation of which will be described below)

.

There are local priorities (L) ,
which are relative to each parent

node; and there are global priorities (G)
,
which are relative to

the ultimate goal (stated at the top of Figures 1 and 2) . The
value of both priorities are, of course, the same (equal to
1.000) at the goal node. They are also the same for each of the
measures. They differ at the submeasures, however, where the
submeasure L add to 1.000 for each of the parent measures, but
the submeasure G add only to the value of G (or L) for the
corresponding parent measure.

3.2 Evaluation Of MoM And System Alternatives

Figures 16 to 36 illustrate the evaluation process, which is
performed automatically by the Expert Choice software, based on
the pairwise comparisons made by the analyst (i.e., the program
calculates the eigenvalues of matrices formed from the analyst's
pairwise evaluations) . In Figure 16, the three measures were
evaluated, pairwise, as shown. The resulting priorities
(weights) are shown in bar graph form at the bottom of the
figure, with the numerical values to the left of the bars.
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L LOCAL PRIORITY: PRIORITY RELATIVE TO PARENT
G -— GLOBAL PRIORITY: PRIORITY RELATIVE TO GOAL

Figure 14



C:\EC8\ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

O

O O MAIN/REP

L 0.313
G 0.0.9

SITE. INT

L 0.167
G 0.016

BRDG . DCK

L 0.167
G 0.016

TRENCH

L 0.167
G 0.016

BRDG. INS

L 0.167
G 0.016

PAVEMENT

L 0.167
G 0.016

TEMP . BRG

L 0.167
G 0.016

BRDG . DCK
BRDG . INS
MAIN/REP
PAVEMENT
SITE. INT
TEMP . BRG
TRENCH

AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING SYSTEM
BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
Comparative Maintainability/Repairability
PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR SYSTEM
SITE INTEGRATION SYSTEM
TEMPORARY BRIDGING SYSTEM
TRENCHING AND PIPE LAYING SYSTEM

L — LOCAL PRIORITY: PRIORITY RELATIVE TO PARENT
G — GLOBAL PRIORITY: PRIORITY RELATIVE TO GOAL

Figure 15



C:\EC8\ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

Verbal judgments of IMPORTANCE with respect to:
GOAL Node : 0

1 FUNC.IMP 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 OP.BENEF

2 FUNC . IMP 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SYS. CHAR

3 OP.BENEF 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SYS. CHAR

1=EQUAL 3=M0DERATE 5=STR0NG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION

FUNC.IMP IMPORTANCE OF THE FUNCTION TO NATIONAL GOALS
OP.BENEF OPERATIONAL BENEFITS: ENHANCEMENTS OVER CURRENT TECHNIQUES
SYS. CHAR SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS: MEASURES COMPARED TO ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS

PRIORITIES
0.163
FUNC.IMP
0.540
OP.BENEF
0.297
sys. char

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.009.

Figure 16



C: \EC8 \ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

JUDGMENTS WITH RESPECT TO
FUNC . IMP < GOAL

ECON . IMP INFR. IMP
ECON.IMP ( 2.1)
INFR. IMP

Matrix entry indicates that ROW element is
1 EQUALLY 3 MODERATELY 5 STRONGLY 7 VERY STRONGLY 9 EXTREMELY

more IMPORTANT than COLUMN element unless enclosed in parenthesis.

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION

ECON.IMP -— National Economic Impact
FUNC. IMP IMPORTANCE OF THE FUNCTION TO NATIONAL GOALS
INFR. IMP --- Importance Of System To Well Being Of Highway Infrastructure

PRIORITIES
0.318
ECON.IMP
0.682
INFR. imp

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.000.

Figure 17



C: \EC8\ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

Verbal judgments of IMPORTANCE with respect to:
OP.BENEF < GOAL Node: 20000

1 LC. COST 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SAFETY

2 LC . COST 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PROD ' ITY

3 LC . COST 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 QUALITY

4 LC. COST 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 DELAY

5 SAFETY 9 8 7 6 5 | 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PROD ' ITY

6 SAFETY 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 QUALITY

7 SAFETY 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 DELAY

8 PROD ' ITY 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 QUALITY

9 PROD ' ITY 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 DELAY

10 QUALITY 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 DELAY

1=EQUAL 3=MODERATE 5=STRONG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION

DELAY
LC. COST
OP.BENEF
PROD ' ITY
QUALITY
SAFETY

Reduced Traffic Delays
Reduced Life Cycle Cost
OPERATIONAL BENEFITS: ENHANCEMENTS OVER CURRENT TECHNIQUES
Increased Productivity; Reduced Project Time/Effort
Improved Work Quality
Enhanced Safety

PRIORITIES
0.264
LC . COST

0.372
SAFETY

0.103
PROD ' ITY

0.183
2UALITY
0.078
DELAY

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.034.

Figure 18



C: \EC8 \ECMODELS \RDROBOT

1

RTI

Verbal judgments of IMPORTANCE with respect to:
SYS. CHAR < GOAL Node: 30000

1 COST 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 RELIABLE

2 COST 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 MAIN/REP

3 RELIABLE 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 MAIN/REP

1=EQUAL 3=MODERATE 5=STRONG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/ DEMONSTRATION

COST —— Comparative Life Cycle Cost
MAIN/REP Comparative Maintainability/Repairability
RELIABLE Comparative Reliability
SYS. CHAR SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS: MEASURES COMPARED TO ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS

0.140
COST

0.528
RELIABLE
0.333
MAIN/REP

PRIORITIES

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.051.

Figure 19



C: \EC8 \ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

Verbal judgments of PREFERENCE with respect to:
ECON.IMP < FUNC.IMP < GOAL Node: 11000

1 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 1 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.DCK

2 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 | 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

3 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

4 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

5 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

6 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

7 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

8 BRDG.DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

9 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

10 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

11 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

12 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP.BRG

13 BRDG.INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

14 BRDG . INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

15 PAVEMENT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

1=EQUAL 3=MODERATE 5=STRONG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION

BRDG.DCK AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING SYSTEM
BRDG.INS BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
ECON.IMP National Economic Impact
PAVEMENT PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR SYSTEM
SITE . INT SITE INTEGRATION SYSTEM
TEMP.BRG TEMPORARY BRIDGING SYSTEM
TRENCH TRENCHING AND PIPE LAYING SYSTEM

Figure 20



PRIORITIES
0.230
SITE. INT
0.056
BRDG . DCK
0.058
TRENCH

0.193
BRDG . INS

0.337
PAVEMENT
0.126
TEMP . BRG

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.079.

Figure 21



C: \EC8\ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

Verbal judgments of PREFERENCE with respect to:
INFR. IMP < FUNC.IMP < GOAL Node: 12000

1 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG . DCK

2 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

3 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

4 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

5 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

6 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

7 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG . INS

8 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

9 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

10 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

11 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

12 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

13 BRDG . INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

14 BRDG.INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

15 PAVEMENT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

1=EQUAL 3=MODERATE 5=STRONG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION

BRDG.DCK AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING SYSTEM
BRDG.INS BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
INFR. IMP Importance Of System To Well Being Of Highway Infrastructure
PAVEMENT PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR SYSTEM
SITE . INT SITE INTEGRATION SYSTEM
TEMP.BRG TEMPORARY BRIDGING SYSTEM
TRENCH TRENCHING AND PIPE LAYING SYSTEM

Figure 22



PRIORITIES

a
m
I]

1

0.071
SITE. INT
0.116
BRDG . DCK
0.044
TRENCH
0.227
BRDG. INS

0.380
PAVEMENT
0.162
TEMP . BRG

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.051.
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H

n

a

a

a

a

a

13

Figure 24



C: \EC8 \ ECMODELS \RDR0B0T1 RTI

Verbal judgments of PREFERENCE with respect to:
LC . COST < OP.BENEF < GOAL Node: 21000

1 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG . DCK

2 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

3 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

4 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

5 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

6 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

7 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

8 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

9 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

10 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG . INS

11 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 | 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

12 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 | 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

13 BRDG.INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

14 BRDG.INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

15 PAVEMENT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

1=EQUAL 3=MODERATE 5=STRONG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION

BRDG.DCK AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING SYSTEM
BRDG.INS BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
LC.COST Reduced Life Cycle Cost
PAVEMENT PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR SYSTEM
SITE . INT SITE INTEGRATION SYSTEM
TEMP.BRG TEMPORARY BRIDGING SYSTEM
TRENCH TRENCHING AND PIPE LAYING SYSTEM

Figure 25



PRIORITIES

fl

«

i]

n

«

fi

i]

so

i

ii

a

«

A

A

A

0.160
SITE . INT
0.073
BRDG . DCK
0.048
TRENCH
0.317
BRDG. INS

0.248
PAVEMENT
0.154
TEMP . BRG

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.058.

Figure 26



C:\EC8\ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

Verbal judgments of PREFERENCE with respect to:
SAFETY < OP.BENEF < GOAL Node: 22000

1 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 BRDG. DCK

2 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

3 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

4 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

5 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

6 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

7 BRDG. DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

8 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

9 BRDG. DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

10 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

11 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

12 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

13 BRDG.INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

14 BRDG . INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

15 PAVEMENT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

1=EQUAL 3=MODERATE 5=STRONG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION

BRDG . DCK
BRDG.INS
PAVEMENT
SAFETY
SITE . INT
TEMP . BRG
TRENCH

AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING SYSTEM
BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR SYSTEM
Enhanced Safety
SITE INTEGRATION SYSTEM
TEMPORARY BRIDGING SYSTEM
TRENCHING AND PIPE LAYING SYSTEM

Figure 27



PRIORITIES

a

m
a

U

I

n

s]

13

i

d

«

a

c

K]

a

0.036
SITE . INT
0.136
BRDG . DCK
0.202
TRENCH
0.207
BRDG. INS

0.303
PAVEMENT
0.117
TEMP . BRG

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.053.

Figure 28



C: \EC8\ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

Verbal judgments of PREFERENCE with respect to:
PROD'ITY < OP.BENEF < GOAL Node: 23000

1 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 | 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG . DCK

2 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 | 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

3 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 | 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

4 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 | 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

5 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 | 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP.BRG

6 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

7 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

8 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

9 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

10 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 | 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

11 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

12 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

13 BRDG . INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

14 BRDG.INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 | 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

15 PAVEMENT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

1=EQUAL 3=M0DERATE 5=STRONG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION

BRDG.DCK AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING SYSTEM
BRDG.INS BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
PAVEMENT PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR SYSTEM
PROD'ITY Increased Productivity; Reduced Project Time/ Effort
SITE . INT SITE INTEGRATION SYSTEM
TEMP.BRG TEMPORARY BRIDGING SYSTEM
TRENCH TRENCHING AND PIPE LAYING SYSTEM

Figure 29



PRIORITIES

a
a
a
a

0.059
SITE . INT
0.123
BRDG . DCK
0.131
TRENCH

0.205
BRDG. INS

0.172
PAVEMENT
0.310
TEMP . BRG

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.050.
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a

a

e
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C: \EC8\ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

Verbal judgments of PREFERENCE with respect to:
QUALITY < OP.BENEF < GOAL Node: 24000

1 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG. DCK

2 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

3 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG. INS

4 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

5 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

6 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

7 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG . INS

8 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

9 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

10 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG . INS

11 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

12 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

13 BRDG . INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

14 BRDG. INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

15 PAVEMENT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

1=EQUAL 3=MODERATE 5=STRONG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION

BRDG . DCK
BRDG . INS
PAVEMENT
QUALITY
SITE. INT
TEMP . BRG
TRENCH

AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING SYSTEM
BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR SYSTEM
Improved Work Quality
SITE INTEGRATION SYSTEM
TEMPORARY BRIDGING SYSTEM
TRENCHING AND PIPE LAYING SYSTEM

Figure 31



PRIORITIES

fl

d

d

i

0.112
SITE . INT
0.078
BRDG . DCK
0.074
TRENCH
0.274
BRDG . INS

0.301
PAVEMENT
0.162
TEMP.BRG

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.025.
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1

i

fl

II

fl

c

fl
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C: \EC8 \ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

Verbal judgments of PREFERENCE with respect to:
DELAY < OP.BENEF < GOAL Node: 25000

1 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 BRDG . DCK

2 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

3 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

4 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

5 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 TEMP . BRG

6 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 1 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

7 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

8 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

9 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP. BRG

10 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

11 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

12 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 1 ^ 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

13 BRDG.INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

14 BRDG.INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

15 PAVEMENT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

1=EQUAL 3=MODERATE 5=STRONG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION

BRDG . DCK
BRDG.INS
DELAY
PAVEMENT
SITE. INT
TEMP . BRG
TRENCH

AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING SYSTEM
BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
Reduced Traffic Delays
PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR SYSTEM
SITE INTEGRATION SYSTEM
TEMPORARY BRIDGING SYSTEM
TRENCHING AND PIPE LAYING SYSTEM

Figure 33



PRIORITIES

1
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fl

0.036
SITE . INT
0.162
BRDG . DCK
0.061
TRENCH

0.212
BRDG . INS

0.306
PAVEMENT
0.224
TEMP . BRG

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.046.

Figure 34



C: \EC8\ECM0DELS\RDR0B0T1 RTI

Verbal judgments of PREFERENCE with respect to:
COST < SYS. CHAR < GOAL Node: 31000

1 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG . DCK

2 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

3 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

4 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 | 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

5 SITE. INT 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP.BRG

6 BRDG.DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 TRENCH

7 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

8 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

9 BRDG . DCK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP.BRG

10 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 BRDG.INS

11 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

12 TRENCH 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

13 BRDG . INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 PAVEMENT

14 BRDG.INS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP . BRG

15 PAVEMENT 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TEMP.BRG

1=EQUAL 3=MODERATE 5=STRONG 7=VERY STRONG 9=EXTREME

GOAL: SELECT A ROBOTIC/AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENT/ DEMONSTRATION

BRDG.DCK AUTOMATED BRIDGE DECKING SYSTEM
BRDG.INS BRIDGE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
COST Comparative Life Cycle Cost
PAVEMENT PAVEMENT INSPECTION AND REPAIR SYSTEM
SITE . INT SITE INTEGRATION SYSTEM
TEMP.BRG TEMPORARY BRIDGING SYSTEM
TRENCH TRENCHING AND PIPE LAYING SYSTEM

Figure 35



PRIORITIES
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0.363
SITE. INT
0.077
BRDG.DCK
0.233
TRENCH
0.085
BRDG.INS
0.104
PAVEMENT
0.138
TEMP . BRG

INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.043.

Figure 36



The inconsistency ratio is a measure of inconsistency in making
pairwise comparisons (i.e., if A is preferred to B, and B is

preferred to C, then A should be preferred to C, to be
consistent) . Perfect consistency over all selections generates
an inconsistency ratio of 0. If the inconsistency ratio is
greater than 0.10, then the decision-maker should re-examine his
choices. In Figure 16, the ratio is well below 0.10, at 0.009.

The evaluation of measures in Figure 16 is with respect to the
goal (Node 0) . It shows that the analyst (decision-maker)
thought that the operational benefits of the systems are
moderately more important than their functional importance; that
the system characteristics are egual-to-moderately more important
than their functional importance; and that the operational
benefits are equal-to-moderately more important than the system
characteristics. The rational for these judgements is that: (1)

the usual driver for the introduction of any new technology is
improvement over existing methods for performing the comparable
function; (2) it is easier to compare quantitatively the benefits
of a new technology with an older technology (to accomplish the
same task) , than to compare the relative benefits of two
different technologies designed to accomplish different tasks;
(3) it is difficult to quantify the importance of a technology
with respect to national goals. So Operational Benefits garners
more than half (0.540) of the weight of the three measures on the
basis its intrinsic importance (because of the way technology is
usually introduced into society) and practical importance (i.e.,
the relative ease of quantifying it)

.

The judgements in Figure 17 are to determine the importance of
the submeasures of the Functional Importance measure. Because
there are only two of them, they were evaluated graphically (with
manipulation of a pie chart in the program)

,
leading to the 2X2

matrix in the figure, where impact on the infrastructure is
valued equally-to-moderately more important than impact on the
national economy. This translated to a value of 2.1. Because
there are only two submeasures, the consistency ratio is always
0.000 because it is impossible to choose inconsistently with only
two items from which to choose.

The verbal judgements for the Operational Benefits (enhancements
over current techniques) submeasures are given in Figure 18.
Improvement in safety has the highest weight (importance) with a
final value of 0.372, with reduced life cycle cost in second
place with 0.264, and the others as shown in the figure.
Inconsistency is well within bounds.

Likewise, the System Characteristics submeasures are weighted in
Figure 19, with reliability the most important submeasure (with a
weight of 0.528). The systems are not functionally comparable
(because the perform different roadwork functions) , so their life
cycle costs are less important as a MoM. For example, system A



may cost an order of magnitude more than system B, but its
benefits (for performing function X) may be comparably more than
those of System B (for performing function Y) . But constraints
on capital investment costs (which are part of the life cycle
costs) might favor the less costly system. If we were comparing
functionally identical (but differently designed) systems, such
as comparing one type of pavement inspection system with another,
system cost might be a more important measure. Maintainability
and repairability (0.333), while important, are less desirable
than high re ability; avoiding failure is better than repair and
maintenance

.

The alternative systems are evaluated against the various
submeasures, and preferences (weights) calculated in Figures 20
to 36. As an example, consider Figure 27. The systems are
evaluated against the submeasure Safety (SAFETY) ,

which has the
parent measure Operational Benefits (OP. BEN), which has the
parent Goal (GOAL) of selecting a robotic/automation system for
development/demonstration. Row 2 shows that the Trenching and
Pipe Laying System is strongly preferred to the Site Integration
System for enhanced safety over current techniques for
accomplishing the respective roadwork functions. Row 7 shows
indifference (equality) between automated bridge decking and
automated bridge inspection and repair in terms of enhance safety
over current techniques. Row 13 shows an equal-to-moderate
preference for automated pavement inspection and repair over
automated bridge inspection and repair (with respect to enhanced
safety) because pavement work is a more commonly performed
function than bridge work (there is more pavement than bridges)

.

All of the other system choices are comparably judged. Figure 28
displays the result of the system evaluations against the Safety
submeasure. The automated/robotic pavement inspection and repair
system scored best (0.303) for Safety, with the trenching and
bridge inspection/repair systems neck and neck in second and
third places. An automated site integration system is the least
valuable for enhancing safety, with a score of 0.036.

The system alternatives are likewise evaluated against all of the
submeasures, through Figure 36.

3.3 Synthesis: Final Results

Figures 37 to 40 illustrate the final results obtained after
scoring all of the system alternatives against the weighted
submeasures and measures (i.e., synthesis of the leaf nodes
[system alternatives] with respect to the Goal) . The overall
inconsistency index for the process is well within bounds, at
0.03.

Figure 37 summarizes the weights of the measures and submeasures
(with additional trees in the previously given Figures 2 to 15)

.

Figures 38 and 39 summarize the values of the alternative systems
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against the measures and submeasures (while the software allows
for a goal plus 5 levels, we are using 3 levels)

.

Figure 40 displays the final results, with the automated/robotic
pavement inspection and repair system in first place with a score
of 0.255, and the automated/ robotic bridge inspection system in a

close second place with a score of 0.215. The final three
systems are closely ranked, between 0.125 and 0.121, essentially
equal in value.

There is nothing sacrosanct about these results - they reflect
the preferences, rationale, and judgement of one analyst,
performing an exemplar exercise and having no access to actual
cost data, or other field data. It is the method, the analytical
tool, that is important here, not the results of this exercise.

The AHP method and the MoM that we defined and weighted are
recommended for use by the panel of experts for evaluating the
alternative systems.

3.4 Sensitivity Analysis

After obtaining weights for the MoM and evaluating the
alternative systems, the analyst should examine the degree to
which small changes in judgement might affect the outcome by
performing a sensitivity analysis. Figures 41 to 81 illustrate
the results, for our example analysis, of a sensitivity analysis
of all of the alternative systems versus the MoM, and the MoM
versus each other. The results are displayed in several
different graphic formats as an aid in visualizing the results.

For example, Figure 41 shows, in bar graph format, the relative
contribution of each of the two submeasures (criteria) to the
evaluation of the alternative systems. The economic impact MoM
has a smaller affect on the pavement system than the
infrastructure impact MoM, but it has a larger affect on the site
integration system. The software allows the analyst to vary the
MoM dynamically, so the affects on the alternative system choices
can be tracked in real-time. A snapshot of this can be seen by
comparing Figures 45 and 46. Figure 45 has the calculated
submeasures values for the Operational Benefits MoM; it shows the
pavement system with the highest score. In Figure 46, the weight
(importance) of the life cycle cost submeasure has been increased
dramatically (from 0.264 to 0.821), and the result is a first
place edge for the bridge inspection system. However, a modest
increase in the weight of the life cycle cost submeasure has no
affect on the original outcome for the top-rated system (although
lower-rated systems change order, such as increased priority for
the site integration system)

.

A second method of investigating sensitivity is with gradient
sensitivity, shown in Figure 42. In the graph, the weight value
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for the measure of Functional Importance is fixed at its computed
value, while the measure for Economic Impact is allowed to vary
(the vertical line at 0.318 shows its computed value). By
sliding the vertical line across the ECON.IMP axis, one can
easily see how the values (weights) for the systems, and their
priority ranking (with respect to the submeasures under
consideration) vary. In the case of Figure 42, the site
integration system increases in value with increasing importance
of economic impact, while everything else (except for the trench
system) declines. Figure 77 shows where the vertical line,
representing the value of Func.Imp, was moved from its calculated
value of 0.163 to a value of 0.6 to see the affect on the system
priorities: there is no affect in this case.

A third way to investigate sensitivity is with a performance
analysis graph, as shown in Figure 43. The two measures under
consideration are shown as thin vertical bar graphs, with their
values read from the left vertical scale. The scores for the
systems are shown by the variously constructed lines across the
graph (with the key for the lines representing the systems
located below the graph) . The system values are read from right
vertical scale. The overall scores for the system are read
vertically along the line marked "overall." The analyst can vary
the values of the measures by varying the heights of the vertical
MoM bars, and the system curves will vary accordingly. For
example, the value for Cost, given in Figure 68 as 0.140, was
increased in Figure 69 to 0.600. This caused a significant
spread in the values of the systems in Figure 69, which were
previously closely spaced in Figure 68. Site integration becomes
a stronger candidate.

The two dimensional plot is a way to show how well the
alternatives perform with respect to any two criteria (measures)

,

as illustrated in Figure 44. Plots that tend to go from the
upper left to the right indicate key tradeoffs. The key to the
plot symbols is located below the graph. There are no key
tradeoffs in Figure 44.

There are sensitivity graphs for all of the cases. Because this
is an example, and not the results of an "official" analysis,
there is no reason to belabor the graphs, except to peruse them
as an example of sensitivity analysis for the analytic hierarchy
process. The sensitivity analysis for the final results are
illustrated in Figures 70 to 92. Figure 81 shows the calculated
system values against the weighted MoM (which were given in
various previous figures, including Figure 40)

.

In Figure 71,
the functional importance measure was increased considerably but
did not alter the relative ranking of the top three systems. In
Figure 72, the operational benefits measure was increased
considerably, again not altering the ranking of the top three
systems. Increasing the value of systems characteristics measure
does alter the outcome: the systems become more equal in value.
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